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Message From Chief Executive

In the mid-nineties as I began my journey to 

understand development and its complexities in 

Pakistan with many questions, idealism and hope- I 

was lucky to be mentored by Dr Akhter Hameed 

Khan. Much time was spent on learning from 

Doctor Sahib's perspective on self-help and 

entrepreneurship. Walking around Orangi 

inspecting entrepreneurs’ ventures and self-help 

schemes- Realizing my focus on education ....it was 

in one of those meetings at Orangi office that 

Doctor Sahib asked me to support the young 

entrepreneurs of the area to initiate schools. These 

were young men and women who could lead astray 

if their youthful hope and energy was not harnessed 

towards self-help and he assured me that they will 

be the pillars of the future.

All the children needed schooling as Orangi did not 

have functional Public schools- Parveen Rehman 

and I  drew up the program and Waheed was the 

first one to have a roof top school- Soon the number 

grew to almost 800, by then Waheed’s school was a 

huge school building with twenty rooms "Naunehal 

Academy". What was evident was that Youth if given 

a little technical and financial support will take off 

towards sustainable ventures.

Little did I realize that Doctor Sahib was equipping 

me to take the seeds of this idea and replicate in the 

rest of Pakistan- which we did years later under the 

auspices of Children's Global Network and a very 

able team, in 2011-12 in South Punjab in 

B a h a w a l p u r,  M u z a f f a r g a r h ,  L o d h r a n ,  

Bahawalnagar districts with support of Punjab Skill 

Development Fund and now in Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa 2013-2015 in Mardan, Swabi, 

Nowshera and Peshawar with support from DFID. 

Doctor Sahib was right, to equip and catalyze the 

youth in any challenging circumstances such as 

those in KP, will galvanize them to carve the future 

for themselves and children of their communities- I 

am humbled by the results of the program in Swabi, 

Mardan, Nowshera and Peshawar with just a 

technical training of three months to graduate 

youth and the result is many schools where there is 

demand.

Though we are a drop in the ocean and a small 

organization but with big dreams for Pakistan- We 

will continue to spread the model and would like to 

see the government taking it up at a national scale-  

As clearly it is the way forward to have schools for 

children and for all youth to be self-employed.

Pakistan Zinda Bad!

Mehnaz Aziz

Chief Executive & Founding Director

Children’s Global Network Pakistan
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Prologue

Youth all over the world through history, has been a 

revolutionary force. It is the priceless asset and 

opulence that can recuperate a nation going 

through hard time. Youth of a nation can do 

wonders if availed, trained, educated and informed 

in an optimum fashion. Pakistan, our much-loved 

homeland; is passing through challenging times 

with respect to economic, social and political 

turmoil. Crime rate is increasing, with a fast 

depletion of natural resources, deteriorating 

agriculture and power shortages, with instances of 

severe human right violation and sufferings of the 

common man. There are demonstrations and 

strikes, brutalities and scourge that affect hundreds 

every day. Despite the chaos, there lies a huge 

quantum of hope alongside, there is anticipation 

and prospects en route for accomplishment and 

triumph. Consequently, there is a huge 

responsibility lying on the young generation’s 

shoulders, towards nation building. To bring the 

state of affairs back on track, the youth has to play 

its proactive role to help change things for better, 

and to revive the state of affairs from getting worse.

This document is to share the experiences and 

achievements of 100 young social educational 

entrepreneurs to the world as their continuous 

struggle and their passion towards education is an 

outstanding contribution. Children’s Global 

Network Pakistan understands that Pakistan is 

facing an intense education emergency where 

millions of children are out of school and on the 

other hand there is a large proportion of youth who 

are jobless despite being highly qualified.

In this scenario, Children’s Global Network 

Pakistan   has provided a life changing program 

known as Skills for Employability-Training 

Educational Entrepreneurs KP. This is a 

comprehensive training platform that empowers 

unemployed youth in entrepreneurship and school 

management skills. As a result of this training, these 

entrepreneurs have established their own schools 

and enhanced access to education for children in 

marginalized areas by enrolling out of school 

children. This program is a breakthrough in 

addressing the challenges of unemployment and 

education crisis and its two-pronged approach in 

resolving both issues makes it a role model that 

needs be followed and implemented in all 

provinces of Pakistan.  The entrepreneurs are a 

source of pride of our country as they have created 

self-employability opportunities for themselves with 

limited financial resources and are actively 

engaged in creating employment opportunities for 

other youth in their ventures. Being a source of 

inspiration, their journey is continuous learning 

process as their strong commitment lies with the 

provision of quality education strengthens with 

each passing day. The whole canvas of their 

inspiring journeys, their vision and most 

importantly their dedication to Pakistan is highly 

commendable.

The program has made a huge impact in the lives of 

youth especially female who with their 

determination and hard work are changing the grim 

realities by establishing schools in their areas. Their 

determination is remarkable as they struggle hard 

to convince the parents to send their children to 

schools and early childhood centers despite the 

cultural barriers in their society towards females. 

Due to this program, strong and committed 

entrepreneurs like Shamim have come forward to 

provide quality education opportunities to girls of 

marginalized area in district Peshawar. Shazia, a 

courageous entrepreneur shared   her struggle as 

follows: “I still remember  after training, I would 

come back to my house late in evening, people 

would look at me with suspicion. That was really 

hurtful for me. But I kept moving ahead to achieve 

my goals.” Ejaz Saeed from district Peshawar is 

another such example who in a very young age has 

become a successful entrepreneur.

1313 youth (75% females) have been trained on 

s c h o o l  m a n a g e m e n t ,  p e d a g o g y  a n d  

entrepreneurial skills that equip youth for 

Foreword

While the Constitution of the country promises to 

give access to quality education to all 5-16 year 

olds in the country, free of cost (Article 25A), 

millions of children of school going age are still out 

of schools. Our literacy rates are holding steady 

and there is slow growth in net enrolment rates 

across all levels of education. Quality of education, 

in general, across public and low fee private sector, 

is low. Gender gaps, though narrowing, are still 

significant. Government resources, human, 

financial and administrative, are stretched in even 

maintaining these levels of effort.

Pakistan is also a very young country. We are still 

going through the demographic transition and 

have large numbers of youth entering the work 

force every year. The economy is not being able to 

produce the jobs that we need in order to 

accomodate the youth entering the workforce. 

Entrepreneurship has to be part of any solution we 

think of.

The 12-week CGN training programme and 

networking opportunities addresses a number of 

needs mentioned above. It opens up access to 

education for out of school children through low fee 

private schools, it gives entrepreneurship training 

to young people, especially women, and gives 

them the confidence to enter the entrepreneurial 

arena. This could, potentially, have impacts on the 

demand for education, for secondary and post-

secondary level, in specific areas. If the demand 

changes in areas where cultural barriers still hold 

women back from acquiring education and or 

entering the workforce, the benefits, for education, 

for female empowerment as well as for 

development of educational markets, could be 

significant.

CGN-P project is just a beginning. The project 

could be done at a much larger scale and with 

larger effects. There are too out of school children 

and we need to enroll them and provide them 

access to quality education. Should donors think of 

scaling up the project? Could the government open 

up access to finance for these potential 

entrepreneurs? Could the government employ 

education voucher schemes and/or school based 

assistance to facilitate both the entrepreneurs and 

the students? Though there are questions of how 

the state could and should engage with private 

sector providers of educational services, the 

potential in the area is significant and should 

definitely be experimented with. CGN project, 

through the case studies and stories being 

presented here, has amply demonstrated that.

The problems we face, in education, employment, 

e n t r e p r e n e u r s h i p  d e v e l o p m e n t ,  y o u t h  

empowerment, are large. We need to find solutions 

that are low cost but are able to give significant 

benefits. We also need solutions that are 

contextually grounded and locally relevant. This 

CGN-P project is an innovation of exactly this type. 

Each person who goes through the trainings and is 

transformed by it is, potentially, a game changer for 

the local area he/she works in. Hopefully donors, 

relevant government officials and policy makers 

and implementers will be able to see the potential of 

a programme like this one and be able to scale it 

across all areas/regions of the country where such 

a programme could be of help. 

Dr. Faisal Bari

CEO/Senior Research Fellow

Institute of Development and Economic 

Alternatives (IDEAS)

Associate Professor of Economics

Lahore University of Management Sciences 

(LUMS)
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Programme Strategy and Impact 

Implementation Features & Strategy:

§ Initiating advocacy campaign through Media, 

community meetings and other effective means 

of information and mobilization of masses and 

youth specially.

§ Selecting potential candidates by registering 

them, analyzing their life goals and finalization 

for training.

§ Training of youth for 12 weeks that equips them 

with innovative techniques on entrepreneurial 

skills, pedagogy, school records, quality 

education and developing school business 

plans. 

§ Supporting entrepreneurs with school Starting 

Kits at the inception period of their venture to 

assist them in creating conducive environment 

in their schools and enhance schools publicity.

§ Providing exposure of direct teaching 

demonstration in classroom and guidance by 

experienced mentors. 

§ Imparting technical assistance in selection of 

appropriate syllabus, school sights, enrollment 

campaign and improving teaching learning in 

classrooms.

§ Developing a network of entrepreneurs to 

enhancing the impact of their efforts and 

providing a solid linkage where they are able to 

share innovations and explorations. 

Impact of the Innovation:

The program is achieving the goals of increasing 

access for children in their respective areas, 

especially the rural areas where number of children 

is more than urban areas. These children are the   

beneficiaries of program enrolled in education 

institutions initiated by the entrepreneurs. The 

educational institutions init iated by the 

entrepreneurs are 63% in rural, while 37% have 

been initiated in urban slums of both districts where 

the education facilities are quite low. Currently, 

25609 children are beneficiaries of the program and 

every year it is increasing. 

The mobilization and class training impact is 

commendable as out of the total number of 

education institutions initiated during the project, 

67% are initiated by female entrepreneurs.  The 

female entrepreneurs are more confident   as a 

result of this program despite the cultural barriers of 

the area which does not encourage females to 

initiate and carry out   such business venture. 

The most important aspect of the program is a 

breakthrough in the lives of entrepreneurs and 

interpreneurs as their underlying skills are 

polished. Resultantly, they are able to 

communicate effectively and apply the unique 

teaching methodology learnt during training in their 

schools which not only enhances interest of 

children but also increases their attendance. The 

object ive of  increasing income of  the 

entrepreneurs, PKR.  3,203 monthly income to 

PKR. 7,837 per person per month has been 

reported at the initial stage while the progression in 

coming years would be very high. The program 

evaluation has reported 2 % failure of those 
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Areawise Institutions initiated

37%

63%

Rural Urban

establishing schools and other educational 

opportunities in their areas. These trainings bring 

hope and motivation, helping these individuals 

realize their potential, and train them to open 

schools. Through the training feedback and tests, it 

has been reported that 83% learning of the trainees 

has improved on entrepreneurial, pedagogy and 

management skills.  Due to this program, 228 

educational institutions have been initiated by 913 

entrepreneurs who have been trained in Khyber 

Pakhtunkhaw during the period 2014-15. 63% 

educational institutions have been initiated in rural 

areas while the remaining 37% are in urban 

marginalized slums. Most importantly, 25,000 

children are beneficiaries in these institutions 

learning through interactive and modern learning 

techniques. The involvement of females is very 

encouraging as 67% educational institutions are 

initiated by female entrepreneurs. The most 

important part of the program is revolution in the 

lives of entrepreneurs and interpreneurs like 

improvement in communication, teaching 

methodology, increased attendance and interest of 

children and much more. The other dimensions of 

the program which includes early childhood 

centers initiated by entrepreneurs contribute a lot in 

the lives of children towards learning. Later these 

ECE centers would flourish and expand into regular 

schools having very strong foundation classes. 

Entrepreneurs like Shamim, Ijaz, Raza and many 

others are setting an excellent example of leading 

and incorporating unique innovation qualities in 

their education. The entrepreneurs have received 

exposure of interactive learning techniques that will 

improve the learning outcomes of their students.  

Furthermore, a network among entrepreneurs and 

with line departments has been created to share the 

learning and experiences regarding schools 

registration and other updates daily.

This document is reflections of different aspects of 

the program impact, each individual entrepreneur 

is a story of hard work struggle and achievements. 

Many entrepreneurs had envisioned initiating their 

schools and it only became true when they joined 

the program which improved their skills. The story 

of each young entrepreneur is very unique and 

courageous, and each one will be an eye-opening 

inspiration for the reader.

These reflections will make us more alive, more 

human, more courageous, and more responsible 

towards taking initiatives.

Period 

2011-12

2013-14

2014-15

Targeted Area

Bahawalpur, Muzafargarh, Lodharan and Bahawalnagar

Swabi and Mardan

Peshawar and Nowshera

Trained Youth 

400

300

613
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entrepreneurs who had initiated educational 

institutions.

The other dimensions of the program include   

initiation of Early Childhood Centers (ECE) 

established by entrepreneurs which significantly 

contributes in the lives of children towards learning. 

In the future, these ECE centers would flourish and 

expand into regular schools having very strong 

foundation classes. Furthermore, these 

entrepreneurs have explored different low cost 

materials and innovative learning aids that enhance 

the comprehension of children on concepts.  Due 

to this program, schools initiated in Peshawar have 

especially purchased attractive and unique colorful 

learning materials that are a source of attraction for 

children. The importance of these schools lies in 

the fact that entrepreneurs continue to convince 

parents to enroll their out of school children in their 

safe schools- a remarkable initiative with a long-

lasting impact for the prosperity of Pakistan.

A. Project Goals

Project prime targets include assisting in 

developing capacity and inculcating civic 

responsibility and social cohesion in youth. It aims 

to   set priorities for public action, and focus on jobs 

with greater development payoffs. 

Most specifically the skills of youth will be 

developed as :

1 Making them confident, dynamic and highly 

skilled Educational Entrepreneurs

2 Prov id ing  them income genera t ion  

opportunities with development payoffs.

3 Supporting social cohesion

4 Creating a collective voice and advocacy 

channels

B. Project Objectives

§ Increasing access to schooling by setting up 

educational private institutions that cater to pre-

primary and primary level students.

§ Enhancing income generation opportunities for 

educated youth by identifying and training 

potential individuals on teaching, pedagogical, 

management skills and entrepreneurial skills. 

§ Providing technical assistance to bright 

students in establishing educational institutions 

in respective districts.  

C. Intended impact of the project

§ Providing greater access to education in remote 

areas where schools are not present

§ Increasing educational entrepreneurism that will 

enhance the job opportunities for the educated 

youth. 

§ Enhancing education opportunities for girls by 

establishing community-oriented schools. 

Currently girls don’t have equal opportunity to 

study or teach in these areas.

§ Improving greater ownership in the community 

of the schools and grass roots advocacy to 

challenge perceptions about women and girls’ 

education.

§ Boosting higher learning levels of children after 

exposure to the interactive learning 

§ Augmenting support from homes  for children’s 

education through the community involvement 

component

We here acknowledge the commitment and hard work of CGN-P team that made the program impact lens 

bigger than expected. We also appreciate the facilitation and encouraging support for innovations by Ilm 

Ideas team.
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building for a middle school in the Qazi Kila of Ring 

Road Peshawar. She received fifty percent 

investment in school venture from her brother in law 

and is now looking after the administration of her 

newly started Muslim Grammar School. 

To her surprise, two of her unemployed cousins 

who were searching for a job also joined them as 

volunteer teaching faculty. The unemployed 

cousins will get paid as soon as the venture starts 

making profit. “I feel overjoyed when I’m able to 

utilize the innovative ideas of youth that is 

unemployed and are now working in my school’ 

admits  Sana.

A team of 5 people lead by Sana Dary Khan is 

working hard to attract as many admissions as they 

can. Currently 35 out of schools kids are enrolled 

within the age bracket of 4-9 years. 

“I can proudly claim that I got a job with zero days of 

unemployment.” She smiles.

Sana is also working on decorating a fascinating 

environment of Montessori based on pedagogical 

lessons she learnt during training. The training 

polished her communication style and she can 

present her view point more confidently now.

Muslim Grammar School has been advertised 

through wall chalking and banners in the nearby 

streets and towns. Sana envisions Muslim 

Grammar School to grow beyond the expected 

levels of enrollment and progress and serve as a 

model education system offering quality education 

to community. Prior to training at Children Global 

Network Pakistan, Sana Dary Khan was one of the 

thousands of educated female who were jobless 

throughout their lives and never thought of starting 

their own business. 

The training not only employed Sana in a social 

enterprise but also provided a permanent source of 

income to four other family members as well. The 

Journey from being a job seeker to job creator was 

made stress-free by the training program.

“I am overwhelmed with the response I’m receiving, 

the enrollment is increasing daily!” she exclaims

“I have the freedom to lead and make my own 

decisions and learn from my mistakes as learning is 

a life-long process” - Sana

Westerners usually associate the predicament of 

Pakistani women with religious oppression, but the 

reality is far more intricate. A certain mentality is 

deeply entrenched in strictly patriarchal societies 

like Pakistan. They must live in a culture that defines 

them by the male figures in their lives, even though 

these women are often the breadwinners for their 

families.  Sana, a young educated woman decided 

to change notion of society where women are 

treated like pretty things that need to be hidden 

away and protected.

Sana’s aim in life was to obtain a teaching job after 

completion of her studies. She got to know about 

the perfect training opportunity offered by an NGO 

to develop her teaching skills and contacted the 

CGNP office for registration.  Her motivation behind 

joining the training was to obtain a certificate which 

would assist her in finding a job at a reputable 

school. But the three months exposure during the 

training offered by Children’s Global Network 

changed her vision and instead of job-hunting, she 

decided to be a job creator.

During the training, Sana came to know about self-

employability benefits. Independent decision 

making and the ability to take initiative was the most 

significant advantage of being self-employed. 

“When you start your own venture, you learn through 

achievements and failures but both are a result of 

the effort you add” exclaims Sana. 

She participated in every activity and her ideas 

presented at the end of every assignment were 

appreciated by not only the trainer but trainees 

also. It boosted the morale of Sana and she 

planned for entrepreneurial venture of her own. 

Sana discussed the idea with her family and the 

positive response from few of members (sister, 

brother in law, cousins) helped her in materializing 

her dream into reality. 

With the assistance and support of her family 

members, she rented out an 8 room double story 

From A Job Seeker To 
A Job Creator

01

Sana Dary Khan 

Discovering the 
Leader Within

Days before the actual training commenced, Imran 

had decided to not change his existing situation. 

Despite being a taxation officer, he was not content 

with his job and wished to move ahead from this 

stagnant position. “I learnt about the social 

educational entrepreneurs program through Mr. 

Abdul Jabbar who is also one of the trainees of the 

program. Jabbar told me that this experience will 

not only enrich your personality but also offers a 

vision of life.”

Imran states ‘The training was much more gratifying 

and rewarding than anything I have experienced all 

my life and it changed my perception completely. I 

was aimless despite a job doing so long. During 

training I explored leader characteristics inside me. 

Entrepreneurial training equip me with different 

skills like persuasion, communication, problem 

solving and very dominant to all is new vision 

regarding my life.” 

“Leaders help themselves and others to do the right 

things as they set directions, build an inspiring 

vision, and create something new. Leadership is 

about mapping out where you need to go to "win" as 

a team or an organization; and it is dynamic, 

exciting, and inspiring.” 

He learned and understood that to be an 

inspirational leader, one must:  

§ Create an inspiring vision of the future.

§ Motivate and inspire people to engage with that 

vision.

§ Manage delivery of the vision.

§ Coach and builds a team, so that it is more 

effective at achieving the vision.

Utilizing his leadership skills during decision 

making and problem solving Imran realized that the 

ideal way to resolve conflict is to take initiative in 

formulating solutions. This, in essence, stems from 

leadership skills. “Clashes towards a perspective is 

a common problem within workplace and it often 

results in a huge conflict. I am trained now to come 

up with a solution for any problem by emphasizing 

and respecting their ideas.” Through the training, 

Imran realized that leader is a risk taker and has the 

vision to move forward. This lead him to take loan of  

around 200,000/- rupees and took the risk of 

establishing his own school

Imran is now running his own school named ‘Orient 

The Advance Future Education System’ located in 

Hakim Town, in district Nowshera. Offering 

education from grade 0-5, the fee structure is 

nominal to suit the affordability of the community. 

So far 59 students are enrolled and five teachers are 

dedicated to incorporate the same leadership skills 

in the students. Imran is very sensitive towards 

quality education so he always remain in touch with 

the technical team of CGNP and seek guidance at 

every step. Imran is also active these days to create 

a network of the entrepreneurs for experience 

sharing and enlarging the lens of education in the 

area according to 21st century needs. 

“Due to my persuasion skills, I was able to motivate 

the provincial minister of my area to be guest in the 

inaugural ceremony of my school” smiles Imran
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treated like pretty things that need to be hidden 

away and protected.

Sana’s aim in life was to obtain a teaching job after 

completion of her studies. She got to know about 

the perfect training opportunity offered by an NGO 

to develop her teaching skills and contacted the 

CGNP office for registration.  Her motivation behind 

joining the training was to obtain a certificate which 

would assist her in finding a job at a reputable 

school. But the three months exposure during the 

training offered by Children’s Global Network 

changed her vision and instead of job-hunting, she 

decided to be a job creator.

During the training, Sana came to know about self-

employability benefits. Independent decision 

making and the ability to take initiative was the most 

significant advantage of being self-employed. 

“When you start your own venture, you learn through 

achievements and failures but both are a result of 

the effort you add” exclaims Sana. 

She participated in every activity and her ideas 

presented at the end of every assignment were 

appreciated by not only the trainer but trainees 

also. It boosted the morale of Sana and she 

planned for entrepreneurial venture of her own. 

Sana discussed the idea with her family and the 

positive response from few of members (sister, 

brother in law, cousins) helped her in materializing 

her dream into reality. 

With the assistance and support of her family 

members, she rented out an 8 room double story 
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Sana Dary Khan 

Discovering the 
Leader Within

Days before the actual training commenced, Imran 

had decided to not change his existing situation. 

Despite being a taxation officer, he was not content 

with his job and wished to move ahead from this 

stagnant position. “I learnt about the social 

educational entrepreneurs program through Mr. 

Abdul Jabbar who is also one of the trainees of the 

program. Jabbar told me that this experience will 

not only enrich your personality but also offers a 

vision of life.”

Imran states ‘The training was much more gratifying 

and rewarding than anything I have experienced all 

my life and it changed my perception completely. I 

was aimless despite a job doing so long. During 

training I explored leader characteristics inside me. 

Entrepreneurial training equip me with different 

skills like persuasion, communication, problem 

solving and very dominant to all is new vision 

regarding my life.” 

“Leaders help themselves and others to do the right 

things as they set directions, build an inspiring 

vision, and create something new. Leadership is 

about mapping out where you need to go to "win" as 

a team or an organization; and it is dynamic, 

exciting, and inspiring.” 

He learned and understood that to be an 

inspirational leader, one must:  

§ Create an inspiring vision of the future.

§ Motivate and inspire people to engage with that 

vision.

§ Manage delivery of the vision.

§ Coach and builds a team, so that it is more 

effective at achieving the vision.

Utilizing his leadership skills during decision 

making and problem solving Imran realized that the 

ideal way to resolve conflict is to take initiative in 

formulating solutions. This, in essence, stems from 

leadership skills. “Clashes towards a perspective is 

a common problem within workplace and it often 

results in a huge conflict. I am trained now to come 

up with a solution for any problem by emphasizing 

and respecting their ideas.” Through the training, 

Imran realized that leader is a risk taker and has the 

vision to move forward. This lead him to take loan of  

around 200,000/- rupees and took the risk of 

establishing his own school

Imran is now running his own school named ‘Orient 

The Advance Future Education System’ located in 

Hakim Town, in district Nowshera. Offering 

education from grade 0-5, the fee structure is 

nominal to suit the affordability of the community. 

So far 59 students are enrolled and five teachers are 

dedicated to incorporate the same leadership skills 

in the students. Imran is very sensitive towards 

quality education so he always remain in touch with 

the technical team of CGNP and seek guidance at 

every step. Imran is also active these days to create 

a network of the entrepreneurs for experience 

sharing and enlarging the lens of education in the 

area according to 21st century needs. 

“Due to my persuasion skills, I was able to motivate 

the provincial minister of my area to be guest in the 

inaugural ceremony of my school” smiles Imran
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replicated in improving her school further. 

“I found the teaching methodology concept learnt 

during the training very unique and interesting” 

remarks Shamim. The 5E instructional model 

composed of Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate 

and Evaluate during the training session appealed 

to her the most. Through engagement, she began 

to envision a teaching methodology that elicits 

student’s prior knowledge and support them in 

making connections to past learning experiences.

Shamim was determined to identify student’s 

strengths and challenge their misconceptions. 

Furthermore, through the training she discovered 

that novel strategies can be provided to the 

students in which they can organize new and 

existing knowledge. The prime challenge faced by 

Miss Shamim was to restructure the school which 

was in a shabby condition. For this purpose, CGN-P 

introduced her to   two talented sisters who were 

trainees of the same program. Both girls worked 

enthusiastically for Ms. Shamim and together they 

changed the name of school, physical outlook of 

class rooms, decorated the early classes according 

to the modern pedagogical trends learnt during 

training and invited parents of students for a 

meeting to get the complete details of their 

children’s academic position.

Currently, Miss Shamim has around 80 students 

enrolled in her school from play group to matric with 

20 new admissions. Her worst fear of changing the 

perception of community regarding the school 

subsided with the positive feedback of inaugural 

ceremony. She is now working with immense 

dedication towards the progress of her school . 

“I actively promote the concept of Co-education as 

it gives children more confidence and   I am eager 

to promoting good values and knowledge to 

students. For me, the biggest joy is to play the noble 

role of educating youth of my country”

Ms Shamim

Working as vice principal and administrator for 

fifteen years, one would expect the fruits of hard 

work being rewarded to Miss Shamim. But the 

reality was presenting a completely different 

picture. “Despite investing all my efforts and a 

significant portion of my life in workplace, my status 

was still that of an underpaid employee who had no 

involvement in the decision making process neither 

any monetary stake in the growing economy of the 

school ” acknowledges Shamim.  

One day, some administrative miscalculations 

trigged severe rift between her and the owner of 

school and she decided to resign. Although it was a 

very difficult step for her at that moment, she was 

determined to take any other job and not return to 

her previous school.

She came to know about the training opportunity in 

January 2015 (few months within resignation) 

offered by Children Global Network Pakistan. Ms 

Shamim got herself registered for training with the 

expectation that this platform may bring any other 

career opportunity for her. During the interview and 

selection process, she came to know the details of 

technical support provided by CGNP for starting 

educational entrepreneurs and found it a very 

appropriate time to start her own school. Ms 

Shamim joined the training in mid-March, a time 

when she just initiated a high school by the name of 

“Unique Memorial Education High School”. Thus 

the daily learning during session was practically 

A Vice Principal Decides 
To Take Action
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Shamim Akhter

Determination: 
A step toward success

Soni Ghulam Habib became part of CGN-P 

educational entrepreneurship training program 

informing her cousin that this training is very need 

of her. In the initial days of training, Soni refrained 

from any group activity and always remained shy to 

share her point of view. “The training rules and 

culture of involving all compelled me also gradually 

to share and improves my communication skills.” 

Admits Soni.  

Since individual participation and opinion sharing 

is core essence of CGNP’s training methodology, 

Soni was being motivated to come in front of her 

colleagues and present her ideas on given subject 

matter. ‘I literally used to shiver when my name was 

being called during any discussion session and 

requested the trainer many times to exclude my 

name from such interactive sessions.”

But the trainer took couple of individual counselling 

sessions with Soni convincing her of the 

importance of such exercises for becoming a better 

teacher and administrator. The trainer made the 

rules of presentation flexible for Soni and for first 

month, she participated while sitting on chair and 

not leaving her position. When she overcame the 

fear of speaking in a group, she was being 

encouraged to come forward and present the chart 

on white board in standing postures. A positive 

feedback from CGN-P team boosted her 

confidence level and by second month of training, 

Soni was comfortable with the idea of individual 

presentation in a group. 

“It was due to the training, I realized that our 

teaching method is unlike other developed 

countries where the programs cater to the 

psychological and emotional needs of the student 

and boost their cognitive and social skills but no 

such program is available over here.” Soni stated.

An exceptional learning environment provided to 

her during training led her to initiate her own school 

named Horizon Public School.  ‘Initially I was afraid’ 

she acknowledges “Afraid of rejection, afraid of 

everyone’s reaction, afraid whether I will be 

successful in this venture”

Soni has now initiated her own school and is proud 

of her initiative. When asked how she managed to 

achieve this when she was so afraid, she smiles “I 

am blessed to have an encouraging family that 

supports me at every step. They are my strength, 

they believed in my decision at a time when even I 

had doubts’”.

This demarcation will allow the child to determine 

how they will function with respect to other people. 

She has been provided the guidelines under the 

Educational Entrepreneurs Program for effective 

operation of her school. She will create a play-

based learning environment which would include 

providing a safe space, correct supervision, and 

culturally aware and trained teachers who are 

working hard to ensure that students achieve their 

full potential.

“Be Brave” she says “Only courage and 

determination will fulfill your ambitions. The first step 

to make an important decision is always the hardest 

but once you are determined, you will overcome 

your fears”
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subsided with the positive feedback of inaugural 

ceremony. She is now working with immense 
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it gives children more confidence and   I am eager 

to promoting good values and knowledge to 

students. For me, the biggest joy is to play the noble 

role of educating youth of my country”
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fifteen years, one would expect the fruits of hard 

work being rewarded to Miss Shamim. But the 

reality was presenting a completely different 

picture. “Despite investing all my efforts and a 

significant portion of my life in workplace, my status 

was still that of an underpaid employee who had no 

involvement in the decision making process neither 

any monetary stake in the growing economy of the 

school ” acknowledges Shamim.  

One day, some administrative miscalculations 

trigged severe rift between her and the owner of 

school and she decided to resign. Although it was a 

very difficult step for her at that moment, she was 

determined to take any other job and not return to 

her previous school.

She came to know about the training opportunity in 

January 2015 (few months within resignation) 

offered by Children Global Network Pakistan. Ms 

Shamim got herself registered for training with the 

expectation that this platform may bring any other 

career opportunity for her. During the interview and 

selection process, she came to know the details of 

technical support provided by CGNP for starting 

educational entrepreneurs and found it a very 

appropriate time to start her own school. Ms 

Shamim joined the training in mid-March, a time 

when she just initiated a high school by the name of 

“Unique Memorial Education High School”. Thus 

the daily learning during session was practically 
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feedback from CGN-P team boosted her 
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Soni was comfortable with the idea of individual 

presentation in a group. 

“It was due to the training, I realized that our 

teaching method is unlike other developed 

countries where the programs cater to the 

psychological and emotional needs of the student 

and boost their cognitive and social skills but no 

such program is available over here.” Soni stated.

An exceptional learning environment provided to 

her during training led her to initiate her own school 

named Horizon Public School.  ‘Initially I was afraid’ 

she acknowledges “Afraid of rejection, afraid of 

everyone’s reaction, afraid whether I will be 

successful in this venture”

Soni has now initiated her own school and is proud 

of her initiative. When asked how she managed to 

achieve this when she was so afraid, she smiles “I 

am blessed to have an encouraging family that 

supports me at every step. They are my strength, 

they believed in my decision at a time when even I 

had doubts’”.

This demarcation will allow the child to determine 

how they will function with respect to other people. 

She has been provided the guidelines under the 

Educational Entrepreneurs Program for effective 

operation of her school. She will create a play-

based learning environment which would include 

providing a safe space, correct supervision, and 

culturally aware and trained teachers who are 

working hard to ensure that students achieve their 
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confidence during training through work 

presentations and I would not be doing job rather 

sitting home if I had not taken up this 

training.”Sumbul and Beena added: “I liked our 

trainers’ polite tone of interacting with us and use 

the same with my students.”

The developmental domains identified during the 

training allowed the sisters to learn that the simplest 

activities at every age level promotes stimulation 

and growth in their cognitive, social, language and 

physical skills. Reading books enhances cognitive 

development,  having conversations in the car or 

dinner table enables social development, putting 

together pieces of puzzle assists fine motor skills 

and participating in sports activities increases the 

gross motor development. 

Through the group activity they were provided cut 

outs of different developments of child and asked to 

identify the developmental milestones of each age 

group. This has assisted the teachers as they are 

doing multigrade teaching and enhanced their 

skills to identify the hidden talent of each child in the 

class.They explained concepts with visual aids so 

that students understands and keep it in for longer 

period of time. “We make less use of  the traditional 

style of teaching in schools, with our interactive 

teaching mehodology students take interest in the 

class and become more regular.” Sisters added.  

Both sisters adore Ms. Shamim as they believe she 

is an excellent Prinicpal and role model for them. 

They are growing professionally under her 

supervision. They not only do  teaching but also  

help in adminstrative matters of school, 

“They are my hands, worked day and night to 

facilitate me in opening my school, at times I don’t 

know what to do if they are not around” admits Ms. 

Shamim. The sisters consider Ms. Shamim a 

woman of substance and wish to be like her and 

become school entreprenuer in future.“I will open 

my school” Beena claimed and Sumbul whispered 

“I will assist her.”

“We are constantly planning activities that cater to 

the diverse developmental domains of our 

students’’ - Beena and Sumbul

Beena and Sumbul are residents of Corporation 

Colony Dalazak Road Peshawar city are working as 

teachers in Unique Memorial Education High 

School opened by one of entrepreneur Ms. 

Shamim Akhter who has received 3-months “Skills 

for Employability” training by CGN-P. Beena has 

Master degree and professional bachelors in 

education and has six years of teaching experience 

in another school, whereas Sumbul the younger 

sister has only finished high school with no 

experience of teaching. Both of them came to know 

about CGN-P training from cousin who completed 

the course and convinced sisters to get enrolled by 

telling features like activity based learning, group 

work and presentations to build confidence and 

communication skills. Beena shares “I tried to get a 

job in government school but could not get one. To 

prevent myself from wasting more time, I started 

teaching in a private school. I wanted to learn about 

the different development domains of children.”  

Sumbul on the other hand lacked confidence “I am 

not a very confident being when it comes to 

speaking to unknown people, I could not utter 

words and feared that people would ridicule me on 

whatever I speak.”

Both sisters got registered and started the training. 

CGN-P Master Educators coached them to 

discover their hidden talents “I began to gain 

Two Resilient Sisters Achieve 
A Breakthrough
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Beena and Sumbul

Overcoming the 
Fear of Failure 

Few years back Abdul Jabbar had initiated his 

school in partnership with his friends but the school 

failed and he lost all his investment. He had the 

desire to educate the people of his area but he had 

an instilled fear of failure of the same incident 

happening again.

He became aware of Skills for Employability 

Training CGN-P and was motivated by his family 

members to join. During the training, Mr. Jabbar 

actively participated and took leading roles in most 

activities. Trainer observed his outstanding abilities 

which were patience and humility. “Mr Jabbar is a 

soft nature person and his discipline proved that he   

respected everyone’s ideas.” 

Mr. Jabbar participated in the training with his aim to 

educate the children of his area and was focused to 

learn more and examine the reasons of his 

business failure in the past and gained the 

confidence to take another risk.

“The most important technique which I learnt to start 

my own initiative was developing school business 

plan. Before starting any business, entrepreneur 

must be carrying out a SWOT analysis. It allows 

evaluation on professional scale for running a 

business.” Jabbar affirms.  

SWOT basically encapsulates 4 words, Strength, 

Weakness, Opportunity and Threats. “I wasn’t 

ready to take another risk initially but   during the 

training, I learnt that on what parameters a business 

or idea could be evaluated. I stressed a lot on SWOT 

analysis and feasibility report purposely.”

S-W describes the overview of the Positive and 

Negatives elements of a business while O-T covers 

the external factors that affect the business. This 

helped Jabbar with both strategic planning and 

decision making. 

Through SWOT analysis, he realized that the 

reason why his previous business failed was due to 

incorrect evaluation. Through this he made a 

business plan by observing it’s :

§ Strength: He was financially stable and could 

invest again.

§ Weakness: Management of school was the 

issue and he hired the best management team 

in town.

§ Opportunities: He provided the element of 

entertainment and learning in his school by 

organizing regular events such as sports day, 

magic show etc. This unique concept enhanced 

interest of students and provided them the 

incentive to not miss a single class.

§ Threats: Competition from neighboring schools 

is a continuous threat but Jabbar is determined 

to overcome this by imparting highest quality of 

education.

His school is known as “Awaz-E-Noh Public 

School” which is located in Khat Kalay, Nowshera. 

He occupied a dedicated building for his school 

and is charging nominal monthly fees and 

admission is free in his school. There are 64 

students, who are receiving education in his 

institution since January 2015. 

An honest and hardworking man, Mr Jabbar says “I 

received the expertise to evaluate my business by 

implementing SWOT analysis. This led me to 

overcome the fear of failure and initiate my school 

with calculated risks.”
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and participating in sports activities increases the 
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skills to identify the hidden talent of each child in the 
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class and become more regular.” Sisters added.  

Both sisters adore Ms. Shamim as they believe she 

is an excellent Prinicpal and role model for them. 
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sister has only finished high school with no 

experience of teaching. Both of them came to know 

about CGN-P training from cousin who completed 

the course and convinced sisters to get enrolled by 

telling features like activity based learning, group 
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communication skills. Beena shares “I tried to get a 

job in government school but could not get one. To 

prevent myself from wasting more time, I started 

teaching in a private school. I wanted to learn about 
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Sumbul on the other hand lacked confidence “I am 

not a very confident being when it comes to 
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The principal was impressed with the knowledge 

and confidence level of hajra and recruited her to 

teach class 2 and 3. She is getting Rs. 4500/- from 

Excellence Model School and teaching higher 

classes now as compared to before. Hajra is 

planning to open her own school after gaining 

enough expertise within a few years.

Hajra is now able to implement her knowledge on 

child rights in her class. “I am now clearly aware of 

the issues of male and females in my class. I take 

extra care of the sensitive children of my class and 

how to enhance their confidence by consistent 

encouragement” acknowledges Hajra.

Principal of Excellence Model School is greatly 

pleased with Hajra’s efforts and remarks ‘I am 

actually learning from Hajra!. She has become a 

role model for her staff and students alike. I’m 

highly interested in employing more trainees from 

this program.” 

Hajra was teaching in a private school earning 

substantial remuneration for her efforts. With 

reduced employment opportunities for even the 

most educated people, Hajra was content with her 

job. She came to know about training opportunity 

offered by CGN-P from a colleague and applied 

with the expectation of adding a certificate of 

professional training to her credentials. What she 

learnt during the training was unexpected.

Training proved to be an amazing experience of her 

life. She never learned in such a friendly 

environment before where the trainees were given 

a chance to express their opinion and their 

contribution was respected by the trainer on equal 

footings. 

“The most interesting session for me was on child 

rights. It is a topic that is not openly discussed in our 

society and protection of children is of utmost 

importance. We were asked to read the child 

friendly version of UN convention of Rights of the 

Child. I became more aware of the steps to enhance 

child protection and prevent their exploitation.” 

Hajra was more confident of her teaching after the 

training and started applying for jobs in other 

schools after mentioning the three months training 

in her resume. She received positive response from 

another school “Excellence Model School” and 

went for interview. During the demonstration, she 

shared few of things regarding child psychology 

and protection when asked about her training 

experience. 

Child Rights and 
Protection
Hajra Learns

07

The Road To 
Self-Discovery

“My goal was to do something substantial that was 

for the betterment of not just my family but for my 

village.”  -Uzma

Uzma Sabz Ali belongs from a humble background 

and faces the problem of poverty in Rashakai 

District Nowshera, where in her society, thousands 

of women struggle to meet monthly expenses due 

to lack of income and opportunities. Furthermore 

the negative perception towards women who work   

is quite discouraging. Despondent with her 

situaton, Uzma resolved to seek better 

opportunities to transform her situation.

Initially, she worked in a private educational 

institution and was able to earn a low salary on a 

monthly basis. Having worked there, she realized 

that education is extremely expensive in the private 

schools and cannot be afforded by poor families. 

This motivated her to establish a formal school in 

my village at a very minimal fees. “Although my 

motivation and desire was high, I did not have the 

skills to achieve my goals. Additionally, I was 

unaware about my own ability to teach so effectively.

I received overwhelming support from my family 

and CGN-P which allowed me to come out of my 

comfort zone and discover my inner potential. Even 

while I faced the problem of commuting to the CGN-

P training centre as it was quite far from my locality. 

Interestingly, this training gave me immense support 

to broaden my knowledge about novel and 

innovative methodologies of teaching.”

This venture not only gave Uzma the confidence to 

initiate her own enterprise but also, is a source of 

benefit for the children and the whole community 

who are unable to send their children to expensive 

schools due to high costs.  Her school “Islamia 

Public School” is located in Rashkai, Mohallah 

Mayari Khel where 60 students are enrolled from 

15th January, 2015 till May 2015. 

According to the World Bank’s Poverty Head Count 

Analysis for 2014, if income per adult in Pakistan is 

taken as $2 per day in line with international 

standards for middle income countries, then 

60.19% of the population falls below the poverty 

line. Despite extreme poverty faced, Uzma was able 

to take the initiative that allowed her to spread the 

light of education.

“I learn a lot from my students coming from 

marginalized segments of the society and I have 

come to the realisation that when children  become 

independent, they become beautiful and give back 

to the society”-Uzma
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During the course of the training Misbah observed 

the design of UNESCO Document on ECE learning 

environment and made a plan to create a similar 

ECE environment in her center. This would include 

art, literacy, writing, math, reading and computer 

corner. The ECE environment would not only 

promote the development of the child’s higher 

order ability but also promotes the feeling of safety 

and security amongst children.

Highly motivated and determined, Misbah took the 

brave decision to initiate her own educational 

enterprise. “I faced opposition from my relatives 

who warned me about the insecurity of the area.” 

Misbah recalls. But her confidence did not get 

affected by negativity and she initiated Roshni 

Montessori. 

“Roshni” the Urdu Word implies ‘Light’ and Misbah 

is determined to spread this light in the lives of 

children in her area. Misbah has successfully 

enrolled students of ages 3-4 and work on their 

socialization through activity based learning.  In the 

future, she aims to enroll more kids and expand the 

ECE center into formal primary school.

“This center will provide knowledge and reform the 

attitudes of the society regarding early year’s 

education. If I can do this, why can’t others too?” 

Misbah

“My mother, a lady health worker by profession 

came home one day and without haste uttered this 

sentence: Misbah you have to avail this opportunity, 

it is possibly the most unique concept I have heard 

in a long time’

Enrolling in this training only due to her mother’s 

willingness, little did Misbah know that she would 

learn the most unique concept of Early Childhood 

Education. “I became aware of the concept of early 

childhood education which is the combination of 

physical, cognitive, social and emotional learning of 

a child during the first six to eight years of their life.”  

Previously, Misbah was not aware of the fact that 

these are the formative years of a child’s life and the 

most crucial time of a child’s life where their 

confidence is formed or shattered. 

“What shocked me was the information that were 

shared with me during the training!. I had no idea 

that Pakistan is among the 21 countries facing an 

“extensive” learning crisis, and that 63% of children 

aged three to five years are not receiving any 

education related to early childhood development.  

She realized that only Early Childhood Education 

(ECE) can change this. 

Misbah realized the   immense importance of Early 

Childhood Education and she decided to cater to 

the needs of the children of her community by 

initiating her own ECE center.

Spreading the Light 
of Education

09

Misbah

Joining Hands to Change the 
Fate of Khorabad

For Irum Hassan and Nadia Hussain, two 

determined individuals belonging to Khorabad, the 

philosophy regarding opportunities is clear. They 

are created by the person on a self-help basis but 

must be accompanied with a persistent effort and 

motivation. After obtaining the Professional 

Teaching Certificate and a teaching experience 

encompassing 2 years, both ladies were 

determined to initiate their own schools. While 

going against the traditional societal structure, 

where women are not allowed to take initiative, 

these women took action and established school in 

Khorabad, their village in district Nowshera. With 

the constant support of their families, their 

motivation level was sky high and their resolve to 

change the fate of Khorabad was resolute.

“For the purpose of polishing our skills we received 

guidance from CGN-P”. With the support of CGN-P 

we learnt various motivational techniques to 

mobilize the community. The location of our school 

is in a backward village known as Khorabad where 

most people are farmers and there is lack of 

educational facilities. Initially setting a low fees we 

realized that even that was not affordable for the 

families there. So we decided to take action and 

revise the fee structure to a nominal amount of 50 

Rupees.”-Irum 

The two teachers were shocked that even then the 

parents refused to enroll their children. Finally 

unearthing the problem, they realized that it was not 

just the affordability issue but the perception of the 

community towards education. From the training of 

Children’s Global Network they had learnt various 

motivational techniques and they decided to apply 

them in the community. They had learnt to focus on 

their objectives, do hard work, think positively, work 

passionately and plan strategically and this helped 

them to not give up even when the community was 

against their initiative.

The two ladies are determined to change the fate of 

Khorabad by providing quality education to the 

underprivileged children. For them nothing is 

impossible and nothing will lower their motivation 

and passion to teach children. They have initiated a 

formal school named “Marwa Public School” in 

Khorabad and having substantial years of teaching 

experience, they established  school with the 

guidance and technical support of CGN-P on 1st 

March, 2015. 

“For community motivation, we carried out 

awareness sessions with the locals about how our 

school is catering to the developmental and 

cognitive needs of children.’ Nadia admits.

With limited resources, they initiated their school 

one room of a house but later when enrollment 

increased they expanded the setup to two rooms. 

They analyzed the most vulnerable segments of the 

community and motivated the parents to enroll their 

children free of cost. These children are given 

highly conducive environment as the teachers are 

giving individual attention to each student. 

Currently they have 55 students enrolled in their 

school and that is a huge achievement in a 

community which has a rigid perception towards 

education.

“This area is in dire need of an education system 

and transformation of narrow mindset can only be 

achieved through provision of quality education”-

Miss Irum and Nadia
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§ Students feel safe in her school but also 

challenged in a stimulating enviornment

§ Groups are small so that everyone can 

participate during the class

§ Student’s tasks are clearly defined and enables 

them to enhance their strengths and overcome 

their weakness

Through this cooperative learning, diversity is 

celebrated in class and every contribution of the 

student is valued.

Kauseria is grateful to CGN-P for transforming her 

from a housewife to entrepreneur; “I would rather 

be sitting at home if I had not attended this training.” 

With the self-assurance inculcated during the 

training, she is certain of initiating the Montesoori 

branch of the same school. The couple is putting 

effort together to make school a success. 

“Now I relate to my knowledge received during 

training by implementing it in my own classroom. 

The feedback, I receive from the parents of my 

students is overwhelming. I will aspire to inspire 

them every day and make them responsible citizens 

of the future”- Kauseria

“Every child has a unique capability and it is 

important to understand their different needs.” -

Kauseria

Kauseria is the wife of Tanveer, the Enterpreneur 

who has received CGN-P training and initiated the 

‘AL-Ilm International School’ in Village Qaziabad 

Peshawer.

“My husband surprised me one day bringing me 

inside his school. He had selected the building, 

furniture and worked on creating environment on his 

own, now in the process of running he wanted my 

contribution”Kauseria shared.

Kauseria joined the training as an amateur who had 

little teaching expereince and no expertise of 

dealing with younger children.“I am a person who 

loses patience quickly and get annoyed if a children 

misbehaves.” 

When the training started, Kauseria liked the    

CGN-P Master Educators behaviour especially 

their politeness while addressing the trainees. She 

is now much more tolerant in dealing with children. 

The training comprises of knowledge of education 

theories and she learnt about cooperative learning 

which is an instruct ional strategy that 

simultaneously addresses the academic and social 

skill learning by students. 

She created a smiliar cooperative learning 

enviornment in class where she ensured three 

things:

From A HouseWife To 
An Enterprenur

11

Kauseria

Innovation and Activity: 
The Most Interesting Learning Experience

In Nowshera, resides Adnan Khattak, son of a 

retired school principal. Having received inspiration 

from his father   towards pursuing a career in the 

field of education, Adnan obtained PTC 

(Professional Teaching Certification) after 14 years 

graduation.  Passionate about learning the diverse 

elements of teaching, he joined the CGN-P training 

with the aim of becoming a successful teacher.

Adnan Khattak found the session of “Learning 

Through Play” very interesting part of the training.  

Theorists, researchers and educators agree that 

play is the optimal vehicle for learning and 

development in the early years of a child. 

As play is interactive, non-coercive, interesting and 

imaginative it boosts the child’s learning and 

enhances his interest. “Through the training, I learnt 

novel techniques to design activities that would 

enhance the interest and learning of the child for 

different age groups: 2 years, 4 years, 6 years and 8 

years. I not only designed activities but also acted 

them out in front of a group to help participants 

understand how play of children affects their 

development in all areas.” Adnan, being extremely 

active in sessions became a source of inspiration 

for all entrepreneurs enrolled in this program.

“I was highly motivated by the training and took the 

initiative to start my own school in partnership with a 

friend on 1st March 2014, known as Broadbill 

Schooling System.” Remarks Adnan. Initially he 

was apprehensive to make an investment and not 

being able to succeed. But as the enrollment of 

children and the support of parents increased, all 

his fears disappeared. 

“I realized that to sustain the confidence of parents 

and community in my school, it should offer a 

concept that makes my school a pioneer in 

education’’ Adnan asserts. Against the framework 

of conventional methodology that he had learnt 

previously, Adnan incorporated learning through 

play to enhance the retention of his students.

While he is constantly improving the services of the 

school he is also monitoring the performance of the 

child and organizing monthly parent teacher 

meetings in this regard. Two things boost his 

confidence: positive feedback from parents and the 

overwhelming support from the community.

Currently, 90 students are enrolled who are learning 

through the innovative concept of learning through 

play. Adnan is also charging affordable tuition fee 

and the admission is free of cost. 

‘I am constantly making changes to the types of play 

according to the needs of the children. Judging 

from the enriched interest of the children and their 

regular attendance, I have a feeling that I am 

transferring valuable knowledge in them”- Says 

Adnan
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locked room, I was trying to convince my family that I 

will study in the evening and do a job in the morning 

to support studies and home too.” It was due to 

Neelam’s perseverance that her family was 

convinced and she completed high school and 

pursued further studies for a bachelor’s degree. 

CGN-P social mobilizer approached her school 

where she was working and informed about “Skills 

for Employability” program for youth and she 

joined the 3-months course. She became so self-

assured during the training that she took the 

courageous step of opening a school at Gujrano 

Kande near army public school Peshawar. For this 

purpose, she bought a school from her uncle. 

In short span of three months she gained positive 

feedback from the community. “Parents want me to 

start separate school for girls as they trust me but 

currently the building lacks space” she admits. 

Staying adamant to achieve her goals, she is 

planning to construct upper story of the building 

and gathering finances for this purpose. 

Neelam has set an example for her family and the 

community by taking such a daring initiative. She 

possesses skills, information and self-confidence 

that would result in prosperity for not only her family 

but also the society. 

With eyes filled with tears Neelum says: “My father 

passed away recently. I will never forget the smile of 

appreciation he used to give me for starting my own 

school. He had realized that I was a change maker 

for the society, a step that no one had dared to 

pursue”

“A woman can be a breadwinner for the family as she 

has powerful strength residing deep within her”- 

Neelam

This is the heart touching narrative of one of the 

million girls in Pakistan who are denied access to 

education because most parents feel that their role 

must be confined to the boundaries of the house. 

Neelam Qadir Khan is the eldest among three 

siblings born in village Nothia, located in the 

outskirts of Peshawar. Her father was against 

female education and was of the view that females 

are meant to do household chores and 

discouraged their education. But her mother and 

grandmother took the bold initiative and sent her to 

school as father lived away from home due to his 

job in Taxila. 

“My father did not know about my schooling   for a 

very long time and I used to secretly wish that he 

never discovers this. When he is around I used to 

take off from school until grade five.” Neelam admits

The secret could not be concealed any longer as 

Neelam’s father had an accident at his workplace 

and his backbone got severely injured causing him 

to be bed ridden.  She had completed grade 10 by 

then and wanted to join college for further studies 

but intense family pressure to get married coupled 

with financial constraints lead her into depression. 

“I stopped eating for days and used to cry alone in 

The Proud Breadwinner 
of Her Family

13

Neelam Qadir Khan

Managing Time 
Effectively

Being well-educated, 30 year old Aftab always had 

the passion to educate the children of his village 

where most parents are reluctant to provide them 

education and engaged in farming profession. 

Saddened by the state of affairs, Aftab decided that 

it was high time to take his own initiative and 

establish a school in a locality where only one 

private school is functional.

Despite a strong aim to educate the children of his 

village, Aftab lacked the technical expertise to 

initiate a school. It was during this time, he met Mr. 

Fawad, Liaison Officer CGN-P Nowshera at his 

mobilization campaign who advised him to join the 

training,

He got himself register in CGN-P training program 

where the most interesting part of the training was a 

session on “Time Management”. “During this 

session the master educator CGN-P made me 

realize and think that we are not using our time. His 

one particular statement made me alert “Today is 

important for children as we cannot bring back it 

tomorrow.” Without wasting any more time, I 

planned to initiate a school after completing 

training. During training, I learnt developing school 

business plan that helped me to initiate schools 

utilizing minimum resources.”

Aftab has learnt to manage his time in the most 

effective manner. Every night he develops a check 

list of assignments for the next day to save time and 

manage his work effectively.”

Aftab learnt that it was essential to carry a schedule 

and record all his thoughts, conversations and 

activities for a week: “This helped me understand 

how much I could get done during the day. I 

realized how much time is actually spent producing 

results and how much time is wasted on 

unproductive thoughts, conversations and actions. 

I create time blocks for high-priority thoughts, 

conversations, and is disciplined to keep these 

appointments. Due to these techniques, I became 

much more realistic regarding my goals’ Aftab 

affirms

Total enrollment in his school is 95 till now and he is 

offering education from grade 0 – 5. He is   charging 

minor tuition fees which is affordable for the 

community. “Most schools in my locality offer low 

salary packages to teachers and they remain 

underpaid and stressed. I broke this trend and 

provided healthy amount to my teachers.” 

acknowledges Aftab.

The students of his school are effectively applying 

time management technique taught to them by 

Aftab. They work hard and are able to deliver 

outstanding performance by doing all assigned 

work on time.

The prime hurdles is that he lacks financial 

resources to expand his school and parents wish 

that higher education could be offered in his 

school. “There will be a time when this happens and 

my school will be the trend setter in Kheshki 

Payaan’ Aftab says confidently.
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discouraged their education. But her mother and 
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school as father lived away from home due to his 

job in Taxila. 

“My father did not know about my schooling   for a 

very long time and I used to secretly wish that he 

never discovers this. When he is around I used to 

take off from school until grade five.” Neelam admits

The secret could not be concealed any longer as 

Neelam’s father had an accident at his workplace 

and his backbone got severely injured causing him 

to be bed ridden.  She had completed grade 10 by 

then and wanted to join college for further studies 

but intense family pressure to get married coupled 

with financial constraints lead her into depression. 

“I stopped eating for days and used to cry alone in 
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Being well-educated, 30 year old Aftab always had 

the passion to educate the children of his village 

where most parents are reluctant to provide them 

education and engaged in farming profession. 

Saddened by the state of affairs, Aftab decided that 

it was high time to take his own initiative and 

establish a school in a locality where only one 

private school is functional.

Despite a strong aim to educate the children of his 

village, Aftab lacked the technical expertise to 

initiate a school. It was during this time, he met Mr. 

Fawad, Liaison Officer CGN-P Nowshera at his 

mobilization campaign who advised him to join the 

training,

He got himself register in CGN-P training program 

where the most interesting part of the training was a 

session on “Time Management”. “During this 

session the master educator CGN-P made me 

realize and think that we are not using our time. His 

one particular statement made me alert “Today is 

important for children as we cannot bring back it 

tomorrow.” Without wasting any more time, I 

planned to initiate a school after completing 

training. During training, I learnt developing school 

business plan that helped me to initiate schools 

utilizing minimum resources.”

Aftab has learnt to manage his time in the most 

effective manner. Every night he develops a check 

list of assignments for the next day to save time and 

manage his work effectively.”

Aftab learnt that it was essential to carry a schedule 

and record all his thoughts, conversations and 

activities for a week: “This helped me understand 

how much I could get done during the day. I 

realized how much time is actually spent producing 

results and how much time is wasted on 

unproductive thoughts, conversations and actions. 

I create time blocks for high-priority thoughts, 

conversations, and is disciplined to keep these 

appointments. Due to these techniques, I became 

much more realistic regarding my goals’ Aftab 

affirms

Total enrollment in his school is 95 till now and he is 

offering education from grade 0 – 5. He is   charging 

minor tuition fees which is affordable for the 

community. “Most schools in my locality offer low 

salary packages to teachers and they remain 

underpaid and stressed. I broke this trend and 

provided healthy amount to my teachers.” 

acknowledges Aftab.

The students of his school are effectively applying 

time management technique taught to them by 

Aftab. They work hard and are able to deliver 

outstanding performance by doing all assigned 

work on time.

The prime hurdles is that he lacks financial 

resources to expand his school and parents wish 

that higher education could be offered in his 

school. “There will be a time when this happens and 

my school will be the trend setter in Kheshki 

Payaan’ Aftab says confidently.
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organized by CGN-P in Peshawar, where he 

learned teaching through activities, persuasion, 

motivation skills  to bring uneducated community 

towards education. At the Diamond Home Center, 

Baber is being taught basic numeracy, literacy skills 

“I was not good at even simple addition/subtraction 

of money and my shop owner used to beat me for 

not able to manage money, but now I can do it easily 

after going to school.”It has been a year in school 

and ever since he started attending the classes a 

noticeable progress is being observed in his 

mannerism, reading/writing in Urdu and 

mathematics. 

His teacher shared “He could not read and write in 

national language, did not know how to speak to 

elders, no idea of cleanliness, but now after one 

year of coaching, his personality is changed and I 

am happy about it.” His parents are also very 

overjoyed to see him studying and are ready to 

send him to proper school to study further.

“Never thought that from selling school bags I would 

get the opportunity to take my own to school” Baber 

Zai

Children working and supporting their families is a 

common phenomenon in Pakistan.  Poverty is the 

root cause of this state.  12 million children are 

involved in some form of labor in Pakistan half of 

them under the age of 10. In Pakistan, the 

employment of under-age children in work 

activities exists in a number of sectors with varying 

degrees of prevalence and ranges from light to 

hazardous forms of labour. Most of the child labour 

prevails in the sector of brick kiln, smuggling of 

goods, workshops and hotels, etc. Children are 

also involved in begging, tobacco processes and 

also a large number of them are domestic laborers 

in the country. According to The Global Slavery 

Index 2014, Pakistan ranks amongst the top six 

countries with the highest population engaged in 

modern slavery which includes forced labor and 

human trafficking.

Baber a 14-year old boy  works seven days a week 

for long hours to give support to his family. He 

works in a shop where he sells suitcases, ladies 

purses and schools bags but never bought a 

school-bag for himself, “I wished to go study when I 

saw any child going to school.” Luckily he met Tufail 

Muhmmad a social educational entrepreneur who 

opened center for out-of-school children, Tufail had 

received training on “Skills for Employability” 

A Child Laborer On The Path 
To Learning

15

Baber Zai

A Technique 
That Inspired

Shazia, a 35 year old lady, joined Children’s Global 

Network training center to obtain guidance to 

establish her own Early Children Education center 

“First Step Kindergarten”. 

“I am a married woman and unfortunately not 

blessed with children. I was teaching in Mardan 

School and faced many issues regarding travelling 

and expenses. When CGNP team visited our area 

and communicated about the training, I gave my 

consent for the training because it was my dream to 

open my own school in my area. Secondly I was not 

satisfied from the educational system of the school 

where I was teaching, because they did not 

enhance the thinking and creative abilities of the 

children and encourage to learn through 

memorizing.” She joined the CGN training centers 

and regularly attended the classes in the evening. 

“Through training of CGN-P, I realized that every 

student has different learning capacities, some 

have the ability to learn swiftly than others. 

Sometimes teachers are much concerned with the 

content and syllabus as a result they fail to address 

the process of teaching and learning to ensure that 

student are getting what they are teaching.

During the training Shazia realized that students 

learn best when:

1. The learning environment is supportive and 

conducive

2. The learning environment promotes 

independence and self-motivation

3. Student’s needs, backgrounds, perspectives 

and interests are reflected in the learning 

program

4. Students are challenged and supported to 

develop deep levels of thinking and application

5. Assessment practices are an integral part of 

teaching and learning

6. Learning connects strongly with communities 

and practice beyond classroom schools and is 

applied in their homes through parental 

involvement 

Shazia also admits that “We just stick to the 

traditional way of teaching and did not pay any 

attention to child’s own imagination. I want to 

express my own ideas regarding teaching 

methodologies which could be more fruitful to 

equip the children regarding basic education. The 

trainer guided me immensely and never criticized 

me. Her humble advice strengthened my 

confidence and I felt more comfortable in sharing 

my ideas with all my group members.” 

She shared that she is very hopeful regarding her 

center development and she is continuously 

generating innovative ideas of teaching.

Her family fully supports her which is remarkable 

because in her society female face highest 

opposition from the family to run a business venture 

independently. Due to lack of resources and 

economic constraints she was unable to hire a 

building for center due to which she made the 

arrangements in her own home. On 13th April 2015, 

she initiated her center in which 47children are 

entertained on interactive ECE techniques.

She said “I incorporate the values of patience learnt 

during my training and my students are enjoying the 

unique methodology that encourages them to 

confidently share their ideas”
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organized by CGN-P in Peshawar, where he 
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national language, did not know how to speak to 
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school-bag for himself, “I wished to go study when I 
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“I am a married woman and unfortunately not 

blessed with children. I was teaching in Mardan 

School and faced many issues regarding travelling 

and expenses. When CGNP team visited our area 

and communicated about the training, I gave my 

consent for the training because it was my dream to 

open my own school in my area. Secondly I was not 

satisfied from the educational system of the school 

where I was teaching, because they did not 

enhance the thinking and creative abilities of the 

children and encourage to learn through 

memorizing.” She joined the CGN training centers 

and regularly attended the classes in the evening. 

“Through training of CGN-P, I realized that every 

student has different learning capacities, some 

have the ability to learn swiftly than others. 

Sometimes teachers are much concerned with the 

content and syllabus as a result they fail to address 

the process of teaching and learning to ensure that 

student are getting what they are teaching.
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6. Learning connects strongly with communities 

and practice beyond classroom schools and is 
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Shazia also admits that “We just stick to the 

traditional way of teaching and did not pay any 

attention to child’s own imagination. I want to 

express my own ideas regarding teaching 

methodologies which could be more fruitful to 

equip the children regarding basic education. The 

trainer guided me immensely and never criticized 

me. Her humble advice strengthened my 

confidence and I felt more comfortable in sharing 

my ideas with all my group members.” 

She shared that she is very hopeful regarding her 

center development and she is continuously 

generating innovative ideas of teaching.

Her family fully supports her which is remarkable 

because in her society female face highest 

opposition from the family to run a business venture 

independently. Due to lack of resources and 

economic constraints she was unable to hire a 

building for center due to which she made the 

arrangements in her own home. On 13th April 2015, 

she initiated her center in which 47children are 

entertained on interactive ECE techniques.
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education he is offering in his school is that it will 

employ a special mechanism to boost slow 

learners and will also conduct a teacher training 

program under a government sponsored 

scholarship program.

 Ejaz says “I received the guidance from CGN-P that 

made the process stress-free for me”. Additionally, 

this program has allowed him to be a role model for 

other entrepreneurs who took the same training 

and he consistently encouraged them to initiate 

their school. Ejaz has employed some of the 

entrepreneurs of his batch in his school. “We are 

learning constantly from Ejaz and receiving 

continuous support and guidance from him’ 

exclaims one of the teachers. These teachers share 

the same passion and zeal that Ejaz feels about the 

school as they are young energetic minds 

discovering their potential. 

Ejaz does face overwhelming competition in the 

vicinity of the school ‘I am surrounded by a network 

of schools that are not providing quality education 

but their brand name sells. I could have opened a 

franchise with them but that would mean I was 

working for their vision. This is my own dream that I 

have transformed into reality’ he asserts.

The Number of students enrolled in Ejaz’s school 

are 83 which is a phenomenal achievement 

considering the limited amount of time since the 

initiation of school “ I am hoping to create future 

leaders of Pakistan through my school” said Ejaz 

brimming with hope.

Entrepreneurship is a mixture of innovation and risk 

taking. Innovation requires entrepreneurs to take 

calculated risks and when such activity thrives, high 

economic growth rate is achieved as well as 

opportunities offered to all of society

Ejaz Saeed, a hardworking young man belongs 

from the ethnically and linguistically diverse city of 

Peshawar is a role model for all aspiring 

entrepreneurs

During the training, his personality became an 

inspiration for others as he is a risk taker “We only 

learn from risks, there is no point in being in the safe 

zone’ he remarks.

Ejaz has set the highest example for other 

entrepreneurs through his primary school known as 

“The Peshawar Lyceum” in Faisal colony at Dalazak 

road Peshawar. Showing us around the school, 

Ejaz speaks passionately: ‘See these desks, I have 

ordered them to fit the theme of the course with 

different shapes to arouse the curiosity of the child’ 

Ejaz takes us on a tour inside the beautiful school 

and shows us his hard work in making every class 

room look unique and inspiring for the students. He 

narrates that his journey has not been easy as his 

family initially has reservations regarding his 

endeavors. “But I was confident’ asserts Ejaz.

Ejaz is an inspiration for other entrepreneurs as he 

has set the highest standard of the provision of 

quality education. The important aspect of the 

Rainbow of 
Enterpreurism

17

Ejaz Saeed

Converting Deprivation 
into Daffodils

Azra’s story is a woman deprived from being 

blessed with the gift of children, yet her struggle is 

not only heart-warming but also a message to 

women who face similar situation. 

“After my marriage, I faced many hardships because 

my husband suffered huge loss in his business. I 

always felt deprived as I had no children of my own. 

For me, they are just like beautiful flowers. I worked 

as a teacher in Bait-ul-Maal school, and after that I 

worked in the social sector. After some time I started 

vocational center at my home and also financed my 

husband in starting garment business” Azra recalls.

Azra became aware about training through one of 

the trainee of CGN who resides in her street and 

received full support from her husband and family. 

When she joined the training, her mother suffered 

from paralysis and was passed away. “My mother 

was severely ill and she died only after I received 15 

days of training, and despite being disturbed, I 

continued the training.’’Azra admits

As Azra had served in various organizations, her 

exposure regarding teaching technique only fine 

polishing. She liked the teaching style of her trainer. 

She liked the approach of Child-Centred 

Classrooms. “The child-centered classroom 

supports customized learning which caters to the 

different needs of individual child encompassing 

health, physical and emotional growth.” 

After initiating her Early Childhood Education (ECE) 

center she created customized activities for the 

children. “I made an art area in my classroom in 

which I provide papers to each child for tearing 

while another uses scissors to cutout a complex 

shape.’ Azra explains.

She believes that when preschool experience is 

tailored, children can grow and develop at their own 

pace. Currently, 15 students are enrolled in her ECE 

and even though her school is at it’s initial stage, 

she is hopeful to expand the setup in the future.

“I have transformed my deprivation by enrolling 

these children who are just like beautiful daffodils; 

their smiles fill colors in my life’ Azra admits. Azra 

has utmost affection for her students and aims to 

polish their raw talents and groom their 

personalities in the finest way possible.
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road Peshawar. Showing us around the school, 
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different shapes to arouse the curiosity of the child’ 

Ejaz takes us on a tour inside the beautiful school 

and shows us his hard work in making every class 

room look unique and inspiring for the students. He 

narrates that his journey has not been easy as his 

family initially has reservations regarding his 

endeavors. “But I was confident’ asserts Ejaz.

Ejaz is an inspiration for other entrepreneurs as he 

has set the highest standard of the provision of 

quality education. The important aspect of the 
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Azra’s story is a woman deprived from being 

blessed with the gift of children, yet her struggle is 

not only heart-warming but also a message to 
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“After my marriage, I faced many hardships because 

my husband suffered huge loss in his business. I 

always felt deprived as I had no children of my own. 

For me, they are just like beautiful flowers. I worked 

as a teacher in Bait-ul-Maal school, and after that I 

worked in the social sector. After some time I started 

vocational center at my home and also financed my 

husband in starting garment business” Azra recalls.
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the trainee of CGN who resides in her street and 

received full support from her husband and family. 

When she joined the training, her mother suffered 

from paralysis and was passed away. “My mother 

was severely ill and she died only after I received 15 

days of training, and despite being disturbed, I 

continued the training.’’Azra admits
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exposure regarding teaching technique only fine 

polishing. She liked the teaching style of her trainer. 

She liked the approach of Child-Centred 

Classrooms. “The child-centered classroom 

supports customized learning which caters to the 

different needs of individual child encompassing 

health, physical and emotional growth.” 
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children. “I made an art area in my classroom in 
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while another uses scissors to cutout a complex 
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tailored, children can grow and develop at their own 
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and even though her school is at it’s initial stage, 
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“I have transformed my deprivation by enrolling 
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their smiles fill colors in my life’ Azra admits. Azra 

has utmost affection for her students and aims to 

polish their raw talents and groom their 

personalities in the finest way possible.
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children where they are happy to attend school and 

not scared to express their fears with the teacher” I 

place huge emphasis on   Goal Setting for children.

Involving children in the goal-setting process is an 

excellent way to encourage them to take ownership 

of their learning. In the early stages, goal setting 

needs to be done in a very clear and simplistic way 

– for example, frequent two-way conversations with 

children about their progress in specific areas. 

Teachers can further facilitate goal setting through 

the use of organizers, anchor charts and similar 

aids. Free Printable Behavior Charts provides 

models of personal charts for early learners. In 

general, helping children reach their goals calls for 

teachers to provide specific, frequent feedback as 

well as ample time for self-reflection. It was her 

passion that allowed her to put her hard work into 

making the admission form, service cards, 

panaflex, and even diaries for her students.

In the future, she plans to arrange LCD in the school 

rooms to teach them activities through interactive 

learning and bring computers to enhance their I.T 

skills and currently has 10 children enrolled.

Her message to women is “Time is valuable. Do not 

waste a single moment doing something you don’t 

like. We waste time by doing unimportant things 

and get lazy. Value time and it will lead you to 

success”.

Nelson Mandela once remarked “I learnt that 

courage was not the absence of fear, but the 

triumph over it. The brave man is not he who does 

not feel afraid, but he who conquers that fear.” 

Sumera exemplifies this saying as she conquered 

her fears for the greater good: Education.

Sumera had completed her bachelor’s in education 

and obtained professional D.I.T qualification. She 

had always wished to teach as it was her passion 

but things changed after marriage. ‘Marriage is a 

huge transformation in the life of a woman. Priorities 

change due to changed circumstances, your 

husband and children become the center of 

attention and their needs become your main 

concern” she states.  

The fire to educate and pursue a career in the field 

of education had not completely vanquished in 

Sumera.  It was re-ignited when she heard about 

the educational entrepreneurs program from her 

distant relative. “This program gave me the 

strength and confidence to speak openly about the 

negative attitude towards schooling children 

especially when it comes to girls”. Sumera’s 

willpower and passion to learn was such that she 

left her four kids at home to attend the training 

session. “My husband was very cooperative. He 

would take care of the kids after coming from office 

in the afternoon and that’s when I would attend the 

training session” she smiles. 

“I am determined to make a change in the society 

through my educational enterprise” she affirms. 

Sumera has initiated her school which is based on 

teaching through qualitative methods of learning. I 

will provide a caring and loving environment for 

Discovering Her Identity 
through Entrepreneurship
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Sumera Kanwal

Learns Tricks of 
The Trade

Jonathan made remarkable changes in managing 

school after attending 12 weeks training program in 

district Nowshera, In March 2014 when he initiated 

St.Patrick School in Risalpur, Nowshera. ‘I was 

happy to see the increase in enrollment of my 

students but lacked the expertise to improve 

services of the school”. Jonathan came to know 

about the CGN-P training from a friend and get 

registered. During the training, he learnt the 

importance of record keeping in schools. ‘Record 

keeping facilitates and enhances the provision of 

effective guidance and counselling service for 

students in the social career domains. It improves 

different disciplines of the school and facilitates 

continuity in the school administration. I wanted to 

provide information for the school community, the 

general public and researcher for the advancement 

of knowledge. It ensures that I also follow the 

school regulations strictly and use reference 

materials for both the teachers and the 

administrators.

From the Training Jonathan learnt different kinds of 

record keeping which includes management 

record, academic record, staff record, inventory 

check and balance, categorize correspondence 

files and dispatches. The effective maintenance of 

the records is essential to monitor the teacher and 

students and management’s performance. Six 

years earlier, Jonathan had initiated a school which 

had not been successful and he realized it was due 

to lack of management. He has also learnt inspiring 

strategies of increasing enrollment through 

attractive advertisement and this has led him to 

market his promotional campaign successfully. 

Currently there are 64 students enrolled in Saint 

Peter Public School and with the best management 

practices learnt, Jonathan’s school is creating it’s 

mark in a short span of time.
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compete with fellow trainees. “Through the 

program, I was able to discover my hidden abilities 

and also giving me strength to make decision and 

be consistent in achieving goals.” She opened a 

playgroup center in an informal setting of  her own 

home in Gulbahar, Peshawar. She began teaching 

few kids in the morning and kept attending training 

in the evening. In the training she learnt to make 

schedule for younger kids which included circle 

time, demonstrate poems, sand/water activities 

etc. and more importantly learnt to design syllabus 

addressing developmental aspects of the kidz, “I 

did not know to select age-appropriate textbooks 

and other materials until I attended the session, the 

Master Educator explained the process by showing 

different publishing material and how to choose the 

right one.” She visited several retailers for 

purchasing textbooks, copies, stationery items on 

economical rates, and she has designed uniform 

for her school as well.

However, she faced criticism from the father who 

thought that Jawaria would not be successful in the 

venture; “It took time to convince my father, in the 

beginning when there were few admissions I got 

upset but I learnt to be consistent in my efforts from 

the training and now that I have raised number of 

children twice as much as in the start my father has 

begun to support me especially when it comes to 

interacting with male salespersons.” 

It was due to the effective team of social mobilisers 

that she was able to eradicate her fears completely. 

The social mobilizers team made door to door visits 

to orient people especially mothers about the 

school. This resulted in an increased number of 

admissions from what she had anticipated. The 

total enrollment was 4-5 before the team helped her 

and this increased to 28 in just one month.

“I dream of the day when my school will expand into 

high school with branches all over Pakistan”-

Jaweria

Jawaria belonged to a family where there are no 

limitations for going far away from home to acquire 

high education so as well other family members are 

university graduates. However, their father is firm 

when it comes to going out for job and wanted their 

daughters to get married after complete education. 

Unlike her sisters, Jawaria was interested in job so 

she began teaching at her uncle’s school but few 

months later she succumbed to family pressure 

and left her job. 

However, she was determined to not leave this 

profession and started tuition center at home. She 

gathered about ten young kids and fulfilled her 

desire of work. The social mobilizers of CGN-P were 

on their tour to enhance awareness of young male 

and females on “Skills for Employability” social 

educational entrepreneurship training in Peshawar. 

They reached university where her youngest sister 

is studying and when Jawaria heard about the 

program she was greatly impressed with its 

contents and enrolled immediately. “I came to 

CGN-P office at Dalzak Road Peshawar, the team 

briefed and told me that the admissions are for 

those who have the passion to open school after the 

training. I said yes but in my mind there were 

uncertainties knowing my father’s strict behavior, 

but I wanted to work and earn too.”

During the training, Jawaria took active part in 

discussions, group presentations and liked to 

Determined to 
Achieve Success
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Syeda Jawaria Ahmed

Eradicating Parent’s Fears 
Through Safe School

Roshna Amanullah had some health issues after 

giving birth to Gullan in Manchester, UK, so her 

husband decided that his parents will look after her 

till she gets better and they shifted back to Pakistan. 

Gullan is now three years old and mother wanted 

her to attend preschool knowing the importance of 

early years of education but she did not want to 

send her far from home due to security situation of 

Peshawar. Roshna lives near Jawaria’s home. 

Knowing her qualification and that she has been 

trained by CGN-P as caregiver, she straightaway 

got her daughter enrolled; “I was scared to send 

Gullan to  any school after the incident of army 

public school in Peshawar, people suggested 

various renowned schools but I was more 

concerned about safety of my girl.” 

Gullan used to make hue and cry when she was 

dropped by mother in the morning. She was quiet 

and did not take part in any activity“She was not 

social at all in the beginning, did not speak properly 

and moody too.”

Jawaria was extremely patient with this sensitive 

child and gave her extra time even after school 

hours so that she grasps the concepts in class 

more effectively.

In a month’s time, changes were visible in Gullan 

and   she began to participate enthusiastically 

“I worked patiently and involved her in morning 

meeting, fun activities such as coloring, drawing, 

poems which I learnt in CGN-P training” Jawaria 

admits. She started with greeting sentences and 

gradually participated in learning process but the 

activity she liked the most was the morning meeting 

where she was encouraged to greet others in a 

jovial manner. This enhanced Gullan’s confidence 

to speak in front of others and she overcame her 

shyness.

“I love poems” Gullan uttered joyfully.  Roshna is 

satisfied with her decision and wants Gullan to 

continue studying in this school until they return to 

UK.
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Learning to deal with problems and to find solutions 

was the most important aspect, she learnt during 

the training. Initially, establishing her school till 

class 2nd , she could not accommodate them when 

they were promoted to class 3 due to lack of 

resources. She examined the situation with a fine 

tooth comb and referred her students to 

government school. Despite her efforts, the 

government school principal refused the students. 

To amend the situation, Ulfat Jalal conducted 

meeting with Education Department Officer and 

discussed the problem. It was the result of her 

persistent effort that EDO issued an authority letter 

to Ulfat Jalal School due to which the government 

school principals admitted the children’s in her 

school. The problem solving skills learnt during 

training helped her in resolving this pertinent issue.

She learned during her training that educational 

entrepreneurs have to work extra hard to perfect 

their problem solving skills so that the problems do 

not aggravate and create difficulties for them and 

hinder progress. “During training the activities and 

group work benefited me a lot. Practical work has 

enabled me to understand things with a clear 

perspective.”

Ulfat Jalal belongs to rural area where the literacy 

rate is extremely low. Women like her will play a vital 

role in the development of the literacy rate of the 

area and will mobilize the people to get better 

education.

A 34 year old Ulfat Jalal availed the opportunity 

provided by CGN-P training and this ultimately 

proved to be an acid test for her teaching 

capabilities. “When liaison officer Ghazal visited our 

village to enhance awareness amongst people 

regarding Children’s global Network and their main 

objectives, I accepted the invitation as a golden 

opportunity and decided that I will get training from 

the center to establish my own school. My mother 

and brothers criticized me a lot and reprimanded 

me as the village environment and our culture does 

not allow girls freedom to attend such trainings. But I 

did not accept their justification of refusal and joined 

CGN teaching center” she affirms.

Ulfat Jalal joined the CGN-P training center despite 

receiving criticism from family. Her home is  

approximately 20 km away from training center and 

she covered 2 km by walk to the training center due 

to lack of transportation facility. “During training 

duration I had an accident due to which my leg 

fractured and supporting rods were fitted by the 

doctors. Doctors suggested two weeks of rest to me 

following the accident and my mother strictly 

forbade me from obtain further training. But I did not 

compromise on my training and continued till 

completion”. After culmination of her training, she 

stablished her own school in her village named 

‘Amir Community School’ with 40 students enrolled 

and it is operating smoothly with the help of two 

other teachers.

The Woman Who 
Symbolizes Strength
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Ulfat Jalal 

Educating the Resilient: 
A Hard Nut To Crack

Hina is a resident of Maghdarzai area of Palosai, 

Peshawar and has been teaching the kids of 

neighboring communities for the past two years.

After masters, Gul-e-Hina decided to follow the 

footsteps of her father and pursue career in 

education field. One day, she received a message 

regarding the training opportunity offered by some 

NGO to build the capacity of educated and 

unemployed youth for starting their own schools. 

Hina contacted the given number and visited 

CGNP’s office for registration.

Wrapped herself in a traditional covering from head 

to toe, Gul-e-Hina used to travel 25 km daily to 

reach the training venue. Female mobility in 

Maghdarzo area of Palosai is not appreciated and 

the situation was further aggravated in the evening 

when Gul-e-Hina would be going back home after 

training.  She was accompanied by her sibling or a 

young student so that villagers would have lesser 

chance of mocking her. 

“Every day, I face multiple challenges in my struggle 

towards education which includes convincing 

community that a girl can educate their kids, 

pursuing parents of enrolled students to pay the 

nominal fee in time so that I can manage the 

administrative expenditure, motivating staff 

members that they are playing their role for a very 

noble cause and then teaching students to unlearn 

the unhealthy practices they have been taught by 

the surroundings.” she remarks.

Hina never surrendered to the hurdles presented 

by the community and kept coming to training 

where she learnt exciting and informative lessons of 

quality education, school management and child 

psychology. Her most important learning from 

training was the module on Self initiative and 

motivation as Gul-e-Hina can relate to this lesson 

based on her struggle for education. She believed 

that the key to success is  through incorporating 

core elements of self-initiative and strong level of   

motivation. 

When she decided to rent out a building for 

formalizing the learning system of students in the 

form of a school, she was afraid of community 

response to a private school being led by a female 

principal in such an area. But her father helped her 

and with his support, Gul-e-Hina was finally able to 

initiate Iqra Universal Education System. 

“The community discouraged me in numerous 

ways. Rubbish was thrown frequently in my school 

on purpose, AV aids were stolen, wall chalking was 

destroyed and charts were torn. But I did not lose 

hope”

After attending the training at Children Global 

Network Pakistan, she formalized the learning 

system, rented out a building for primary school 

and shifted her students to school.

Hina couldn’t manage the work load of teaching 50 

students and pursued two relatively educated girls 

Maryam Amin and Asma Naimat to join her   school 

as teachers.  

“It’s not an easy job to convince the rigid and 

conservative communities of Maghdarzo for letting 

their daughters go out of home even if it is for a noble 

spirit of education. I still face a lot of issues in 

retaining the two staff members. Mostly the mothers 

of Maryam and Asma come to school with them and 

spend the whole day there as it is culturally 

unacceptable to allow the young girls to stay out late 

without the presence of elders.” admits Hina.

When asked how she feels about her school she 

believes her story is a mixture of challenges and 

strengths. The biggest challenge Gul-e-Hina is 

facing currently is to convince community for 

paying the school fees. The monthly tuition fee for 

students is Rs. 250/- and parents insist on making 

further discounts to this already discounted 

package. Gul-e-Hina currently has 70 students 

enrolled and is hoping to attain strength of 500 

students in two years which will give her a financial 

boost enabling her to update Iqra Universal into a 

high school  and then into inter college for girls. Her 

ultimate objective is to establish a girls’ degree 

college in her area. 

With the success achieved in initial phase and 

recognition gained during the result day 

celebration, Gul-e-Hina is more determined to 

achieve her dream of higher education for girls in 

Palosai area than before. 
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school. The problem solving skills learnt during 
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She learned during her training that educational 

entrepreneurs have to work extra hard to perfect 

their problem solving skills so that the problems do 

not aggravate and create difficulties for them and 

hinder progress. “During training the activities and 

group work benefited me a lot. Practical work has 

enabled me to understand things with a clear 
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Ulfat Jalal belongs to rural area where the literacy 

rate is extremely low. Women like her will play a vital 

role in the development of the literacy rate of the 

area and will mobilize the people to get better 
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forbade me from obtain further training. But I did not 

compromise on my training and continued till 

completion”. After culmination of her training, she 

stablished her own school in her village named 

‘Amir Community School’ with 40 students enrolled 

and it is operating smoothly with the help of two 

other teachers.

The Woman Who 
Symbolizes Strength
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Ulfat Jalal 

Educating the Resilient: 
A Hard Nut To Crack

Hina is a resident of Maghdarzai area of Palosai, 

Peshawar and has been teaching the kids of 

neighboring communities for the past two years.

After masters, Gul-e-Hina decided to follow the 

footsteps of her father and pursue career in 

education field. One day, she received a message 

regarding the training opportunity offered by some 

NGO to build the capacity of educated and 

unemployed youth for starting their own schools. 

Hina contacted the given number and visited 

CGNP’s office for registration.

Wrapped herself in a traditional covering from head 

to toe, Gul-e-Hina used to travel 25 km daily to 

reach the training venue. Female mobility in 

Maghdarzo area of Palosai is not appreciated and 

the situation was further aggravated in the evening 

when Gul-e-Hina would be going back home after 

training.  She was accompanied by her sibling or a 

young student so that villagers would have lesser 

chance of mocking her. 

“Every day, I face multiple challenges in my struggle 

towards education which includes convincing 

community that a girl can educate their kids, 

pursuing parents of enrolled students to pay the 

nominal fee in time so that I can manage the 

administrative expenditure, motivating staff 

members that they are playing their role for a very 

noble cause and then teaching students to unlearn 

the unhealthy practices they have been taught by 

the surroundings.” she remarks.

Hina never surrendered to the hurdles presented 

by the community and kept coming to training 

where she learnt exciting and informative lessons of 

quality education, school management and child 

psychology. Her most important learning from 

training was the module on Self initiative and 

motivation as Gul-e-Hina can relate to this lesson 

based on her struggle for education. She believed 

that the key to success is  through incorporating 

core elements of self-initiative and strong level of   

motivation. 

When she decided to rent out a building for 

formalizing the learning system of students in the 

form of a school, she was afraid of community 

response to a private school being led by a female 

principal in such an area. But her father helped her 

and with his support, Gul-e-Hina was finally able to 

initiate Iqra Universal Education System. 

“The community discouraged me in numerous 

ways. Rubbish was thrown frequently in my school 

on purpose, AV aids were stolen, wall chalking was 

destroyed and charts were torn. But I did not lose 

hope”

After attending the training at Children Global 

Network Pakistan, she formalized the learning 

system, rented out a building for primary school 

and shifted her students to school.

Hina couldn’t manage the work load of teaching 50 

students and pursued two relatively educated girls 

Maryam Amin and Asma Naimat to join her   school 

as teachers.  

“It’s not an easy job to convince the rigid and 

conservative communities of Maghdarzo for letting 

their daughters go out of home even if it is for a noble 

spirit of education. I still face a lot of issues in 

retaining the two staff members. Mostly the mothers 

of Maryam and Asma come to school with them and 

spend the whole day there as it is culturally 

unacceptable to allow the young girls to stay out late 

without the presence of elders.” admits Hina.

When asked how she feels about her school she 

believes her story is a mixture of challenges and 

strengths. The biggest challenge Gul-e-Hina is 

facing currently is to convince community for 

paying the school fees. The monthly tuition fee for 

students is Rs. 250/- and parents insist on making 

further discounts to this already discounted 

package. Gul-e-Hina currently has 70 students 

enrolled and is hoping to attain strength of 500 

students in two years which will give her a financial 

boost enabling her to update Iqra Universal into a 

high school  and then into inter college for girls. Her 

ultimate objective is to establish a girls’ degree 

college in her area. 

With the success achieved in initial phase and 

recognition gained during the result day 

celebration, Gul-e-Hina is more determined to 

achieve her dream of higher education for girls in 

Palosai area than before. 
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charged”

As a father, Khizar was overjoyed because finally 

his dream of educating his daughter had been 

accomplished. The initial progress of Maheen in 

class was slow as she faced issues regarding low 

concentration in classes.

Ghazala employed a unique methodology that 

allowed Maheen to understand the ideas in a fast 

and comprehensive manner as she remained 

reserved due to lack of confidence owing to her 

disability. For this purpose, Ghazala had learnt the 

basic rule of inclusiveness: embracing diversity 

and accepting the differences of each child with 

open arms. With constant support and 

encouragement, Maheen’s attitude towards her 

fellows changed drastically. 

Maheen’s father is ecstatic to observe a 

phenomenal improvement in her performance: “I 

can’t believe she is getting excellent in her tests. I 

can’t describe this feeling of utter joy and 

happiness’

As Maheen is adjusting well in the environment and 

her education is progressing smoothly, her father is 

now motivating the community to send their 

daughters to school. “I tell them, If I can send my 

physically challenged daughter to school, why 

can’t they send their normal children to school. 

What stops them?. His efforts towards not only 

struggling for his daughter to attain education but 

also motivating the community to send their 

children to school are setting a new trend in the 

community. 

“If parents start taking ownership for their children 

to attain education, can anything stop them?”- 

Khizar Hayat

A brave father, Mr Khizar Hayat decided to take a 

step that challenged the perceptions of the society 

regarding education for disabled children. ‘Our 

financial resources were insufficient and prevented 

me to provide education facility to my physically 

challenged daughter but I was resilient to send her 

to school despite the odds” he affirms.  A ray of 

hope was provided by Ghazala who had received 

CGN-P skills for employability training and had 

initiated ‘Pearl Model School’.

“My family members are uneducated and their 

perceptions regarding the education of my 

daughter Maheen are very discouraging. They 

asked me how I could send my daughter to school 

as it was unacceptable. The same way you send 

your son to school’ was my reply.

My motivation further increased when Ghazala of 

Pearl Model School visited home and gave us an 

overview of the educational facilities of this school. 

“My family hesitated as they raised criticism on the 

matter that Maheen would face difficulty 

commuting to and from school. Ghazala assured 

us that school is located close to our locality and the 

travelling will not be extensive. She told us not to 

worry about the travelling and no fees will be 

A Brave Father Accepts 
The Challenge
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Khizar Hayat

Spreading the light of education: 
A Noble Cause

“People used to scare me to not allow my daughter 

to initiate her school as it will bring a bad name to my 

whole family. Today, I am a proud father of my 

daughter Gul-e-Hina who is running a primary 

school and enlightening the otherwise uncivilized 

kids of village ”- Zafrullah

Mr ZafarUllah is a retired principal and father of Gul-

e-Hina, one of the entrepreneurs trained under the 

program of skills for employability. Hailing from the 

marginalized area of Peshawar, Makhdarzo area of 

Palosai village, where majority of people belong 

from labor class; Zafar worked very hard to attain a 

reputable job in the education sector. 

Unlike other male members of his village, 

education is equally important for girls and boys 

and that’s why his daughter Gul-e-Hina   did her   

masters and professional education courses of CT, 

PTC and B.Ed. 

When Gul-e-Hina planned to initiate her school, I 

realized the immense responsibility she had 

undertaken. She faced immense opposition from 

negative elements of the society who are against 

girls’ education.

“We faced immense challenges of gaining 

community acceptance but with hard work and Gul-

e-Hina’s resilient attitude, I learnt that anything is 

possible with determination.” He remarks. 

Mr Zafarullah is 62 years old and after getting retired 

from service, he now  spends his spare time in 

guiding Hina to manage the administrative affairs of 

her school. 

“Change is coming in this area and with my 

daughter we are transforming the rigid and 

conservative attitudes of the society.” Zafrullah
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travelling will not be extensive. She told us not to 

worry about the travelling and no fees will be 
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daughter Gul-e-Hina who is running a primary 

school and enlightening the otherwise uncivilized 

kids of village ”- Zafrullah

Mr ZafarUllah is a retired principal and father of Gul-

e-Hina, one of the entrepreneurs trained under the 

program of skills for employability. Hailing from the 

marginalized area of Peshawar, Makhdarzo area of 

Palosai village, where majority of people belong 

from labor class; Zafar worked very hard to attain a 

reputable job in the education sector. 

Unlike other male members of his village, 

education is equally important for girls and boys 

and that’s why his daughter Gul-e-Hina   did her   

masters and professional education courses of CT, 

PTC and B.Ed. 

When Gul-e-Hina planned to initiate her school, I 

realized the immense responsibility she had 

undertaken. She faced immense opposition from 

negative elements of the society who are against 

girls’ education.

“We faced immense challenges of gaining 

community acceptance but with hard work and Gul-

e-Hina’s resilient attitude, I learnt that anything is 

possible with determination.” He remarks. 

Mr Zafarullah is 62 years old and after getting retired 

from service, he now  spends his spare time in 
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situation we were facing.” The training was a life 

changing experience for her as   she learnt the 

formulating school feasibility plans and techniques 

of carrying out surveys for the specific areas where 

the schools were located. 

“If I had not received the support from CGN-P, I 

would have never dreamt of initiating a school. 

Through this support, I was able to convert my 

adversity into opportunity and overcome the 

financial crises. In the future, my aim is to expand my 

educational enterprise and create a network of 

schools for children belonging from marginalized 

areas.”

Her initiative will have long lasting impact for the 

future of the children who will learn through the 

concept of activity based learning and will polish 

their existing raw talents.

Initiating her own school named “Arsalan School 

System”, Naz is confident that the enrolment will 

increase with time. There are 45 students studying 

in the school from the day of its initiation i.e. 16th 

March, 2015. I learnt the most important technique 

of teaching during my training: Assessment For 

Learning.

“Assessment for Learning is a data-gathering 

process used by teachers to help them customize 

instruction to match students’ needs. This allows 

teachers to monitor how the children are learning as 

they teach, using observations, questioning 

strategies, class discussions, exit tickets, learning 

logs, peer assessments, self-assessments, and 

slate work, among other methods. This allows me to   

gauge the progress of individuals, groups, or the 

whole class, and they can adjust the process by 

supporting or challenging students as needed.”

Classes which are being offered in her school are 

from Grade 0 – 5 including recreational element.  

Enhancing skills and increasing employability for 

youth in our society will not only build a prosperous 

democratic Pakistan but also improve stability in 

Pakistan, the region and beyond.

Naz Gul belongs from a village Kandar and her 

courageous story reveals the fact that anything is 

possible with hard work and determination.  

“They say strength and growth only emerge from 

continuous effort and struggle and I only learnt this 

from personal experience. I belonged to a family 

with a humble background where my father (a 

carpenter by profession) was employed on low 

wages and we faced immense financial crises after 

his death.” Naz shares.

Naz was only 7 years old at that time and with each 

day her doubts on surviving this situation 

increased. With no income generation, no food, no 

shelter the only probable solution was provided by 

her mother. She rose to the occasion and earned 

money through a small scale venture of running a 

business of spices and scrap items. “Through her 

struggles, my sisters and I obtained education but 

our happiness was short-lived. This was due to the 

devastation caused by the flood in 2010 which 

destroyed our home. For a little while, we lived with 

one of my sister who is married but I wanted to assist 

my family in this challenging situation and be their 

strength.”

“During our ordeal, I saw an advertisement related 

to teachers training and it was organized by (CGNP) 

Children Global Network Pakistan. At that time I was 

employed as a teacher in one of the private school 

where my earning was a meagre. This amount was 

not sufficient to assist my family in the problematic 

Transforming Adversity 
into Opportunity
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Naz Gul

Learning through 
Teaching

“My life Has Meaning: As I Teach, I Learn” - Maryam 

Amin

Maryam Amin, age 19 is working as a teacher in Iqra 

Universal School initiated by Gul-e-Hina, the trainee 

of “Skills for Employability” project implemented by 

CGNP. 

“There is a common perception in our village that 

girls can’t do anything productive. I used to believe 

that till I joined Iqra Universal as a teacher but now 

things are different. Every morning, I wake up early 

because there are 25 students from Grade 1-6, 

waiting for me to teach them a new lesson. Due to 

teaching, I learnt a lot and believe that there should 

be no limit to formal learning. The unique part of my 

teaching is emphasis on transforming the lesson 

into story form, and narration with gestures and 

effective reading practice of every chapter.”

This job requires me to think out of the box, explore 

more and transfer my knowledge to my little 

students. Sometimes my students raised questions 

that I was unable to answer and this leads me to 

pursue  educa t ion  beyond my cur ren t  

qualifications. The prime reason for my motivation 

is the constant encouragement I get from my 

principal Miss Hina. I will obtain a Primary Teaching 

Certificate after intermediate and one day I will be 

able to teach exactly like my inspiration Miss Gul-e-

Hina”. 
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convinced him and joined CGN-P training center”

Transportation was main hurdle to reach the 

training center and this lead her to cover the 

distance by walk for approximately an hour from 

her village and then from the   main road, she hired 

the local transport.

When she joined CGN, a tragedy happened in her 

family“Death of my sister-in-law disturbed my whole 

family and in those days our family friends and 

relatives were visiting frequently to our home. It was 

difficult for me to walk off for training in their 

presence but I continued training despite everyone 

convincing me to stay home’’ she affirms. 

Stimulated by the training regarding selection of the 

syllabus, Shamim realized that the school syllabus 

is influenced greatly by the mental, physical and 

emotional requirements of the child. Moreover, the 

curriculum should track the quality according to the 

requirement of the community. She was 

determined to meet the community requirements 

by formulating a syllabus that caters to their needs.

It is with this strong vision that she initiated 

“Foundation Public School” in her village in April, 

2015 and offered education from playgroup to 

grade 5.  22 students are enrolled right now and 

charging Rs.200 per month which is quite 

affordable for the community children. 

“I have the vision to upgrade my school till class 8. 

My family especially my parents support me and 

appreciate my bold step. I am hopeful that I will 

achieve the standard of the school up to the 

expectation of community and it will help children 

attain their basic right to education”-Shamim Akhter

“There are no private school in our village and the 

government school is located at a distant location 

which is covered by walk only due to poor road 

network. Most parents don’t want to send their 

children to schools located far away.  This became 

the foundation of my school: provision of quality 

education to children of my community.” - Shamim 

Akhter  

22 years old Shamim Akhtar belongs to KhatKalay, 

Akramabad Nowshera. Shamim is the only female 

of her family who attained education and her 

siblings only studied till class 5 “My father is a 

laborer but due to heart illness, he cannot work 

constantly. My brother is a driver and hardly earns 

minimum wage to support family. Since my 

childhood, I faced financial hardships but I 

continued my studies” shared Shamim.

While studying in Nowshera Degree College,   

Shamim met Ms. Ghazala who came for the 

mobilization of CGN training program. “When 

liaison officer Ghazala visited our college to 

enhance awareness regarding the training of 

Children’s global Network, I accepted the invitation 

and decided that I will get training from the center to 

establish my own school. My brother criticized me a 

lot and said that the village environment and our 

culture is not permitting us to allow a female to 

initiate a business venture independently. But I 

No Progress 
without Struggle
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Shamim Akhter

Identifying the Goals 
of Her Life

A ship sailing without any direction and destination 

would ultimately be drowned in the cruel tides of 

ocean. Similar is the case with humans. We need 

some goal in life; so that we can work out an action 

plan to defeat the inconsiderate ocean that is ready 

to drown us. Most of the youth of our society is 

unable to decide their future themselves. The 

individuals are eager to do something but 

unfortunately   lack of proper guidance and 

counselling converts their positive intent towards 

negativity.  Nabeela became one of the few 

privileged individuals who did not sail aimlessly and 

to be lost in the ocean of time and contributed back 

towards the welfare of her society.

Nabeela belongs to a conservative family of 

Peshawar and despite opposition from relatives, 

she continued her education and obtained her 

masters. After reviewing the situation, she reached 

the conclusion that becoming an educational 

entrepreneur is the perfect way to utilize her talents.  

Establishing and running any education unit 

successfully is a very demanding task but I had set a 

goal for myself and endeavoring towards its 

achievement.”  Fortunately, she heard from one of 

her friends about “Skills for Employability Training- 

Social Educational Entrepreneurs” held by CGN-P 

in Peshawar so she got enrolled and began 

attending training.

Before coming to CGN-P training, she started 

teaching in a renowned school of Peshawar to keep 

herself abreast with information necessary for 

school running. “I would have missed the lifetime 

opportunity if I had not registered as ours is the last 

batch of training” In the session of goal orientation, 

she learnt to differentiate between short and long 

term goals and their planning. 

She decided to open pre-primary school after the 

training known as “The Smart Kiddi Garden 

Montessori Education System” in one of the room of 

her home at Bakhshipur for children of age three to 

five. The class runs in the evening because she is 

doing job in the morning in order to attain finances 

for establishing school in the building. 

“Another reason for initiating the evening school is 

that parents used to bring their younger kids to   me 

so that I could coach them regarding basic reading 

writing and arithmetic to pass entry tests of school.”  

She has very clear vision of her future and goal to 

accomplish: “I believe that haste makes waste so I 

am working in step-by-step strategy and gaining 

confidence that with right planning anyone can 

achieve goals be it a male or female.” Through 

effective goal orientation she is able to monitor the 

performance of child including their learning 

abilities, class participation, and ability to respond 

and take initiatives.

“I aim to polish the personalities of my students so 

they are more refined and can handle the 

challenges of 21st century” she remarks.
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convinced him and joined CGN-P training center”

Transportation was main hurdle to reach the 

training center and this lead her to cover the 

distance by walk for approximately an hour from 

her village and then from the   main road, she hired 

the local transport.

When she joined CGN, a tragedy happened in her 

family“Death of my sister-in-law disturbed my whole 

family and in those days our family friends and 

relatives were visiting frequently to our home. It was 

difficult for me to walk off for training in their 

presence but I continued training despite everyone 

convincing me to stay home’’ she affirms. 

Stimulated by the training regarding selection of the 

syllabus, Shamim realized that the school syllabus 

is influenced greatly by the mental, physical and 

emotional requirements of the child. Moreover, the 

curriculum should track the quality according to the 

requirement of the community. She was 

determined to meet the community requirements 

by formulating a syllabus that caters to their needs.

It is with this strong vision that she initiated 

“Foundation Public School” in her village in April, 

2015 and offered education from playgroup to 

grade 5.  22 students are enrolled right now and 

charging Rs.200 per month which is quite 

affordable for the community children. 

“I have the vision to upgrade my school till class 8. 

My family especially my parents support me and 

appreciate my bold step. I am hopeful that I will 

achieve the standard of the school up to the 

expectation of community and it will help children 

attain their basic right to education”-Shamim Akhter

“There are no private school in our village and the 

government school is located at a distant location 

which is covered by walk only due to poor road 

network. Most parents don’t want to send their 

children to schools located far away.  This became 

the foundation of my school: provision of quality 
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Akhter  

22 years old Shamim Akhtar belongs to KhatKalay, 

Akramabad Nowshera. Shamim is the only female 

of her family who attained education and her 

siblings only studied till class 5 “My father is a 
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lot and said that the village environment and our 

culture is not permitting us to allow a female to 

initiate a business venture independently. But I 
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Shamim Akhter

Identifying the Goals 
of Her Life

A ship sailing without any direction and destination 

would ultimately be drowned in the cruel tides of 

ocean. Similar is the case with humans. We need 

some goal in life; so that we can work out an action 

plan to defeat the inconsiderate ocean that is ready 

to drown us. Most of the youth of our society is 

unable to decide their future themselves. The 

individuals are eager to do something but 

unfortunately   lack of proper guidance and 

counselling converts their positive intent towards 

negativity.  Nabeela became one of the few 

privileged individuals who did not sail aimlessly and 

to be lost in the ocean of time and contributed back 

towards the welfare of her society.

Nabeela belongs to a conservative family of 

Peshawar and despite opposition from relatives, 

she continued her education and obtained her 

masters. After reviewing the situation, she reached 

the conclusion that becoming an educational 

entrepreneur is the perfect way to utilize her talents.  

Establishing and running any education unit 

successfully is a very demanding task but I had set a 

goal for myself and endeavoring towards its 

achievement.”  Fortunately, she heard from one of 

her friends about “Skills for Employability Training- 

Social Educational Entrepreneurs” held by CGN-P 

in Peshawar so she got enrolled and began 

attending training.

Before coming to CGN-P training, she started 

teaching in a renowned school of Peshawar to keep 

herself abreast with information necessary for 

school running. “I would have missed the lifetime 

opportunity if I had not registered as ours is the last 

batch of training” In the session of goal orientation, 

she learnt to differentiate between short and long 

term goals and their planning. 

She decided to open pre-primary school after the 

training known as “The Smart Kiddi Garden 

Montessori Education System” in one of the room of 

her home at Bakhshipur for children of age three to 

five. The class runs in the evening because she is 

doing job in the morning in order to attain finances 

for establishing school in the building. 

“Another reason for initiating the evening school is 

that parents used to bring their younger kids to   me 

so that I could coach them regarding basic reading 

writing and arithmetic to pass entry tests of school.”  

She has very clear vision of her future and goal to 

accomplish: “I believe that haste makes waste so I 

am working in step-by-step strategy and gaining 

confidence that with right planning anyone can 

achieve goals be it a male or female.” Through 

effective goal orientation she is able to monitor the 

performance of child including their learning 

abilities, class participation, and ability to respond 

and take initiatives.

“I aim to polish the personalities of my students so 

they are more refined and can handle the 

challenges of 21st century” she remarks.
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school. “I choose this area because there are no 

schools here. I met the parents who wished to enroll 

their children in a school but don’t have this facility 

over here.’ Noor ul Ain was disturbed to observe 

that children were wandering aimlessly when they 

should have been in school and this made her 

resolution to start her school even stronger. She 

shared that her aim is to provide quality education 

to these children. She will continue her struggle to 

make her school one of the best in quality 

educational institutes.

She has now initiated her school namely “Al-Noor 

Islamic Public School” which will cater to the 

primary classes and plans to expand once she is 

able to generate revenue from this school. Her 

message to women is ‘Be selfless for the cause of 

education, you will be rewarded in countless ways, 

I promise you’ she smiles.

Noor-Ul-Ain did not have strong personality aspect 

which was the main hurdle in her bright future. She 

was a shy girl and lacked the confidence to speak in 

front of others. “My husband made me aware of 

Educational Entrepreneurs program by CGN-P. He 

motivated me to join the CGN-P teacher training 

because of my shyness. I felt hesitation to join the 

CGN-P training, but finally due to my husband’s 

persistence, I agreed” she shares.

During the training program, she learnt a lot 

regarding entrepreneurial skills including the art of 

speaking, negotiation and self-motivation resulted 

in building her confidence. One thing that she 

realized was that the reason a person loses 

confidence is due to the self-created fear of 

rejection. Through simple steps she was guided to 

remove that instilled fear and replace it with 

courage. “I was fully equipped with the relevant 

skills and due to my enhanced confidence I 

became able to initiate my own enterprise. I shared 

my views and aims with my husband regarding the 

school opening. He was amazed that due to the 

training, I have gained the courage to take some 

practical steps .My other family members are also 

surprised with my decision that how this shy girl has 

become so confident that now she is embarking on 

a journey to initiate her own school”- Noor admits.

According to her, initiating a school is not as difficult 

as people perceive. With the assistance of CGN-P 

she was guided to make a business plan and she 

surveyed the area where she wished to initiate her 
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Noor-ul-Ain

A farmer’s son becomes 
school owner

Jahanzeb belongs to Sakhakot in Malakand 

Agency where his forefathers’ livelihood was 

depending on farming. “I did not want to carry on 

with ancestral trait so after completing bachelors 

from home town, moved to Peshawar in 1996 to 

make fortune. Working in a company as a salesman 

for four years, Jehanzeb was fed-up with traditional 

way of working. One day, while going to work in 

morning, he saw children of different age groups 

playing in the streets rather in schools. They were 

out-of-school school children as the few public 

institutions present in that area only catered to the 

those who could afford the high fees.

‘What about parents with low income background? 

Who will cater to them?” This thought kept recurring 

in Jehanzeb’s   mind until he figured a solution.

“I opened a school in a marginalized area near 

Phundo Road, Peshawar with nominal fee structure 

within the range of parents. The school flourished 

year after year and reached up to middle grades. 

“But something was missing’. Jehanzeb admits. 

“ I felt we were following the traditional teaching 

methodology and wanted to introduce new and 

unique concept of learning where children focus 

less on cramming and more on learning” Jehanzeb 

asserts. It was then, he became aware of the CGN-P 

skills for employability training and got himself 

enrolled.

“I employed a unique innovative concept in my 

school where in the class, I started with a short 

overview of the day’s topic and gave the student’s a 

challenge. The students had to solve the problem in 

the given time frame in the form of groups. This 

enhanced their brainstorming and problem solving 

skills. At the end of the class they shared their ideas 

through a presentation on the given topic.”

The unique and innovative approach lead 

Jehanzeb to evaluate the performance of students 

more carefully and identify their strengths and 

weaknesses.

“One of the most important lessons learnt from the 

training program is that I have learnt to abolish the 

traditional teaching methodology and employ 

innovative teaching practices. I have noticed a 

drastic change in the interest level of the students 

and this is the most gratifying thing for me” -

Jehanzeb
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“But something was missing’. Jehanzeb admits. 
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methodology and wanted to introduce new and 
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asserts. It was then, he became aware of the CGN-P 
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plans she cleared her misconception of huge 

finance requirement to open a school . She needed 

money as well but was inexperienced in 

administrating the institution and not ready to 

appoint a head to run her school due to financial 

constraints. Hence she spoke to Master Educator 

about the fears. An idea that was given to her by 

CGN-P team was that she may take start with one 

class i.e. play group and asked to make business 

plan. 

This motivated Ayesha and she decided to open a 

tuition academy in Mr. Jahanzeb’s school in the 

evening, “I discussed the idea with Sir which he 

approved and provided me space in the school, and 

I thanked CGN-P team for showing me light at the 

end of the tunnel.” With little investment on 

advertisement and paying nominal rent and 

electricity bill, she began her business. The 

academy offers after school support to students 

from grade I to VIII who lag behind in the classes in 

not just in Mr. Jahanzeb’s school but in others too. 

These students need individual attention and 

special worksheets are designed as a remedial 

work.

She is hoping to acquire a Master degree besides 

working as teacher and entrepreneur of academy. 

In the future, she plans to open a girls school in her 

ancestral village Harichand in Charssada.  

“Girls of my area remain deprived of education 

because parents are afraid of sending them to 

government schools that are far away. It is my aim to 

promote girls education in the village, start with 

primary and then take it up to secondary level.” 

–Ayesha Sana

Ayesha is a young, enthusiastic teacher of Mr. 

Jahanzeb’s school. She wanted to become teacher 

from childhood and has aptitude too and did 

teaching during the breaks after secondary school 

exams in Mr. Jahanzeb’s institute.  

Knowing her flair for teaching Jahenzeb brought 

registration her a form for “Skills for Employability” 

training: “Sir Jahanzeb explained me that training is 

designed to equip young males/females with 

knowledge and skills for imparting education in 

schools, curriculum designing, school records 

keeping etc. and helped those who are keen to 

open their own school, I got interested because I 

want to learn all these.” Ayesha came to CGN-P 

office where she was interviewed by the team to 

check the interest level. She conveyed to the team 

of her commitment towards opening an 

educational institute after the training concluded. 

She got enrolled in the evening batch as in the 

morning she went to school for teaching.

As the training progressed, her active participation 

was noticeable and while working on business 

The Young and 
Passionate Businesswoman
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Ayesha Sana

Challenge Yourself 
Beyond Limits

Arshad Ali a bright 25 years old was inspired to 

teach because of an interesting experience which 

he shares: “Once I was late to my class and the 

teacher asked me the reason. I replied that I was 

lazy and woke up late. He replied with the beautiful 

words: You know what is actually challenging?: To 

prove yourself in the  most stimulating environment  

and work with patience”. 

Those words inspired him to challenge himself 

further and be a part of the training program offered 

by CGN-P. “I realized during the training that taking 

initiative depends on us and not on any external 

factor. In other words the means to achieve success 

lies within all of us.”  

“During training the trainer asked us to think about 

starting our own school system. That thinking 

triggered our ideas in a positive direction and 

released our fears.” Arshad’s fear was regarding 

the finances required to start a school. But he 

realized he was not alone; majority of the trainees 

like him had similar fears. ‘I asked myself, if they are 

willing to take initiatives through self-stimulus, why 

can’t I? ’

Arshad realized that fears keep us away from our 

mission and create hurdles in initiating anything 

new. To overcome this, one must take initiative as 

only the risks take us forward and towards success. 

Arshad has initiated ‘Iqra Model School’ in an area 

that lacks basic educational facilities. ‘I faced the 

challenge of mobilizing people and enhancing 

awareness regarding education. But ability to take 

initiative learnt through training session of CGN-P, 

enhanced my confidence and I overcame all 

hurdles. Parents appreciates our services and this 

is encouraging me further.  My vision is to educate 

young ones and remove their fears regarding 

failure.”

He has enrolled 120 students in his school in initial 

three months that proves his abilities.  

Arshad believes in enhancing the confidence of his 

students by involving them in various activities. In 

his institute average children are given utmost 

attention and he believes in treating every child 

equally Arshad confidently says: “We fail not 

because we can’t do it but because we quit”
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initiative depends on us and not on any external 

factor. In other words the means to achieve success 
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“During training the trainer asked us to think about 
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triggered our ideas in a positive direction and 
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uncontrollable tears; I told her how much I wanted to 

attend school but was not allowed due to family 

pressure” 

The principal, Mr. Safi Ullah, owner of Kid Rose 

Public School was a social educational 

entrepreneur of Skills of Employability project who 

accepted the challenge to convince her father and 

family members. ‘When I contacted the father, his 

attitude was extremely rigid. He told me that if he 

sends Lubna to school, it will be a matter of shame 

for him and bring bad name to his family.”

Safi Ullah did not discontinue his struggle and 

convinced a few influential people of his area to talk 

with Lubna’s father. Lubna’s father, being a 

conservative person and did not agree to the 

influential’s point of view. Eventually he succumbed 

as they told him that if he deprives his daughter 

from education will cause them to break all relations 

with him and his neighbors.

“He only agreed on one condition, that she will just 

get education till secondary school certificate.’ 

Admits Safiullah. 

It was due to the persistence and determination of 

Safiullah that Lubna got enrolled in Nursery at Kid 

Rose Modal School.

“When I came to school on first day I did not believe 

whether it is a dream or reality. When my father 

slapped me for the first time, I had felt that all doors 

of education have closed on me. I feel overjoyed as 

I’m learning new things everyday” smiles Lubna.

Safiullah has shaped his ambition of life to work for 

those girls who are not getting education due to 

various reasons.

“When I initiated this institute the aim was income 

generation. But when I saw Lubna for the first time at 

my school and after knowing her struggle, my 

purpose was changed. From that day I decided that 

I will go through any struggle to admit her in my 

school at any cost” -Safiullah

“You educate a man; you educate a man. You 

educate a woman; you educate a generation.” ― 

Brigham Young

Lubna is a nine year’s old girl belonging to a rural 

area of District Peshawar namely Pando. This area 

includes is the most populated area of the district as 

it is a mixture of four villages. In Lubna’s village 

there is no concept of female education in her 

family and it is considered taboo for females to 

leave her home for this purpose. 

“Every morning I would wish that I had someone to 

play with but all my friends in my area were going to 

school. I would ask them in the evening what they 

learnt in school and feel envious that they were 

learning and I wasn’t”

Unable to control the urge to get education, Lubna 

told her father to admit her in school. “My father 

slapped me. He said that school destroys the life of 

a female and the only rightful place for a female if her 

house” she recalls. After this she never asked her 

father in this issue and she was trained to support 

her mother in household work

When she turned 9 years old, she was restricted to 

play on streets with her peers and friends. One day, 

she went to a nearby school and sit in class with her 

friends. ‘The principal saw me in class and told me 

this is not the correct way to attend school without 

informing anyone. My eyes were filled with 
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Lubna

Education: An Ornament in Prosperity 
and Refuge In Adversity

Losing her father at a young age, Abida’s uncle 

took the responsibility of her father and supported 

her to take initiatives. Abida was planning to launch 

a parlor but was cognizant of the fact that this 

venture would only benefit a specific segment of the 

society and she wished to do something that would 

for the betterment of the entire society. “I became 

aware of CGN-P training and was encouraged by 

my uncle who believed this was the perfect 

opportunity to polish my skills” admits Abida. 

Through her training she became familiarized with 

the shortcomings of the educational system of 

Pakistan. “The existing education delivery system is 

not meeting the needs and aspirations of the 

society” Abida affirms. 

Abida felt that she is victim of that educational 

system and most schools are in need of better 

facilities to improve the teaching environment. 

For instance 9% of primary schools do not have a 

blackboard, 24% donot have text books available 

for pupils, and 46% do not have desks for their 

students. “I have a desire to equip my school with 

modern and practical education and further 

promote modern trends rather than just memorizing 

textbooks and regurgitating them in exams. 

Teachers need to be trained and create an 

environment in schools, where there is more 

emphasis on learning, rather than studying, and 

make learning more fun for students.”

“The teaching methodology and motivation 

received during training was a great help that she 

decided to open her own school: Nowshera 

International Education system on January 2015 

with the support of her uncle. 

It was difficult to mobilize the community in that 

area as children education is not priority of the 

parents and especially for girls. “I did not lose hope 

and struggled hard to convince the people about my 

school. My uncle also worked diligently to persuade 

the community towards the school.  Now I have 47 

students in my institution and doing hard to improve 

quality education on low cost”.

Abida has the vision to work hard and expand her 

school up to grade 8. She aspired to increase 

motivation level of her students and be a role model 

for them. Offering affordable fees, she is charging 

500/- as tuition fee per month. The most remarkable 

aspect of her school is that she is providing free 

education to orphan and disabled students. She 

believes that unemployment and poverty are two 

evils which are prevalent in Pakistan and can be 

eliminated through education. If Pakistan has a 

proper modern education system, it could reduce 

both. 
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uncontrollable tears; I told her how much I wanted to 

attend school but was not allowed due to family 
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The principal, Mr. Safi Ullah, owner of Kid Rose 

Public School was a social educational 

entrepreneur of Skills of Employability project who 

accepted the challenge to convince her father and 

family members. ‘When I contacted the father, his 

attitude was extremely rigid. He told me that if he 

sends Lubna to school, it will be a matter of shame 

for him and bring bad name to his family.”
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convinced a few influential people of his area to talk 
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conservative person and did not agree to the 
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as they told him that if he deprives his daughter 

from education will cause them to break all relations 
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“He only agreed on one condition, that she will just 

get education till secondary school certificate.’ 

Admits Safiullah. 

It was due to the persistence and determination of 

Safiullah that Lubna got enrolled in Nursery at Kid 

Rose Modal School.

“When I came to school on first day I did not believe 
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“You educate a man; you educate a man. You 

educate a woman; you educate a generation.” ― 

Brigham Young

Lubna is a nine year’s old girl belonging to a rural 

area of District Peshawar namely Pando. This area 

includes is the most populated area of the district as 

it is a mixture of four villages. In Lubna’s village 

there is no concept of female education in her 

family and it is considered taboo for females to 

leave her home for this purpose. 

“Every morning I would wish that I had someone to 

play with but all my friends in my area were going to 

school. I would ask them in the evening what they 

learnt in school and feel envious that they were 

learning and I wasn’t”
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told her father to admit her in school. “My father 

slapped me. He said that school destroys the life of 

a female and the only rightful place for a female if her 

house” she recalls. After this she never asked her 

father in this issue and she was trained to support 

her mother in household work

When she turned 9 years old, she was restricted to 

play on streets with her peers and friends. One day, 

she went to a nearby school and sit in class with her 

friends. ‘The principal saw me in class and told me 

this is not the correct way to attend school without 

informing anyone. My eyes were filled with 
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Education: An Ornament in Prosperity 
and Refuge In Adversity

Losing her father at a young age, Abida’s uncle 

took the responsibility of her father and supported 

her to take initiatives. Abida was planning to launch 

a parlor but was cognizant of the fact that this 

venture would only benefit a specific segment of the 

society and she wished to do something that would 

for the betterment of the entire society. “I became 

aware of CGN-P training and was encouraged by 

my uncle who believed this was the perfect 

opportunity to polish my skills” admits Abida. 

Through her training she became familiarized with 

the shortcomings of the educational system of 

Pakistan. “The existing education delivery system is 

not meeting the needs and aspirations of the 

society” Abida affirms. 

Abida felt that she is victim of that educational 

system and most schools are in need of better 

facilities to improve the teaching environment. 

For instance 9% of primary schools do not have a 

blackboard, 24% donot have text books available 

for pupils, and 46% do not have desks for their 

students. “I have a desire to equip my school with 

modern and practical education and further 

promote modern trends rather than just memorizing 

textbooks and regurgitating them in exams. 

Teachers need to be trained and create an 

environment in schools, where there is more 

emphasis on learning, rather than studying, and 

make learning more fun for students.”

“The teaching methodology and motivation 

received during training was a great help that she 

decided to open her own school: Nowshera 

International Education system on January 2015 

with the support of her uncle. 

It was difficult to mobilize the community in that 

area as children education is not priority of the 

parents and especially for girls. “I did not lose hope 

and struggled hard to convince the people about my 

school. My uncle also worked diligently to persuade 

the community towards the school.  Now I have 47 

students in my institution and doing hard to improve 

quality education on low cost”.

Abida has the vision to work hard and expand her 

school up to grade 8. She aspired to increase 

motivation level of her students and be a role model 

for them. Offering affordable fees, she is charging 

500/- as tuition fee per month. The most remarkable 

aspect of her school is that she is providing free 

education to orphan and disabled students. She 

believes that unemployment and poverty are two 

evils which are prevalent in Pakistan and can be 

eliminated through education. If Pakistan has a 

proper modern education system, it could reduce 

both. 
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time in handling the challenge but worked patiently. 

I realized that Abu Zar’s ability to learn despite being 

visually impaired was quite strong” recalls Dawood.

Dawood assisted Abu Zar by giving him different 

shapes to identify and encouraged him to write on 

sand that boosted his speaking ability. Additionally, 

he would give Abu Zar extra time to have an 

exercise where he would recall the activities and 

lessons of the previous day to enhance his 

cognitive development.

Now he can recite first kalma, sits properly, speaks 

greeting sentences in Pushto and above all likes to 

come to school daily. We are very happy to see him 

progressing gradually,”  Dawood shared.  

Discovering this improvement in Abu Zar, the 

parents became overjoyed that they arranged a 

feast for Dawood and in front of relatives and 

community praised his act and thanked him.

Abu Zar cannot express his feelings in sentences as 

but his shining face conveys that he loves school. In 

an unstructured language he conveys his 

eagerness. “He is delighted to come to school, he 

asks me why don’t they open school on Sundays?”-

Abu Zar’s father

The Year 2015 will be a momentous year in the life of 

a blind boy of age 10 living in Wahid Garhi, 

Peshawar. From birth Abu Zar was blind, an ailment 

common in his family. His parents tried hard to get 

him admitted to schools for special children and 

even Madrassas but the institutes refused as they 

don’t offer admissions to disabled children. His 

father reflects “We lost hope of him getting any 

education and we are compelled to keep him at 

home.”

Abu Zar’s father is a butcher and the place is 

surrounded by cattle. This further weakened Abu 

Zar’s language skills and he mimicked sounds of 

those animals so well. One day his father met 

Dawood a social educational entrepreneur who 

received training of “Skills for employability” from 

CGN-P and started school in the area where Abu 

Zar lives. “We narrated Abu Zar’s story and asked if 

he could help our child. Dawood had learnt about 

inclusive education and immediately agreed to 

enroll my child’ 

Abu Zar did not like school initially and often 

remained absent. He spoke roughly with teachers 

and had no idea of sitting at one place and his 

classmates made fun of him. Dawood, along with 

other   teachers worked diligently with Abu Zar ; 

enabled him to speak few sentences and taught 

him mannerism and etiquettes of class, “I had tough 
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A Small Step In 
The Right Direction

Neelam was teaching in Army Public School when 

she came to know about CGN-P “Skills for 

Employability” program through one banner 

placed in her area. Although she is an experienced 

teacher and has obtained professional teaching 

qualifications of B.Ed, she wanted to polish her 

skills further through this training. “The training 

enabled me to acquire teaching methodologies, 

school management, leadership, networking and 

entrepreneurial skills which have culminated in the 

form of Shiner Academy.” Neelam belongs to 

Shahmir Garhi a rural area of district Nowshera  and 

in her area, women seldom make the decisions to 

embark on the journey to establish their own 

ventures.

“I worked in Army public school in the morning and 

used to attend the training in the evening but slowly 

this became difficult for me as I couldn’t manage 

my time’ Neelam admits. The team of CGN-P 

assured her that she will learn about managing time 

effectively in one of sessions on Time Management 

Skill. The technique focused on ABC Analysis in 

which activities are ranked upon the general 

criteria:

§ Tasks that are perceived being urgent and 

important.

§ Tasks that is important but not urgent.

§ Tasks that is neither urgent nor important. 

Due to this technique, she prioritized the tasks that 

needed to be completed on basis of urgency and 

successfully completed her training along with her 

job. She has noticed a complete transformation in 

the attitudes of   her colleagues after she received 

training. “They are learning from me now and are 

interested to join this training as well. I am 

transferring my knowledge of school management, 

leadership and time management in them’ she 

smiles. 

Neelam has taken the initiative of establishing 

Shiner Academy as a result of training and she is 

hopeful she will upgrade her institution into a 

school after gathering the finances. 
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successful venture. “I became aware of formulating 

an effective Business plan. Initially, I was unaware of 

the principles and steps of business plan but it was 

explained to me in a very simple manner.” She learnt 

that business is an activity through which people 

can progress economically and socially i.e. acquire 

wealth as well as serve the society by providing 

services, “I wanted to learn business techniques to 

earn more profit from the school and this would be 

possible if I provide good services on nominal fee 

structure and parents whose children are going to 

other private institutions could feel the difference.” 

Mumtaz prepared feasibility report of school and 

understood the utilization of resources such as 

human, material and finance in a best possible way 

to maximize the profit.

Mumtaz started working on establishing school 

right after the session of business plan, and got 

registered with the name “Mercy Pak Home 

School” in Gulabad # 2, Peshawar and started 

running it even before the training got completed. 

CGN-P team supported and guided her on this 

mission, “Entire team of CGN-P supported me and 

at no point of time I felt lonely, I thanked them from 

the core of my heart.”

She has constructed two rooms and a big hall 

upstairs at her home and classes have reached up 

to II and next year she is planning to upgrade 

school to class V.  Dedicating all her energies to the 

advancement of school, Mumtaz has full faith in her 

school’s success. 

“My vision has changed completely. Earlier I was 

focusing on the school as an economic enterprise 

generating profits. Now I realize its social impact on 

the community and out of school children and don’t 

want to operate it as a profit seeking enterprise. I aim 

to give quality education to children that they really 

need.”- Mumtaz

After developing a viable business model, the 

critical first step, an entrepreneur can create is a 

business plan to communicate this model. First, 

and perhaps most importantly, it forces the 

entrepreneur to answer the difficult questions and 

nail down the key elements of his or her concept. 

The business plan is also the operating guideline 

for the new venture; it articulates the goals, as well 

as the means for achieving them. The plan serves 

as the means of communication with potential 

sources of funding, describing both the business 

and the entrepreneur's ability to organize and 

conceptualize the details. Mumtaz’s plan needed 

the correct guidelines despite having a vision to 

open her own school.

After completion of Master degree, Mumtaz wanted 

to run school more skillfully than the one owned by 

her mother. For this, she required training that 

would equip her with knowledge and skills for 

becoming an entrepreneur. CGN-P social 

mobilization team reached her area and oriented 

Mumtaz about “Skills for Employability – Social 

Educational Entrepreneurship” program. This 

program opened a unique window of opportunity 

and she agreed to get the training and got 

registered at CGN-P office Peshawar. 

The session of business plan in the training 

supported her forward thinking of making school a 

Business Mind But 
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Mumtaz Hussain

Burning Desire To Educate the 
Uneducated in Nowshera

Khair Muhammad belongs to district Nowshera 

where he had been teaching for over 10 years but 

was an underpaid teacher despite his vast 

experience. “I had the burning desire to educate 

the children of my area by initiating my own school.  

One day, I was travelling outside my village and 

noticed the advertisement about entrepreneur’s 

training planned by CGN-P. It was a good time for 

me to decide be part of the CGN-P’s training 

program” 

During training, Khair Muhammad found the 

trainers extremely enthusiastic and helpful. “What 

inspired me was their facilitating method. He learnt 

that an effective teaching does more than 

communicate information only; it arouses interest 

and motivation, promotes concentration and 

attention, identifies and marks the most important 

information and enables effective cognitive 

processing, storing, and information retrieval. 

“Before this CGN-P training, I attended some 

trainings and seminars but the methodology and 

techniques I learnt in this training are marvelous 

practical and impact a lot.” Khair Muhammad had a 

misconception that training would be boring and 

slow like his previous experiences. He was 

surprised and delighted that this training was so 

unique. “When I attended this training I found it very 

different from others. The unconventional lecture 

delivering technique was very attractive and didn’t 

make me bore in whole training. This training was 

not only the training for the entrepreneurs but self-

exploration as well.” 

As Khair Muhammad was an experienced teacher, 

this training enlarged the lens of his thinking and 

innovation that resulted to   initiate his own school 

named “The Educated Model School” located in 

Afzal Abad, Nowshera Kalan with the help and 

support of CGN-P in April 2015.

Being involved in the training allows him to be 

connected with a pool of entrepreneurs and now he 

is able to effectively market his venture and the 

community trusts his initiative as evidenced by his 

high enrollment.
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keeping as it was one of the essentials taught during 

training” recalls Ejaz.

Sidra agreed and it has been two months since she 

joined Peshwer Lyceum. Her daily routine includes 

correspondence between school and parents 

through telephone, face-to-face, sending notes, 

keeping admission records in files and above all 

maintaining records of income and expenditure on 

daily basis, Ejaz is satisfied with her performance: 

“She is totally reliable and trustworthy when it 

comes to money, I never found a single rupee 

mismanagement in the records.”

Sidra aspires to open her own school in the future 

and aims to arrange finances and initiate a 

franchise of The Peshawar Lyceum in her area 

soon.

Sidra is working as front desk officer and as 

admin/account assistant to headmistress of The 

Peshawar Lyceum established by entrepreneur 

Ejaz Saeed who had received CGN-P training. “I 

was sitting idle at home after my graduation and 

decided to find jobs. I lacked confidence to meet 

and speak to new people especially males and 

failed at most jobs interviews.” Sidra recalls.

Six months back, she was sitting at her home 

feeling despondent about her future when the 

social mobilizer team of CGN-P reached her home.  

They were carrying out door to door campaign 

about orientation of “Skills for Employability-Social 

Educational Entrepreneurship”.

Sidra realized that this would be a life changing 

opportunity for her to get out of her idle routine she 

agreed to register for it. “I was not doing anything so 

I thought I can take advantage of training as it is free 

of cost, even CGN-P has paid my travelling 

allowance of three months,” Sidra shared. 

During the training, she improved her public 

dealing skill through gaining knowledge about 

various aspects of a school such as handling 

correspondence and record keeping. She was 

particularly interested in these two as with she 

realized that with effective management, she can 

work in any school. After the training concluded, 

CGN-P organized certificate distribution ceremony 

which allowed Sidra to make linkages with other 

trainees.  Luckily through this system Sidra got to 

know about The Peshawar Lyceum established by 

Ejaz Saeed a social educational entrepreneur of 

CGN-P. She applied in his school and was recruited 

by Ejaz as admin/account assistant.

“I had hired two people before Sidra’s induction and 

found discrepancies in accounts. I asked Sidra if 

she can utilize her familiarity and manage the 

position of handling correspondence and record 

An Honest And 
Trustworthy Worker
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Sidra Abdul-Rahim

The Shining Stars of 
St. Patrick School

Faizaan and Arsalan are obtaining education at 

Saint Peter Public School initiated by Jonathan, 

entrepreneur of CGN-P Skills for Employability 

Program. The two brothers aged 5 and 6 live in 

Nowshera and their father is employed in another 

city. Despite the perceptions of the society against 

education, Faizan and Arsalan’s parents did not 

want their children to be deprived of their basic 

right.

Their father shared “We did not want to send our 

children into labor work. Despite my limited income 

I always had the dream and prayed that one day I 

would send them to school’ Luckily his prayers 

were answered when he came to know about St. 

Patrick School in their locality and he immediately 

enrolled these two children. 

Jonathan immediately realized that these two are 

facing the hurdle of language barrier as they were 

unable to grasp the information in the class in an 

effective manner. 

‘I noticed that these two would sit in the corner and 

not want to interact with the rest. The two brothers 

wanted to isolate themselves despite giving them 

constant attention. That is when I involved group of 

teachers including me to spend extra time with 

these children. We focused on four aspects 

including constant encouragement, increasing 

involvement, offering incentives and enhancing 

creativity.”

As students look at teachers for approval and 

positive reinforcement, and are more likely to be 

enthusiastic about learning if they feel their work is 

recognized and valued, Jonathan praised these 

two children often and recognized them for their 

contributions. 

The teachers enhanced the participation of these 

two by increasing their involvement in class 

through different activities including decorating the 

classroom, or passing out materials. 

To motivate the two brothers further, Jonathan 

offered gifts when they performed better. This gave 

them a sense of sense of accomplishment and 

encouraged them to work with a goal in mind. “I 

avoided monotony in class and enhanced their 

creativity and interest by teaching them through 

games and visual aids such colorful charts, 

diagrams and videos.’ admits Jonathan

“Today the two brothers are the shining stars of the 

school.’ Smiles Jonathan
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keeping as it was one of the essentials taught during 

training” recalls Ejaz.

Sidra agreed and it has been two months since she 

joined Peshwer Lyceum. Her daily routine includes 

correspondence between school and parents 

through telephone, face-to-face, sending notes, 

keeping admission records in files and above all 

maintaining records of income and expenditure on 

daily basis, Ejaz is satisfied with her performance: 

“She is totally reliable and trustworthy when it 

comes to money, I never found a single rupee 

mismanagement in the records.”

Sidra aspires to open her own school in the future 

and aims to arrange finances and initiate a 

franchise of The Peshawar Lyceum in her area 

soon.

Sidra is working as front desk officer and as 

admin/account assistant to headmistress of The 

Peshawar Lyceum established by entrepreneur 

Ejaz Saeed who had received CGN-P training. “I 

was sitting idle at home after my graduation and 

decided to find jobs. I lacked confidence to meet 

and speak to new people especially males and 

failed at most jobs interviews.” Sidra recalls.

Six months back, she was sitting at her home 

feeling despondent about her future when the 

social mobilizer team of CGN-P reached her home.  

They were carrying out door to door campaign 

about orientation of “Skills for Employability-Social 

Educational Entrepreneurship”.

Sidra realized that this would be a life changing 

opportunity for her to get out of her idle routine she 

agreed to register for it. “I was not doing anything so 

I thought I can take advantage of training as it is free 

of cost, even CGN-P has paid my travelling 

allowance of three months,” Sidra shared. 

During the training, she improved her public 

dealing skill through gaining knowledge about 

various aspects of a school such as handling 

correspondence and record keeping. She was 

particularly interested in these two as with she 

realized that with effective management, she can 

work in any school. After the training concluded, 

CGN-P organized certificate distribution ceremony 

which allowed Sidra to make linkages with other 

trainees.  Luckily through this system Sidra got to 

know about The Peshawar Lyceum established by 

Ejaz Saeed a social educational entrepreneur of 

CGN-P. She applied in his school and was recruited 

by Ejaz as admin/account assistant.

“I had hired two people before Sidra’s induction and 

found discrepancies in accounts. I asked Sidra if 

she can utilize her familiarity and manage the 

position of handling correspondence and record 

An Honest And 
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The Shining Stars of 
St. Patrick School

Faizaan and Arsalan are obtaining education at 

Saint Peter Public School initiated by Jonathan, 

entrepreneur of CGN-P Skills for Employability 

Program. The two brothers aged 5 and 6 live in 

Nowshera and their father is employed in another 

city. Despite the perceptions of the society against 

education, Faizan and Arsalan’s parents did not 

want their children to be deprived of their basic 

right.

Their father shared “We did not want to send our 

children into labor work. Despite my limited income 

I always had the dream and prayed that one day I 

would send them to school’ Luckily his prayers 

were answered when he came to know about St. 

Patrick School in their locality and he immediately 

enrolled these two children. 

Jonathan immediately realized that these two are 

facing the hurdle of language barrier as they were 

unable to grasp the information in the class in an 

effective manner. 

‘I noticed that these two would sit in the corner and 

not want to interact with the rest. The two brothers 

wanted to isolate themselves despite giving them 

constant attention. That is when I involved group of 

teachers including me to spend extra time with 

these children. We focused on four aspects 

including constant encouragement, increasing 

involvement, offering incentives and enhancing 

creativity.”

As students look at teachers for approval and 

positive reinforcement, and are more likely to be 

enthusiastic about learning if they feel their work is 

recognized and valued, Jonathan praised these 

two children often and recognized them for their 

contributions. 

The teachers enhanced the participation of these 

two by increasing their involvement in class 

through different activities including decorating the 

classroom, or passing out materials. 

To motivate the two brothers further, Jonathan 

offered gifts when they performed better. This gave 

them a sense of sense of accomplishment and 

encouraged them to work with a goal in mind. “I 

avoided monotony in class and enhanced their 

creativity and interest by teaching them through 

games and visual aids such colorful charts, 

diagrams and videos.’ admits Jonathan

“Today the two brothers are the shining stars of the 

school.’ Smiles Jonathan
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when they were juvenile or did not study well as I 

had observed my teachers doing the same thing. 

Now that I know about child’s psychology I changed 

my teaching style. I am much more polite and 

friendly with my students.” Through the training, Asif 

learnt that the students in classrooms where only 

performance is emphasized are more likely to 

engage in cheating, avoid help-seeking, and 

exhibit lower levels of academic engagement. In 

contrast, students who are in a classroom where 

the focus is on learning and improvement exhibit 

higher levels of self-efficacy and engagement as 

well as enhanced retention of concepts.

He not only changed his traditional teaching style 

but trained the teachers he hired for his school in 

making positive teacher-student relationship so 

that every child becomes a lifelong learner. 

When the training ended, he opened school named 

Al-Asif Public School and motivated the community 

by carrying out awareness sessions about his 

school. Being quite successful in convincing the 

parents. “In a month’s time, I have seventy 

admissions and have hired three teachers. I hope to 

open  more branches of my school in the future and 

offer quality education on affordable fees and fulfill 

my responsibility for society.”

Asif is young educated male residing Nahqi, 

Charssada Road, Peshawar. Wanting to be a 

businessman from very young age, he couldn’t 

achieve his goals due to financial constraints. This 

pushed him towards a job in a private school after 

completing Hssc grade in 2009. He taught for three 

years and then in a partnership with friend, he 

in i t iated a school  near his residence,  

simultaneously pursuing his Master degree.

The school was running reasonably well yet it was 

not a prosperous venture and Asif longed for 

forming more branches but he was unable to do 

because he did not have skills pertinent to school 

business. When he came to know about CGN-P 

training for social educational entrepreneurship 

“Skills for Employability” in Peshawar, he enrolled 

himself. 

“ I normally speak in a polite tone but could unable 

anger at times which I feel is my weakness.” Asif 

admits. 

The session of psychological classroom 

environment brought a behavioral change in Asif 

and the way he dealt with students. He learnt in the 

session that a positive psychological environment 

is as important as physical environment to the 

child’s learning process. It not only helps them to 

become critical thinker but also independent 

learner; “I became harsh and used to slap children 

Creating A Highly 
Stimulating Environment
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Thinking Like 
an Entrepreneur

Ghazala, a married lady with three daughters was 

facing the challenge of meeting her daily expenses. 

She shares “My husband is shopkeeper and his 

income is not enough for the whole family needs. As 

the income was not enough so I decided to support 

my family. But I was blank and had no idea what to 

do in my own capacity for my family. Luckily, in our 

area a politician named Walid Akhtar told me about 

the CGN-P teaching training and I hurriedly 

registered myself for the training”.

Reflecting on her experiences Ghazala shares that 

when she was selected for the training, the most 

in te res t ing  th ing  tha t  she  learn t  was  

entrepreneurship. Her interest was automatically 

developed towards this lesson. “Actually my 

husband is running small scale business and this 

session provided informative material that allowed 

me learn more about the different types of 

enterprises  such as small or large scale business” 

she acknowledges.

She further added “After introduction of 

entrepreneurship, the trainer put us in the scenario. 

She asked us to think of educational entrepreneurs 

that we knew of in Pakistan. Gave us instructions 

that we are giving an interview on television about 

how we started our educational institution and how 

we achieved success. The window of imagination 

opened for Ghazala and she thought like an 

entrepreneur. 

After a while, we were asked to share our 

experiences from beginning till end in the form of 

story. One member of our group started the story 

and we were helping her to make a sequence of that 

story. These events triggered my thought process 

and I learnt   about the struggling phase of business 

until success. The task given to them during training 

was solution oriented where they analyzed the 

struggles and formulated solutions to overcome 

those hurdles”.

She discussed every lesson of entrepreneur with 

her husband after reaching home and this process 

allowed her to not only learn but spread that 

knowledge. Within a month her husband told her 

that his business is improving now, by applying 

those techniques which she had learnt in training.

Today, Ghazala is running her own school known as 

“Pearl Model School System” supported by CGN-P 

in Village Daaguna, Mohallah Hassan-Abad, 

Nowshehra Kalan. The community is very poor in 

the locality so the fee structure is quite affordable. 

She is charging monthly fee 100/- and admission is 

free.  At present, 79 students enrolled in her school 

and she has hired 2 female teachers.

“My husband played an important role in the 

process of mobilization of my school. He is still 

running his shop but now he has ability to attract the 

customer by presentation and advertising our 

school, a technique that I learnt during the training 

and shared with him”-Ghazala
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“I carried out survey of my area and discovered that 

over there children of age four and above   were not 

in schools because there were no institutions 

catering to their needs. I wanted to work for these 

out of school children who cannot gain access to   

quality education.”

The center’s inauguration function was held 

recently where parents of Tayyab’s center and 

people from community were invited.  “I oriented 

them about the venture and made them aware about 

this institutions unique feature offering interactive 

teaching activities which help children develop 

physically, intellectually, social-emotionally. I am 

overjoyed to take this step and hoping to upgrade 

the   center in two-three years”

Tayyab is being provided with Phulwari by CGN-P 

team which is a one year syllabus for early 

childhood centers. The development of such 

syllabi and guidebooks by   CGN-P signifies how 

strongly experts feel that this is an area that needs 

to be worked on comprehensively.

A curriculum explains a teacher what to teach but to 

simplify it into practical steps, a comprehensive 

syllabus is needed.

“I aim to fill the existing gaps of education by 

providing an innovative concept of Early Childhood 

Education to my students. Their eagerness to learn 

is my biggest strength’ Tayyab smiles.

Tayyab Hussein is a bright young boy living in 

Charssada Road, Peshawar with his parents.  His 

father is a teacher and now leading a government 

high school.  Observing his father being respected 

by fellow teachers, students and parents he 

developed passion for teaching since childhood. 

From his relative, he got to know about “Skills for 

E m p l o y a b i l i t y -  S o c i a l  E d u c a t i o n a l  

Entrepreneurship” offered by CGN-P and luckily 

got enrolled as this is the last batch of training.

He kept attending session after session then the 

topic of early childhood education came and 

Tayyab   heard   for the first time in life got eager to 

learn details. “I got new direction in my life, I never 

thought of starting my own ECE center but  during 

the training I made my mind to do so.” 

Through the training, Tayyab learnt that Early 

Childhood Education (ECE) forms the most 

important component of a child’s learning as  the 

child’s brain develops rapidly in early years

Highly motivated, Tayyab decided to open a pre-

primary level center after the session. When he 

disclosed this to CGN-P team, they were surprised 

to hear   this because generally male entrepreneurs 

did not take such initiative as they felt females can 

handle younger kids more affectionately, so every 

team member backed Tayyab’s decision of 

opening “Shaheen Montessori Center”. 

Passionate About 
Teaching Young Children
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Powerful Love: 
A Mother’s Struggle

There are a lot of things that young women dream 

about when they hold their first child in their arms. 

Dreams of a better life full of happiness, success 

and love. For, Bibi Zainab this was no different, but 

what she got was something that no mother could 

have bargained for, and she proved just how strong 

a mother’s love could be.

“I got diagnosed with Thalassemia and the 

treatment was so expensive that it put my whole 

family into financial constraints. My child, Ataullah, 

aged 8 years had to discontinue education but 

could not accept this change. He insisted that he 

wished to remain in school”

It made her extremely disheartened that due to 

financial difficulties, she could not cater to the 

needs of her beloved child. ‘I shared this issue with 

my husband but he refused. He said that he had no 

money   to provide the family decent meal, how can 

he afford the extra expenses of school’. Refusing to 

give up,   Attaullah’s mother met many school 

teachers and principals and shared her story. “They 

all refused to enroll my child and were charging 

high fees.’ Finally when the ray of hope had almost 

diminished, she visited Miss Rabia Gul’s school. 

Rabia is the entrepreneur of CGN-P training who 

had initiated school in her locality. Zainab 

requested that her son was taught free of cost.

 Rabia Gul and discussed his issue with her and 

also explained their financial situation. Following 

discussion Miss Rabia Gul gave her willingness to 

teach Attaullah without school and admission fee 

and will also provide required books from the 

students who promoted to other classes. “ I could 

not believe my ears, tears filled my eyes and I could 

not wait to convey this to my son. When I reached 

home, I hugged Ataullah tightly and told him that 

from tomorrow he will be going to his new school. 

He screamed with joy’ she says. Finally, as a result 

of   Bibi Zainab’s persistence, Attaullah obtained 

admission in Al-Hamra Public School and is 

obtaining free of cost quality education. 

“Every morning he wakes up with a big smile on his 

face. And I couldn’t be happier than this’ admits 

Zainab.
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At present she has 15 students enrolled but she 

plans to increase the number to 100 with hard work 

and determination. 

As Mary Ann says: “Courage does not always roar. 

Sometimes courage is the quiet voice at the end of 

the day saying, 'I will try again tomorrow.” Farah 

Sajjad’s story is an example of courage and 

determination in the face of adversity.

Farah Sajjad’s story is of immense bravery that is 

inspirational and heart-warming. Farah obtained 

her M.Sc in Economics from Peshawar University 

and has been working from an early twenties to 

support her family. “My father passed away when I 

was young, I have supported my family and have 

had three jobs at a time to earn and support them” 

she says. Farah is a young girl in her mid-twenties 

and the responsibility she has to carry on her 

shoulders is not easy.

“Girls of my age either get married or are naïve to 

understand their responsibilities completely. But I 

do and I am the backbone of my family”. It is this 

profound strength that led Farah to teach at various 

schools while pursuing her education and she has 

an experience of five years in teaching.

“I felt I could do a lot more with the experience I had 

but I was working at a place where the conventional 

teaching methods were adopted. Thinking out of 

the box was not an option here”. Confidence and 

strength were virtues that Farah had acquired due 

to her circumstances and when she became part of 

the Educational Entrepreneurs program, she felt 

that her potential to teach could be enhanced if she 

imitated her own venture.

Farah realized that involving students actively in 

play based activities enhances not only enhances 

their interest but boosts their retention. She is able 

to actively involve her students and teaches them 

through innovative ideas.

The Power To Be 
At Your Best
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The Power 
Resides Within

3 years back, Sumbal Gohar was teaching in a 

public school .During her job the local community 

started commenting regarding her job and 

character. “One of my brothers is very strict with 

some psychological problems believed on those 

comments and strictly prohibited me from any kind 

of job” Sumbal recalls.

Sumbul’s brother did not allow her to leave her 

home for visiting even her relatives and friends. She 

spent two years in her home and suffered all the 

worse and bitter comments of family and 

community as well. “The community members 

while visiting our home always taunted me and 

passed bad remarks. I was almost near to losing my 

mental stability due to the bad behavior of my 

family.” recalls Sumbal. 

Meanwhile her friend Shazia, who usually visited 

her home, told her regarding CGN-P training. “I was 

totally hopeless about my life and also conveyed to 

Shazia that I am not interested to become the part of 

this training. On the other hand, my family was also 

against my job and did not permit me to leave the 

house for such kind of training. Shazia insisted that I 

should join the training and at last I agreed but the 

main hurdles was the lack of my family support.”

Sumbul decided that she must join the center and 

prove the community allegations wrong and 

baseless. She shared the decision with her family 

who initially refused by all the family members but 

later they agreed when her second brother 

supported her in this regard. Finally, Sumbal Gohar 

joined CGN-P teaching training center.

“At the start of training, I was not taking ample 

interest in the training sessions. Our trainer, Miss 

Maryam observed me for many days and then she 

commenced discussion with me regarding my life 

and my futures plan. I shared all the problems and 

difficulties of my life with her. Miss Maryam 

supported me a lot and through her counseling and 

care I showed much improvement and slowly and 

gradually came out of trauma. My family also 

observed my training session activities and they 

realized that they were wrong in believing on 

community’s baseless allegations”. acknowledges 

Sumbal

Sumbal learnt to manage a conflict during the 

training and was provided with the techniques to 

find its durable solutions. “As I had suffered a lot in 

the past and was unable to solve a problem, I was 

fortunately received guidance due to which I learnt 

to deal with a conflict.” Sumbal states. 

Due to reinstated hope, Sumbal initiated a tuition 

Academy named “Welcome children’s tuition 

Academy” where she teaches those children’s who 

are weak in their studies. Sumbal is applying all the 

aspects of her training in her academy including 

activity based work. 15 students have joined her 

academy and she is very optimistic regarding her 

tuition academy. 

“I want to teach every child and make them able to 

fight for their right with the weapon of education.”- 

Sumbal
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reading texts. The leader who is good in reading 

would listen to other students and I don’t have to 

correct everyone.”

Safiullah plans to shift school from existing building 

which is almost in the end from main road to 

another building near main road for easy access to 

more students. In the future, he hopes to open 

college for girls because government  college is far 

away due to which parents make girls sit home after 

class 10th. Therefore his college would provide 

opportunity to more girls of the area to get bachelor 

degree. 

Although having considerable experience of 

teaching, Safiullah was not aware of interactive 

teaching/learning methodologies such as working 

in groups, he shared “I got surprised to see the 

effectiveness of group work during training, the jobs 

are assigned to each of us and we all were involved 

in learning process with ease.”

He made up his mind to initiate his own school in 

the middle of training because he owned a building 

in Muslim Town Peshawar. Due to the training, he 

received knowledge of essentials to establish 

school such as creating school/class environment, 

selection of curriculum, maintaining school records 

and the process of school registration with relevant 

education board, and established “Kid’s Rose 

Model School” in April 2015.  Safiullah introduced 

teaching through group work in his school, a skill 

he practiced a lot in the training, 

“I told my teachers to use this effective tool. In 

Pakistan the teacher-student ratio is sometimes 

1:50, so dividing students into groups and 

assigning different jobs such as time manager, 

collector, reporter and leader would make their work 

less burdensome and in this way there will be no 

issue of discipline.” His teachers are using this 

methodology and are happy to see results 

themselves. One of the teacher shared; “I use 

group work in every subject especially during 

Connecting 
Dots
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Adapting to 
Change

One of the most important skills you can help your 

child develop is the ability to deal with change. Most 

children like routine. Adjusting to a new school, 

new child care, new friends, or a change in the 

family can be difficult. Osama, a six year old boy 

went through a similar change for continuous 

periods. His father, a military personnel job nature 

causes the family to shift from one city to another.

Due to this Osama changed various institutions and 

became quite disturbed and shy. His parents were 

quite disturbed and within their locality, a school 

has created a stir. This school initiated by 

entrepreneur Jonathan  who had received skills for 

employability training from CGN-P is becoming a 

role model  in the locality due to its strong emphasis 

on focusing greatly on individual child.

“Osama was not expressive and he distanced 

himself from others due to lack of confidence. Due 

to this barrier his performance was below average. 

For this purpose I had to de stress his brain by 

establishing enjoyable rituals including his favorite 

songs, card games, ball toss and fun surprises 

before study time to de-stress the study experience 

and open up the brain networks that lead to memory 

storage.”

Jonathan enhanced a great level of bonding with 

Osama so that he could talk about the change, 

openly without any reservation. “ I told him it’s okay 

to be confused during times of change and 

encouraged  him to share his fears. With constant 

encouragement and appreciation received by the 

teacher, Osama slowly overcame the barrier of 

shyness.”- 

Today, after 8 months he is one of the brightest 

students in class achieving up to 86% marks and 

coming into the bright students of his class. “We 

cannot explain our happiness to see him progress 

so much. Saint Peter Public school has achieved 

what no other school did”- Osama’s parents
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reading texts. The leader who is good in reading 

would listen to other students and I don’t have to 

correct everyone.”

Safiullah plans to shift school from existing building 

which is almost in the end from main road to 

another building near main road for easy access to 

more students. In the future, he hopes to open 

college for girls because government  college is far 

away due to which parents make girls sit home after 

class 10th. Therefore his college would provide 

opportunity to more girls of the area to get bachelor 

degree. 

Although having considerable experience of 

teaching, Safiullah was not aware of interactive 

teaching/learning methodologies such as working 

in groups, he shared “I got surprised to see the 

effectiveness of group work during training, the jobs 

are assigned to each of us and we all were involved 

in learning process with ease.”

He made up his mind to initiate his own school in 
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in Muslim Town Peshawar. Due to the training, he 
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and the process of school registration with relevant 

education board, and established “Kid’s Rose 

Model School” in April 2015.  Safiullah introduced 

teaching through group work in his school, a skill 

he practiced a lot in the training, 

“I told my teachers to use this effective tool. In 

Pakistan the teacher-student ratio is sometimes 

1:50, so dividing students into groups and 

assigning different jobs such as time manager, 

collector, reporter and leader would make their work 

less burdensome and in this way there will be no 

issue of discipline.” His teachers are using this 

methodology and are happy to see results 

themselves. One of the teacher shared; “I use 

group work in every subject especially during 
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“Osama was not expressive and he distanced 

himself from others due to lack of confidence. Due 

to this barrier his performance was below average. 

For this purpose I had to de stress his brain by 

establishing enjoyable rituals including his favorite 

songs, card games, ball toss and fun surprises 

before study time to de-stress the study experience 

and open up the brain networks that lead to memory 

storage.”

Jonathan enhanced a great level of bonding with 

Osama so that he could talk about the change, 

openly without any reservation. “ I told him it’s okay 

to be confused during times of change and 

encouraged  him to share his fears. With constant 

encouragement and appreciation received by the 

teacher, Osama slowly overcame the barrier of 

shyness.”- 

Today, after 8 months he is one of the brightest 
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so much. Saint Peter Public school has achieved 

what no other school did”- Osama’s parents
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archaic perceptions about their education. This 

leads the talented young girls to leave schools 

believing that their rightful position is to remain at 

home and assist the needs of the family.

In this scenario, Tufail decided to take a bold 

initiative for such children and opened a center 

“Diamond Home” in his village where basic literacy 

and numeracy skills are taught free of cost in the 

early morning. Facing tough time to convince these 

child laborers to come to studies, Tufail was 

determined to address this grave problem. The 

passion to be a change maker in his locality was 

evident by Tufail’s motivation but it was coupled 

with lack of knowledge and skills essential for 

running a center. 

Luckily, the social mobilizers of CGNP were present 

in his area during that time and made him aware of 

3-months tra ining for social  educat ion 

Entrepreneurs. Tufail got enrolled for the program 

and during the training learnt to make a classroom 

environment as friendly and conducive for child’s 

mental growth as possible.

“The biggest challenge for me was monitoring the 

behavior of children from diverse backgrounds. 

Some children who have never been enrolled in 

school and have had limited exposure to education 

have acquired bad habits. The problem is that these 

children transfer these habits to other class fellows” 

admits Tufail.

Tufail worked persistently to monitor and improve 

the behavior of children by discussing the 

importance of civic values in class every day. 

“I ensured that classroom activities and learning 

environment is made as interesting as possible and 

there mind always gets diverted in the right 

direction. I aim to expand my venture in another 

nearby area to work for out of school child laborers.” 

-Tufail

“My main goal is that these children appear in board 

examinations, as this will be my actual 

achievement’’-Tufail

Tufail Muhammad, a primary school teacher in 

government sector residing in a marginalized area 

Yaka toot of district Peshawar was once involved in 

a household survey where he was moved by a poor 

father who could not send  his children to school. 

“I never cared about issues like out of school 

children but one day during a   house survey that I 

had conducted  changed my perception 

completely. What disturbed me immensely was 

when I asked one father why his children are not 

studying. He replied that his income is only 

sufficient to feed his family. He could not afford to 

send them to school.” remarks Tufail.

This situation is prevalent in most parts of Pakistan 

where most children are unable to attain education 

due to poverty. There are currently 25.02 million 

boys and girls in Pakistan between the ages of 5-16 

who are not in school. What is alarming is that as the 

level of education rises, the proportion of Out of 

School Children also increases. Consequently, by 

higher secondary level 85% are not in school. 

Furthermore, the percentage of out of school girls 

(55%) in Pakistan is greater than out of school boys 

(45%)The greater problem arises when majority of 

girl’s parents do not allow them to study due to 

Diamond Home
Learning Hub for Out of School Children
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Tufail

Budgeting Her Way 
To Success

A social entrepreneur is an individual who sees a 

problem and bets their life on an innovative and 

system-changing idea to solve that problem. Using 

a market-based approach, the social entrepreneur 

builds a business model that is not dependent 

upon outside funding to continue operation, 

whittling away at the problem. For a successful 

business venture, making a comprehensive budget 

plan is essential. This specialized knowledge and 

expertise was previously unknown to Taj Mena.

Brave and resilient, a 32 year old Taj Mena 

belonging from remote area of Jabbi Nizampur, 

Nowshera has taken a courageous initiative in her 

locality. Having about 10 years of teaching 

experience she obtained CT /PTC from private 

institution. In early years of her marriage she faced 

many issues regarding domestic needs. She 

recalls her journey “I was teaching in a private 

school because my husband was jobless and the 

financial constraints were affecting my family life.  

When I came to know about the CGN project and 

their teacher training, I accepted this as the perfect 

opportunity to channel my energies positively.” 

The reason why Mena was subjected to harsh 

criticism from the community is because she 

belongs to a village of Nowshehra where the 

literacy rate is just about 24% and majority of the 

residents are uneducated. Only two schools, one 

private and one government school are located in 

the area and this exacerbates the situation.  “I was 

shocked to discover that in the government school 

the attendance was reported to be 10%. Most 

children of our area are involved in either labor or 

agriculture work’ admits Taj Mena.

Due to the lack of literacy, the community 

discourages education and is unsupportive of 

schools system especially when it is owned by a 

female. “My village is about 15 km far from the 

training center. Due to transport problem, I hired a 

taxi to travel to the training center because many 

times the community comments regarding my 

training were quite insulting and demotivating”- 

Mena affirms.  Mena’s attendance remained 80% 

despite the problems of travelling which confirmed 

her enthusiasm to the trainers of the program.

When she joined the training center, she was not 

expecting that the training will bring a tremendous 

change in her life and “The most interesting aspect 

of the training was the session on enhancing my 

budgeting skills. During training I learned about the 

innovative concept of managing budget by an 

activity that allowed us to manage the costs and 

benefits of school. I was clueless initially but with the 

right guidelines I was able to learn the skills of 

budgeting’ Mena acknowledges.

Now Mena can formulate an effective plan for the 

projection of expenditures that will be incurred 

during a designated period of time known as the 

fiscal year. The philosophy in establishing the 

annual school budget is to create a budget that 

supports appropriate funding for all educational 

programs so that the students may benefit and 

learn from quality learning experience.

"I have felt a great change in my life because the 

training helped me to establish my own school and 

estimate the exact costs through effective budget 

planning. If I wasn’t aware of this, ineffective 

planning would have been disastrous for my 

initiative” admits Mena.

On 8th April, 2015 she initiated Tameer-e-Milat 

Public School Jabbi, Nizampur.  On this occasion, 

she invited several community members and 

parents to enhance awareness regarding the 

school and the importance of quality education in 

her area. “The majority of the community members 

are still hesitant to support my initiative but 

determined parents are now willing to enroll their 

children. Currently, 60 students are enrolled but I 

will only be satisfied when the number exceeds to 

100 and the community appreciates my initiative” 

she smiles.
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leads the talented young girls to leave schools 
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evident by Tufail’s motivation but it was coupled 

with lack of knowledge and skills essential for 

running a center. 

Luckily, the social mobilizers of CGNP were present 

in his area during that time and made him aware of 

3-months tra ining for social  educat ion 

Entrepreneurs. Tufail got enrolled for the program 

and during the training learnt to make a classroom 

environment as friendly and conducive for child’s 

mental growth as possible.

“The biggest challenge for me was monitoring the 

behavior of children from diverse backgrounds. 

Some children who have never been enrolled in 

school and have had limited exposure to education 

have acquired bad habits. The problem is that these 

children transfer these habits to other class fellows” 

admits Tufail.

Tufail worked persistently to monitor and improve 

the behavior of children by discussing the 

importance of civic values in class every day. 

“I ensured that classroom activities and learning 

environment is made as interesting as possible and 

there mind always gets diverted in the right 

direction. I aim to expand my venture in another 

nearby area to work for out of school child laborers.” 

-Tufail

“My main goal is that these children appear in board 

examinations, as this will be my actual 

achievement’’-Tufail

Tufail Muhammad, a primary school teacher in 

government sector residing in a marginalized area 

Yaka toot of district Peshawar was once involved in 

a household survey where he was moved by a poor 

father who could not send  his children to school. 

“I never cared about issues like out of school 

children but one day during a   house survey that I 

had conducted  changed my perception 

completely. What disturbed me immensely was 

when I asked one father why his children are not 

studying. He replied that his income is only 

sufficient to feed his family. He could not afford to 

send them to school.” remarks Tufail.

This situation is prevalent in most parts of Pakistan 

where most children are unable to attain education 

due to poverty. There are currently 25.02 million 

boys and girls in Pakistan between the ages of 5-16 

who are not in school. What is alarming is that as the 

level of education rises, the proportion of Out of 

School Children also increases. Consequently, by 

higher secondary level 85% are not in school. 

Furthermore, the percentage of out of school girls 

(55%) in Pakistan is greater than out of school boys 

(45%)The greater problem arises when majority of 

girl’s parents do not allow them to study due to 
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problem and bets their life on an innovative and 

system-changing idea to solve that problem. Using 

a market-based approach, the social entrepreneur 

builds a business model that is not dependent 

upon outside funding to continue operation, 

whittling away at the problem. For a successful 

business venture, making a comprehensive budget 

plan is essential. This specialized knowledge and 

expertise was previously unknown to Taj Mena.

Brave and resilient, a 32 year old Taj Mena 

belonging from remote area of Jabbi Nizampur, 

Nowshera has taken a courageous initiative in her 

locality. Having about 10 years of teaching 

experience she obtained CT /PTC from private 

institution. In early years of her marriage she faced 

many issues regarding domestic needs. She 

recalls her journey “I was teaching in a private 

school because my husband was jobless and the 

financial constraints were affecting my family life.  

When I came to know about the CGN project and 

their teacher training, I accepted this as the perfect 

opportunity to channel my energies positively.” 

The reason why Mena was subjected to harsh 

criticism from the community is because she 

belongs to a village of Nowshehra where the 

literacy rate is just about 24% and majority of the 

residents are uneducated. Only two schools, one 

private and one government school are located in 

the area and this exacerbates the situation.  “I was 

shocked to discover that in the government school 

the attendance was reported to be 10%. Most 

children of our area are involved in either labor or 

agriculture work’ admits Taj Mena.

Due to the lack of literacy, the community 

discourages education and is unsupportive of 

schools system especially when it is owned by a 

female. “My village is about 15 km far from the 

training center. Due to transport problem, I hired a 

taxi to travel to the training center because many 

times the community comments regarding my 

training were quite insulting and demotivating”- 

Mena affirms.  Mena’s attendance remained 80% 

despite the problems of travelling which confirmed 

her enthusiasm to the trainers of the program.

When she joined the training center, she was not 

expecting that the training will bring a tremendous 

change in her life and “The most interesting aspect 

of the training was the session on enhancing my 

budgeting skills. During training I learned about the 

innovative concept of managing budget by an 

activity that allowed us to manage the costs and 

benefits of school. I was clueless initially but with the 

right guidelines I was able to learn the skills of 

budgeting’ Mena acknowledges.

Now Mena can formulate an effective plan for the 

projection of expenditures that will be incurred 

during a designated period of time known as the 

fiscal year. The philosophy in establishing the 

annual school budget is to create a budget that 

supports appropriate funding for all educational 

programs so that the students may benefit and 

learn from quality learning experience.

"I have felt a great change in my life because the 

training helped me to establish my own school and 

estimate the exact costs through effective budget 

planning. If I wasn’t aware of this, ineffective 

planning would have been disastrous for my 

initiative” admits Mena.

On 8th April, 2015 she initiated Tameer-e-Milat 

Public School Jabbi, Nizampur.  On this occasion, 

she invited several community members and 

parents to enhance awareness regarding the 

school and the importance of quality education in 

her area. “The majority of the community members 

are still hesitant to support my initiative but 

determined parents are now willing to enroll their 

children. Currently, 60 students are enrolled but I 

will only be satisfied when the number exceeds to 

100 and the community appreciates my initiative” 

she smiles.
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personality into a bold courageous self-

determined. “My morale was down, I lacked 

confidence to speak in front of others due to my 

failed marriage’ she recalls.

The Master Educator of CGN-P helped her building 

positive attitude, gave her tasks which allowed her 

to face fellow trainees to boost communication and 

confidence. She became so self-motivated that she 

decided to open school as soon as the training 

ended. CGN-P team backed her decision and so 

did her father at the home.

The school is opened in two rooms of her home 

with the name “Zaid Public School” in Muslim Town, 

Peshawar. In a month’s time she enrolled about 

thirty children for levels play group to grade III. Her 

father assisted her in all the promotional campaign 

by putting banners, sharing brochures and 

speaking to males outside in the community to 

convince them to send their children to school.

“I am grateful to CGN-P and father both for all they 

did for me,” this time she shared with zest.

According to her, life’s gloominess ended the 

moment she decided to initiate her own school. 

“I am effectively making my own decisions and have 

learnt to face the world, rather than hiding from it. 

That’s the only way to live’ - Fariha

“I was rejected due to my appearance. I wanted to 

show the world that inner beauty is much more 

valuable’ Fariha

Becoming a social education entrepreneur and 

leading a successful school was an idea that Fariha 

never even imagined. She was pressurized to get 

married at the age of eighteen right after 

completing 12th grade exams despite her 

resistance. “My marriage was a failure. I was 

ridiculed by my husband because I was not good-

looking. My confidence was shattered and I felt that I 

lacked courage to face the world again. I hated 

myself and did not even look at the mirror because 

his hatred for my face got transferred in me. I asked 

myself that are only fair-looking females rightful and 

deserving respect. What about the inner beauty of a 

female which goes beyond the perfection of 

features and color”

Life is unpredictable and the year 2015 was a 

turning point in her life as she got herself enrolled in 

the three months training on “Skills for 

Employability” by CGN-P in Peshawar.  “My father 

persuaded me to join training telling me that it is free 

of cost and that I will be provided with travel 

allowance.  I realized there is no harm in attending it 

than sitting at home” Fariha asserts 

During the course of the training, Fariha went 

through a metamorphosis transforming her timid 
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Fariha

Sky’s 
The Limit

Ehtesham, a 9 year old boy belongs to Pabbi 

village, Chowki Drab, Nowshera. Unfortunately his 

parents are disabled by legs making them 

incapable to work and earn for the family needs. 

Due to financial problems, Ehtesham was engaged 

in begging with his father and accompanied him in 

travelling for begging purpose.

His mother expressed “Ehtesham insisted many 

times for admission in school but our financial 

problems did not allow us to send him to school. 

Fortunately, one of our villagers Ulfat Jalal, who 

received CGN-P training initiated her school in the 

village and mobilized the community regarding the 

importance of education.”

Ulfat Jalal realizing Ehtesham’s condition 

communicated with Ehtesham’s father regarding 

his education. “He refused telling me that he cannot 

admit him due to financial constraints. I argued that 

Ehtesham is interested in education and if he allows 

him   admission he can improve not only his own 

future but the future of his whole family as well.’ 

Ulfat recalls

Finally Ehtesham’s parents agreed to enroll him   in  

Ulfat Jalal’s school and she provided him books 

and admitted him free of cost. According to Ulfat 

Jalal, he is learning things very quickly due to his 

deep interest in education. “I am applying all the 

teaching methodology especially group activity 

due to which Ehtesham practically learns his 

lessons with full understanding.” States Ulfat.

Ehtesham’s  mother is as she observed her son’s 

remarkable interest in all  school activities. 

“I am so happy and satisfied that in spite of financial 

hurdles, my child is getting quality education. I 

would also appreciate the CGN-P organization 

which motivates the trainees for providing better 

education in our rural areas as well” remarks 

Ehtesham’s mother

Education is the fundamental right of every 

individual and we should try our best to equip our 

future generation with quality and affordable 

education.
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personality into a bold courageous self-

determined. “My morale was down, I lacked 
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to face fellow trainees to boost communication and 
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thirty children for levels play group to grade III. Her 

father assisted her in all the promotional campaign 

by putting banners, sharing brochures and 

speaking to males outside in the community to 

convince them to send their children to school.

“I am grateful to CGN-P and father both for all they 

did for me,” this time she shared with zest.

According to her, life’s gloominess ended the 

moment she decided to initiate her own school. 

“I am effectively making my own decisions and have 

learnt to face the world, rather than hiding from it. 

That’s the only way to live’ - Fariha

“I was rejected due to my appearance. I wanted to 

show the world that inner beauty is much more 

valuable’ Fariha
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never even imagined. She was pressurized to get 

married at the age of eighteen right after 

completing 12th grade exams despite her 

resistance. “My marriage was a failure. I was 

ridiculed by my husband because I was not good-

looking. My confidence was shattered and I felt that I 

lacked courage to face the world again. I hated 

myself and did not even look at the mirror because 

his hatred for my face got transferred in me. I asked 

myself that are only fair-looking females rightful and 

deserving respect. What about the inner beauty of a 

female which goes beyond the perfection of 

features and color”

Life is unpredictable and the year 2015 was a 

turning point in her life as she got herself enrolled in 

the three months training on “Skills for 

Employability” by CGN-P in Peshawar.  “My father 

persuaded me to join training telling me that it is free 

of cost and that I will be provided with travel 

allowance.  I realized there is no harm in attending it 

than sitting at home” Fariha asserts 

During the course of the training, Fariha went 

through a metamorphosis transforming her timid 
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Ehtesham, a 9 year old boy belongs to Pabbi 

village, Chowki Drab, Nowshera. Unfortunately his 

parents are disabled by legs making them 

incapable to work and earn for the family needs. 

Due to financial problems, Ehtesham was engaged 

in begging with his father and accompanied him in 

travelling for begging purpose.

His mother expressed “Ehtesham insisted many 

times for admission in school but our financial 

problems did not allow us to send him to school. 

Fortunately, one of our villagers Ulfat Jalal, who 

received CGN-P training initiated her school in the 

village and mobilized the community regarding the 

importance of education.”

Ulfat Jalal realizing Ehtesham’s condition 

communicated with Ehtesham’s father regarding 

his education. “He refused telling me that he cannot 

admit him due to financial constraints. I argued that 

Ehtesham is interested in education and if he allows 

him   admission he can improve not only his own 

future but the future of his whole family as well.’ 

Ulfat recalls

Finally Ehtesham’s parents agreed to enroll him   in  

Ulfat Jalal’s school and she provided him books 

and admitted him free of cost. According to Ulfat 

Jalal, he is learning things very quickly due to his 

deep interest in education. “I am applying all the 

teaching methodology especially group activity 

due to which Ehtesham practically learns his 

lessons with full understanding.” States Ulfat.

Ehtesham’s  mother is as she observed her son’s 

remarkable interest in all  school activities. 

“I am so happy and satisfied that in spite of financial 

hurdles, my child is getting quality education. I 

would also appreciate the CGN-P organization 

which motivates the trainees for providing better 

education in our rural areas as well” remarks 
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admission of their kids in his school. 

The rented building of his school has a capacity of 

accommodating 50 kids of primary school section 

in three classrooms. Tanvir is also planning to start 

a skill academy in upper portion of school offering 

courses in language, computer literacy and 

coaching in evening. His wife and two more cousins 

are also assisting him in managing the affairs of the 

school smoothly. ‘

“I am disappointed in traditional private education 

systems which treats students as ATM cards with 

monetary returns as only concern. This motivated 

me to open an ideal education system offering a 

quality learning environment” remarks Tanvir.

“I had the difficult task to enhance awareness 

regarding my school and advocacy in less than four 

days!’ –Tanvir

Unlike most young graduates who spend time 

searching for the perfect opportunity of working 

with a reputable firm, Tanvir created the prospect 

for himself. He took the daring initiative of staring a 

school business in Ihtisham Town, Qaazi Kalay 

Peshawar. Despite having the passion and drive to 

initiate his own venture, Tanvir lacked the technical 

expertise to initiate his own school. Luckily, he 

learnt about training opportunity offered by CGN-P 

Peshawar which was not only fully sponsored but 

was also committed to support the potential 

trainees for their starting phase of their school 

enterprise. 

“The training especially polished my marketing links 

and I designed all my promotional material myself. 

Incorporating an innovative marketing strategy, I 

enriched the publicity tools involving parents. 

Having mobilized parents, the masses became 

increasingly informed of Tanvir’s initiative. “I had 

only four days to achieve this task as the enrollment 

of all neighboring schools had started. But I did not 

give up” remarks Tanvir.

Presently, Tanvir has enrolled 9 kids and is working 

rigorously on persuading more parents for 
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Devotion behind 
Success

The story of Aasma Shah can be connected with 

those enthusiastic women who aspire to become 

independent and play their role in the country’s 

development. Aasma Shah is one of the 

beneficiaries of CGN-P who availed from the 

training and learnt modern learning techniques. 

“Before attending the training, I thought that this 

would be a conventional teacher training like many 

others being offered. Initially I decided to receive 

the training to teach in other schools because I 

could not even think about opening my own 

school”. 

“As we are living in Nowshehra and the community 

views are highly strict towards women, I faced 

severe condemnation from community members 

regarding my training. Despite this, I knew I was not 

doing something wrong and the training sessions 

were so informative that I never missed any single 

class”.

She also appreciated the guest sessions and 

considered it a wonderful way to influence and 

motivate the trainees. “During the training, I was not 

in favor to open my own ECE center due to lack of 

resources. But one day Sir Hameed Ullah, a mentor 

and trainer who has had 25 years of teacher training 

experience visited our training center and 

conducted a session with the students. That 

session was so productive that it motivate all the 

students including me and from that day I decided 

to open my center and spread quality education” 

admits Asthma.

Following completion of my training, she discussed 

the ECE center opening issue with her family. Due 

to lack of resources and financial constraints, she 

was unable to hire a separate building so she 

decided to actuate ECE in her home. Her parents 

did not permit her for opening the ECE center in her 

home initially but she learnt in training the art of 

persuasion for the accomplishment of specific 

goals. 

Previously, she had no capacity to convince people 

due to lack of confidence and persuasion skill. “I 

utilized my skill and convinced my parents through 

proper arguments and at last they gave their 

consent regarding opening of school in home. The 

skill has remained very helpful in convincing the 

community and children parents” recalls Aasma.

Aasma Shah is now running her ECE in which 15 

students enrolled. The admission fee is 100 and 

monthly fee is 200.  One student named Mahnoor is 

receiving free education in her school due to 

financial constraints. 

“I’m very optimistic regarding my ECE center and 

my vision is to establish school  franchise in coming 

years.”- Asma
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due to his reduced interest in studies. After few 

days, the tutor refused that he could not continue 

the tuitions with Yaseen because he is unable to 

learn and read the things and he is not taking 

interest in his lessons. This greatly disappointed me 

and with a broken heart I went to welcome 

Children’s tuition academy in our area.”-Yaseen’s 

mother

Sumbal empathized with Yaseen’s situation and 

admitted Yaseen in his academy for evening tuition. 

With unswerving determination, Sumbal involved 

Yaseen in interactive activities that made learning a 

pleasurable experience for him. Many times she 

would feel that Yaseen’s attention would wander 

but she did not give up on him.

“A teacher is like a great artist, we are painting the 

minds of young children with knowledge that is a 

mixture of diverse colors. In the end the picture is 

imprinted as fine work of art in his memory” claims 

Sumbal.

In a month’s time, Yaseen’s performance improved 

considerably and his interest to grasp the different 

colors of knowledge splashed on the canvas of his 

mind is visible. 

Yaseen’s mother is astounded with happiness. “I 

will also admit my 6 years old daughter Anam in 

Welcome children academy to avoid the future 

hurdles regarding studies which Yaseen faced in his 

early education”.

Miss Sumbal has gained the expertise of enhancing 

interest of children due to CGN-P training. “If a 

student is not capable to read or understand we 

apply Activity based learning. This is one of the 

important and influential part of our training in which 

we learned through activities and we are applying 

the same method on our students so that they are 

able to learn through activities”. Sumbal is very 

pleased and satisfied that the CGN-P teaching 

training made her aware of those techniques which 

makes her teaching effective and productive.

Yaseen is a one of those children’s who faced many 

issues during his early education which is the base 

of further education. He is studying in Welcome 

Children Academy pioneered by Sumbal Gohar, 

entrepreneur of CGN-P training program. She 

recalls Yaseen’s journey:

“After few days of initiating my Academy, Yaseen’s 

mother visited our academy and shared his 

problems regarding studies. Her husband is not 

well educated and working on daily wages and she 

wanted to equip her children with quality education 

for their bright future. Yaseen’s problem was that he 

was not taking interest in studies and unable to write 

or read something. She requested teachers in 

previous school many times to give more attention 

and time to Yaseen because he is weak as 

compared to other students but the situation 

remained same”. 

Sumbal knew that the children who do not take 

interest or are facing difficulties in reading and 

writing need more attention and care than others. 

The teachers in previous school’s failed to change 

their teaching method according to the capacity 

and capability of Yaseen, hence he was unable to 

pay attention. Yaseen’s mother had struggled 

indefinitely for the child but all her efforts had gone 

in vain.

“I arranged tuition for Yaseen in my neighborhood 

Effective way 
of learning
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Yaseen

No Cost 
Adoption

The story belongs to those childrens who faced 

financial problems when their sole earner (father) 

passed away. Abdul Jabbar, an entrepreneur and 

the beneficiary of training of CGN-P who initiated 

his school named “Awaz-E-Noh Public School” 

located in Khat Kalay, Nowshehra, has achieved 

what no one dared to even think in his locality. He 

has enrolled three orphan children named Haris 

Riaz, Aamrah Riaz and Danial Riaz are those who 

deprived from their basic right of education due to 

poverty in his school.

Mother of these kids Fatima begum shared “When 

my husband died, I  lost all the courage and stamina 

to manage the domestic affairs. My children were at 

the school going age but due to financial 

constraints, I did not admit them in school. My 

children  insisted a lot for admission in school but 

my domestic needs were  hardly met  by the support 

of my relatives so in that situation I was helpless to 

admit them in school”

Mr. Jabbar also recalls the children’s plight “When I 

initiated the school, I noticed that the children were 

interested in learning but due to financial problems 

their family is not admitting them. I sent my daughter 

Zainab to their home to communicate with their 

mother that we would never charge school fee and 

will also help them in books and in Uniform 

arrangement if she admitted her children in school”. 

Fatima Begum recalls “When Zainab told me 

regarding free education I did not believe that my 

children will also get quality education despite our 

financial hurdles.”

Abdul Jabbar also communicated to the garment 

company regarding the children’s vulnerability and 

convinced them to provide free school uniform. 

Nazar Garment compensated by giving them 50% 

discount on the uniforms for the 3 childrens and rest 

of expenses were sponsored by Mr. Jabbar.

“I am so happy to see my childern while going to 

school. I must appreciate the CGN-P teachers who 

provides quality education to marginalized 

segments of the society like ours.” –Fatima begum
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pleasurable experience for him. Many times she 
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but she did not give up on him.
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Sumbal.
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Yaseen’s mother is astounded with happiness. “I 

will also admit my 6 years old daughter Anam in 

Welcome children academy to avoid the future 

hurdles regarding studies which Yaseen faced in his 

early education”.

Miss Sumbal has gained the expertise of enhancing 

interest of children due to CGN-P training. “If a 

student is not capable to read or understand we 

apply Activity based learning. This is one of the 

important and influential part of our training in which 

we learned through activities and we are applying 

the same method on our students so that they are 

able to learn through activities”. Sumbal is very 

pleased and satisfied that the CGN-P teaching 

training made her aware of those techniques which 

makes her teaching effective and productive.

Yaseen is a one of those children’s who faced many 

issues during his early education which is the base 

of further education. He is studying in Welcome 

Children Academy pioneered by Sumbal Gohar, 

entrepreneur of CGN-P training program. She 

recalls Yaseen’s journey:

“After few days of initiating my Academy, Yaseen’s 

mother visited our academy and shared his 

problems regarding studies. Her husband is not 

well educated and working on daily wages and she 

wanted to equip her children with quality education 

for their bright future. Yaseen’s problem was that he 

was not taking interest in studies and unable to write 

or read something. She requested teachers in 

previous school many times to give more attention 

and time to Yaseen because he is weak as 

compared to other students but the situation 

remained same”. 

Sumbal knew that the children who do not take 

interest or are facing difficulties in reading and 

writing need more attention and care than others. 

The teachers in previous school’s failed to change 

their teaching method according to the capacity 

and capability of Yaseen, hence he was unable to 

pay attention. Yaseen’s mother had struggled 

indefinitely for the child but all her efforts had gone 

in vain.

“I arranged tuition for Yaseen in my neighborhood 
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The story belongs to those childrens who faced 

financial problems when their sole earner (father) 

passed away. Abdul Jabbar, an entrepreneur and 

the beneficiary of training of CGN-P who initiated 

his school named “Awaz-E-Noh Public School” 

located in Khat Kalay, Nowshehra, has achieved 

what no one dared to even think in his locality. He 

has enrolled three orphan children named Haris 

Riaz, Aamrah Riaz and Danial Riaz are those who 

deprived from their basic right of education due to 

poverty in his school.

Mother of these kids Fatima begum shared “When 

my husband died, I  lost all the courage and stamina 

to manage the domestic affairs. My children were at 

the school going age but due to financial 

constraints, I did not admit them in school. My 

children  insisted a lot for admission in school but 

my domestic needs were  hardly met  by the support 

of my relatives so in that situation I was helpless to 

admit them in school”

Mr. Jabbar also recalls the children’s plight “When I 

initiated the school, I noticed that the children were 

interested in learning but due to financial problems 

their family is not admitting them. I sent my daughter 

Zainab to their home to communicate with their 

mother that we would never charge school fee and 

will also help them in books and in Uniform 

arrangement if she admitted her children in school”. 

Fatima Begum recalls “When Zainab told me 

regarding free education I did not believe that my 

children will also get quality education despite our 

financial hurdles.”

Abdul Jabbar also communicated to the garment 

company regarding the children’s vulnerability and 

convinced them to provide free school uniform. 

Nazar Garment compensated by giving them 50% 

discount on the uniforms for the 3 childrens and rest 

of expenses were sponsored by Mr. Jabbar.

“I am so happy to see my childern while going to 

school. I must appreciate the CGN-P teachers who 

provides quality education to marginalized 

segments of the society like ours.” –Fatima begum
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requested parents several time to send her back to 

school but she was warned about the risks by the 

parents; “It was hard to make Iqra realize that for us 

her life is dear and we don’t want to lose her even if 

she remained uneducated” said Iqra’s parents.

There was no school near her house and she got 

depressed as the days passed. The morning of 

March 2015, brought renewed hope for Iqra when 

she saw board of “Islamic School System” right in 

front of her house. She was delighted and insisted 

parents to get her admit in the school. The school 

was opened by Mr. Farrukh Dad who had 

entrepreneur who had received “Skills for 

Employability” training by CGN-P. This time parents 

had no choice so they went and met Farrukh, and 

explained Iqra’s situation. ‘‘Farrukh was very 

cooperative and compassionate towards Iqra’s 

situation. He told us that he will take full 

responsibility of Iqra and provide the most 

conducive learning environment for her” Iqra’s 

parents

An overjoyed Iqra shares: “Every day I prayed to 

Allah almighty about a school near my home and my 

wish was granted” Iqra.

Iqra, a talented 11 year old girl belongs to village 

Balu Akbar Pura, Peshawer.  Being an outstanding 

student, Iqra attained first position every year in 

annual examination of her school. Unfortunately 

she was diagnosed with  epilepsy in 2013. 

One day at school she fell due to which she 

received severe head injury. The school 

administration took her to the hospital and parents 

were also called. After the treatment, she was 

discharged and sent home. A few days later, Iqra 

was taken to a hospital where neurosurgeon 

carried out some tests and informed her parents 

that she is now epileptic patient. Epilepsy is a 

disorder of the central nervous system where the 

brain cells (neurons) create abnormal electrical 

discharges that cause seizures (temporary loss of 

control over certain body functions). There are 

many types of epilepsy which manifest in the form 

of muscle spasms, mental confusion, loss of 

consciousness and uncontrolled or aimless body 

movements. He advised that she should be kept 

away from water and fire which can cause death of 

the patient.  

Both parents were shocked to hear this and with 

heavy heart decided to restrict Iqra to home and 

withdrew her from school as it is far away and water 

streams   obstruct the route. 

Iqra did not want to discontinue education and 

Every Cloud Has 
A Silver Lining
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Iqra

Disability Does 
Not Stop 

Yashfa, a  15 year old disabled child belongs to 

Nowshera. He is disabled by birth and is case of 

parental neglect as his brother is mentally 

challenged which led his parents to concentrate 

more on his sibling. 

Belonging to a low income family, he was never 

enrolled in school as his parents could not afford 

the expenditure of his education.

Yashfa resides in the  same area as Kiran Jan who 

had received training from CGN-P program has 

initiated Khushal Education system. “ An estimated 

1.4 million persons with disabilities in Pakistan are 

the children of school going age, most of whom do 

not have access to either inclusive or special 

schools due to limited capacity in existing facilities. 

But my school caters to all types of children as we 

have been taught the benefits of inclusive 

education and treating each child equally despite 

their differences’ asserts Kiran.

Kiran became aware of Yashfa’s problem as she 

personally knew the family as they were 

neighbours. She decided to take action and 

convinced Yashfa’s parents that his situation can 

only be improved in her school.

‘Yashfa was not familiar with social communication 

so this has reduced his understanding of interacting 

with others. His expressions were unclear and when 

he spoke he stammered a lot due to lack of 

confidence” Kiran admits. 

Kiran accepted Yashfa’s case as a challenge and 

resolved to solve the problem at any cost. In order 

to improve his communication skill, she spoke with 

him in gentle manner and encouraged him 

consistently. To enhance his retention, she applied 

the method of patterning. The brain is a pattern-

seeking organ. When the students recognize 

relationships between new and prior knowledge, 

their brains can link the new information with a 

category of existing knowledge for long-term 

storage. Charts, mnemonics, listing similarities / 

differences, and making analogies were used by 

her to build long term memory of Yashfa.

After getting enrolled in Khushal Education System, 

Yashfa’s parents are overjoyed about his progress. 

His mother explains emphatically: “I can’t explain 

my happiness when I see the improvement. He 

participates in games and activities and is 

becoming more cognizant of his surroundings. 

Presently, Yashfa is receiving free education and his 

teachers are supporting him in every sphere. It’s an 

admirable achievement of CGN-P where people 

learn how to educate children by initiating their own 

schools. CGN-P is causing a shift in understanding 

of disability from a condition of “abnormality” to a 

case of “human diversity” with equal rights and 

privileges.
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Belonging to a low income family, he was never 

enrolled in school as his parents could not afford 
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the children of school going age, most of whom do 

not have access to either inclusive or special 
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But my school caters to all types of children as we 

have been taught the benefits of inclusive 

education and treating each child equally despite 
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only be improved in her school.
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so this has reduced his understanding of interacting 

with others. His expressions were unclear and when 

he spoke he stammered a lot due to lack of 
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His mother explains emphatically: “I can’t explain 

my happiness when I see the improvement. He 
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becoming more cognizant of his surroundings. 

Presently, Yashfa is receiving free education and his 

teachers are supporting him in every sphere. It’s an 
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looking after four kids. Her uneducated mother had 

little interest in education of her kids but the spark in 

Asia forced her to come out of home and participate 

in her results day. Asia’s enthusiasm is a stimulating 

factor for her unaware parents and they are ready to 

support the little girl for her dream of becoming a 

teacher one day.  Asia articulates her moment of 

jubilation in the following words :

“English is my favorite subject and I love poems 

taught by Ms Maryam. When I return home after 

school, I recite English poems loudly and my young 

brother aged 2 responds to rhythmic sounds 

excitedly.  When I  grow up I want to be a teacher” 

she smiles

Asia Ajmir is a 10 years old girl currently studying at 

Iqra Universal School System, and has just entered 

into Grade 2. Today, 9th April 2015 she was 

rewarded with a golden trophy on her achievement 

as she has achieved the highest merit in her class of 

27 students. 

Celebration of student success, result day, fun fairs, 

and annual days was an alien concept to the 

Palosai area of Peshawar till the training of Ms Gul-

e-Hina at Children Global Network Peshawar under 

the “Skill for Employability” project occurred.

During the training, Gul-e-Hina was briefed on Child 

Psychology and concept of success jubilation as a 

positive reinforcement in education of kids. Based 

on the knowledge gained from training, Hina 

arranged a result day at her school for students and 

invited their mother to discuss the progress and 

discuss importance of family participation. 

The venture has proved to be a very successful one 

where the happiness of the kids is worth 

witnessing. 

The excited Asia Ajmir also received a golden 

trophy for her performance which compelled her 

mother to come at the ceremony school and was 

observed clapping excitedly   when the principal 

rewarded her in front of the audience. 

Asia’s semi-literate father is a gardener and is 

Child Friendly Environment 
Stimulates Learning
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Asia Ajmir 

Dynamic and 
Realistic Approach

Mrs. Farhat Shaheen began teaching young 

children in one room of her home and was content 

with her life but after marriage, she had to 

discontinue her work due to in-laws opposition. 

Married life was not a smooth journey and her 

husband faced huge financial losses in different 

ventures which led them into financial crisis. This 

crisis not only had an adverse effect on their 

monetary status but also shattered Farhat’s self-

esteem because of the harsh comments received 

from her family. Farhat belongs to a rigid society in 

Nowshera where the source of failure of a man is 

always unfairly blamed on the wife.

Due to her husband’s financial losses   coupled 

with the harsh criticism faced, Farhat became hyper 

tension patient. “I lost confidence and was 

constantly depressed but I had the desire to 

change my family’s situation’. Like a ray of hope, 

CGN-P mobilizers reached Farhat’s   area, and 

came to know about 3-months   free training on 

“Skills for Employability”.  She, along with husband 

visited Nowshera office, and got enrolled 

immediately. 

In the beginning of the training Farhat did not take 

part in discussions and preferred to stay low key.  

The trainer of CGN-P observing this behavior spoke 

in private and consoled her: “During the initial 

phase of training session, we noticed that she was 

little bit depressed but later I comforted her by 

telling her to not lose hope.  A little more 

perseverance, a little more effort, and what seemed 

hopeless failure may turn to magnificent success.”-

Trainer CGN-P 

Slowly, Farhat began to take interest in the session 

but especially liked preparing teaching aids during 

training. Research proves that the use of Audio-

visual aids is an effective way to stimulate students’ 

senses and farhat was delighted to learn this 

dynamic methodology of teaching.  

“I observed a tremendous change in me.” Farhat 

reveals. “Not only did I regain my lost confidence, I 

also realized that I should take action for the 

children of my community who are deprived from 

their basic right of education.” 

It is with this steady determination, Farhat has 

opened a tuition academy after the training ended. 

Utilizing different teaching aids in her center, Farhat 

is able to clear difficult concepts for her students 

with ease. “Usually weak students came to me for 

tuition and I   use variety of aids for their learning, 

like picture charts, maps, models and sometimes 

real objects” affirms Farhat.

The parents are pleased with Farhat’s academy as 

she is working hard and hopes to establish a 

primary school in the area she is living “I  have 

opened academy now  but I have a feeling that one 

day after gathering sufficient finances, I will initiate 

my own school.”- Farhat
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looking after four kids. Her uneducated mother had 
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prepared his business plan and realized about 

resources available in his home which he did not 

consider significant earlier.  As his house has 

sufficient space, he divided it into two portions with 

a veranda in between so half portion could be 

utilized for school. He planned that he would allow 

his younger brother and sister who are bachelor 

degree holders to become teachers and 

Kaleemullah began to arrange money to buy 

school furniture. He shared the plan with his father 

who encouraged and appreciated the plan.  Hence 

“Jinnah International Model School” was 

established in his home.

Initially, he did not receive positive response from 

community and had few admissions but he did not 

lose hope and worked diligently. By using 

interactive teaching methods which he learnt in the 

training, students became eager to learn. Through 

word of mouth, more parents have started coming 

to get their child admitted in his school.

“I am thankful to CGN-P for uplifting my confidence 

by giving knowledge and skills to operate a school. I 

am planning to construct upper story of his father 

house for school purpose in future and provide 

quality education to the children of his area.”- 

Kaleemullah

“One day me and my father sitting at home decided 

to make a firm resolution: to start my business and 

stop waiting for the perfect job.” -Kaleemullah

Kaleemullah finished MBA degree and remained 

jobless for three years. He wished to work in 

government or corporate sector but unfortunately 

could not find any job and began teaching in a 

private school. He belongs to QaziKille in 

Peshawar, an area which is densely populated with 

a substantial number of children in every street. 

Various private schools operate in this area and 

Kaleemullah noticed that few were being run by 

underqualified individuals but generating profits 

due to their branding. Hence, he decided to 

establish school in 2015. Sitting with his father one 

day, he discussed this idea but his father asked him 

to show him the feasibility of his plan. ‘I chalked out 

the resources required for such venture but I was 

unable to formulate an effective action plan and 

convince my father.’ Admits Kaleem.

One day he met his friend who had received CGN-P 

“Skills for Employability” training and suggested 

him to take up this course as it would help him in 

acquiring knowledge and skills to establish school. 

He came to CGN-P office and team after 

interviewing enrolled him and then his journey to 

become entrepreneur commenced.

Under the guidance of Master Educator, he 
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Exceeding 
Expectations 

A five year bright eyed, boy is obtaining education 

at Foundation Public school initiated by 

entrepreneur Shamim Akhter. Yaseen belongs to a 

family where unfortunately his mother is mentally 

unstable and father is a drug addict. Quite 

obviously neglect of his parents has affected him in 

a deleterious way and he became quite hesitant to 

study. 

Observing his dismal state, his aunt took his 

responsibility and vowed to ensure that he attains 

education. “I felt his pain in my heart. A child should 

not be spending his life without education so I took  

his responsibility.” For this purpose, she admitted 

him in a school opened by Shamim Akhter.

Shamim welcomed Yaseen in her school with open 

arms but noticed his unusual behavior that alarmed 

her.

“I struggled with this boy as not only was he weak in 

his studies but character wise, he was suffering 

from some problems. Mostly, he used abusive 

language with his fellows and was very aggressive. I 

was afraid that he couldn’t survive school because 

he is not familiar with schooling techniques” 

Shamim recalls.

To rectify this problem, she applied the techniques 

of character building acquired from the training. For 

this purpose, she gave extra attention to him and 

gave him simple tasks with responsibilities. She 

applied a simple volunteering technique by 

assigning him the task of disposing rapper lying on 

ground so that he learns the concept of hygiene.  To 

teach him civic values, she used the technique of 

storytelling. A story imparting values of forgiveness, 

truthfulness, non-violence and etiquettes was 

narrated by Shamim. At the end of this story she 

enquired the message imparted from Yasin and he 

was provided with self-assessment sheets that he 

would take home and discuss with his aunt. 

“Through the story telling technique, Yasin was able 

to comprehend the importance of civic values and 

he expresses his amazement and sometimes shock 

that he was learning something new. The child is like 

a mirror that is a direct 

reflection of parents 

and Yaseen’s problem 

had emanated from 

t r o u b l e d  f a m i l y  

background. He was 

unconsciously doing 

various things and upon 

reflection, he realized 

their harmful effects” Shamim concedes.

Additionally, she made him realize the negative 

impact of using bad language and its impact in the 

class. “Yasin, realized that his language and actions 

had lead other children in class to distance 

themselves from him. He started improving his 

behavior with my support and his class fellows 

welcomed this change”

Yaseen is now average student of the class and has 

exceeded the expectation of   his teachers and his 

aunt. “It’s a great achievement for the teacher that 

she brings Yaseen at the level of his class fellows, 

where every student should be. I am very happy and 

satisfied with performance of Yaseen.”-Aunt of 

Yaseen

Shamim’s struggle has not ended. She continues 

to meet with Yaseen’s aunt to ensure that his 

behavior is monitored carefully and   he is given full 

attention at home. Few teachers are so selfless in 

this day and age and Shamim is one of them.
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One day he met his friend who had received CGN-P 
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him to take up this course as it would help him in 
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He came to CGN-P office and team after 

interviewing enrolled him and then his journey to 

become entrepreneur commenced.
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other.” Shakira recalls. Previously, Shakira was 

always shy and timid to express herself and was 

easily influenced under peer pressure.

To overcome this problem, she was provided the 

skills to design a persuasive message and was also 

engaged in group activities that stressed on the 

importance of verbal and non-verbal persuasion 

techniques in achieving goals during the training.

“During the training I decided to open school for 

younger children in one room of my house at first. 

Through the persuasion technique learnt, I 

convinced my husband, family and the community 

about my venture. I have opened Saad Public 

School in my village and the community is greatly 

satisfied with my efforts.”

Shakira aims to construct a small building at the 

vacant space adjacent to her house but faces the 

challenge of gathering finance. She has been able 

to enroll 40 students in her school which is a 

remarkable achievement. 

“I am hoping to arrange some loan for this. Now I 

understand that it is better to run your own school 

than to work for others and far from home.When I 

see the curious and energetic kids, I feel highly 

motivated and my aim is to provide education to as 

many children as possible.- Shakira

Unflinching and Courageous, Shakira Bano is a 

resident of village Pakha Ghulam located in the 

outskirts of Peshawar with her in-laws. Married at a 

young age, she pursued her education privately till 

bachelors.  Unfortunately, the school in which Bano 

worked was quite far away from her locality and due 

to the temporary nature of the job she had to quit 

eventually. As a result of joblessness, Bano was 

hurt and dejected, a feeling that most unemployed 

youth in Pakistan can relate to wholeheartedly.

The social mobilization team of CGN-P reached her 

village for the purpose of orienting males/females 

about “Skills for Employability” training. Upon 

hearing about this unique opportunity, she decided 

to pursue this course. “At first, I was not willing to 

participate because I thought I am not confident to 

deal with people in a coordinated way and 

persuade them. Secondly, I don’t have finance and 

space to open school.”

Shakira halfheartedly started attending 3-months 

training and as the days progressed, she began to 

realize that it’s a life time opportunity she is availing. 

The training changed her personality as she was 

learning the art of persuasion during group work 

presentations by answering fellow trainees. “I learnt 

that a persuasive argument is likely to be effective 

w h e n  t h e  c o m m u n i c a t o r  i s  c r e d i b l e ,  

knowledgeable, and similar to the target person or 

audience and exhibits a positive influence on the 
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A Community of 
Curious Minds

“Human minds are full of questions that are sparked 

from a curiosity to learn new things.” 

Iraj and Sobia are in their twenties and represent the 

bright and passionate youth of Pakistan. Both 

friends were depressed to observe the archaic 

perception regarding children’s education in their 

community and decided they must act. Fortunately 

they get an opportunity to register them with CGN-P 

and get the teachers training. Mr Jonathon who 

also received teachers training from CGN-P is 

brother of Iraj and husband of Sobia. Following 

training Jonathan initiated his school and Iraj and 

Sobia initiated ECE in that school.

They shared ‘The training inspired us so much and 

we realized that we could do this, we could actually 

build a community of curious minds. Within 

individual classrooms, planned activities foster and 

promote community awareness” To address the 

educational needs of energetic young children, 

they initiated an ECE system in Risalpur 

Nowshehra. “We learnt the most important skill of 

handling a child by understanding his behavior. 

Initially we faced problems regarding acceptance of 

our center  in community. But during mobilization 

and sharing of syllabus we solved these issues”.

Creating a community of learners and friends in the 

classroom is one of the most important goals of an 

early childhood educator. When teachers create a 

community of learners and friends in the 

classroom, children feel connected to one another. 

A group spirit emerges ‘We are all in this together’. 

Classrooms which functions as a communities are 

responsive to the needs of young children to 

‘belong’. At the same time, these classrooms 

support child-centered teaching and learning. On 

Initial stage names of fruits, vegetables, names of 

months and days taught to the ECE children. 

“A young girl Saman got enrolled in our ECE center 

at the age of 4. She had an aggressive and harsh 

behavior with other students. We were worried as 

she was beginning to hit other children and losing 

interest in studies as well. To handle this, the two 

friends assigned the girl with duties and made her 

the class proctor. This enhanced the child’s 

concentration and incorporated the sense of 

classroom community in the child. Resultantly her 

negative energy was transformed into positive 

activities and she overcame her harshness with 

time.

The ECE center initiated by Iraj and Sobia is 

working actively towards the provision of quality 

education to children. Their vision is to value each 

and every child in their ECE center and cater to their 

needs in the best way possible. 32 students are 

enrolled in their newly initited ECE where they can 

play and learn.
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Ibrar)

In March 2015, Mr. Muhammad Mustaqeem 

entrepreneur who had received CGN-P Skills for 

Employability Social Entrepreneurship Training 

had initiated School in the same area where Ibrar 

was living. When Ibrar saw that school was in front 

of his house, he again insisted on being enrolled.  

After a few days Ibrar went to Mustaqim and shared 

his story. Mustaqeem called Ibrar’s father and 

assured him that Ibrar will study in the school we will 

provide him all the necessary requirements without 

any charges.

Now after that day Ibrar is going  to school and 

participates in all the activities and when  he returns 

to home after school he works in a store to support 

his family. 

“I was greatly inspired by Ibrar’s interest towards 

studies and informed his father that he will study free 

and I will support his education completely.” 

Mustaqeem shared

Pakistan is among those countries who are facing 

many challenges and among those challenges the 

biggest one is poverty. Due to poverty neither the 

government nor the public can take the country to 

100% literacy ration. 

Ibrar son of Atta Muhammad is 11 years old from 

Village KaluKhel Nasir Pur Peshawar faced the 

same problem. His father is a laborer working on 

daily wages and the nature of the job is not 

permanent. Far from provision of education, he is at 

times unable to provide his family with food and 

occasionally they sleep with an empty stomach.

Ibrar insisted on being enrolled to a government 

school which was 2 kilometers away from home. “ 

After three years of being enrolled, we had to take 

him out of school due to his mother’s poor health 

condition and the expenses incurred as a result’ 

Ibrar’s father admits.

“Every parent of the world wants to provide good 

food, health facility, shelter and high quality of 

education to their children’s. As for parents there is 

nothing more sweet than their children. When I saw 

Ibrar at home, I was heartbroken and realized our 

system is only for those who are financially strong 

and having the capacity to meet the expenses of 

education. We are the worst community as we do 

not have any capital to provide the basic rights to our 

children’s ” admits Atta Muhammad (Father of 

Sometimes The Smallest 
Ones Do The Grandest Things
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Ibrar

Organization is the 
Key to Accomplishment

Four years of joblessness had taken its toll on 

Khalid Usman, resident of Nowshera and had given 

up hope. Despite obtaining his Master’s degree 

Usman faced the problem of joblessness, a 

dilemma that our youth faces in increasing 

numbers. ‘My wife is my greatest support, she 

convinced me to join the training and explore new 

avenues to resolve this problem’

Despite facing the problem of travelling from a 

distant location to the training center, Khalid did not 

miss a single lesson. Furthermore the reaction of 

the community, oblivious to his struggles, was 

discouraging but did not prevent him in 

strengthening his goals. At the end of the training 

Khalid was a reformed man.

Confident and bold, he had learnt to accept 

challenges in life with a smile and overcome them 

with hard work and determination. He initiated his 

school known as New Kaka Khel Model School 

located in Nowshera after successfully completing 

the training. The school initiated in April, 2014 offers 

education from nursery to 5.

Mr. Khalid claims that this institution is a blessing for 

the people of his area. Especially children and 

females are get t ing benef i ts  f rom his  

entrepreneurial institution “I do believe on that I am 

offering quality education to the children of my area, 

I am taking professional help from my wife who is a 

principal in one of the government schools.” The 

best learning aspect of the training according to 

him was Organizational Skills. During training he 

learnt that this skill is the key to run a successful 

business. Due to organizational skill an individual 

learns to manage personal /professional activities 

and meet the set goals. Various elements of the 

training allowed him to improve his personality and 

regiment and ritualize his goals. Under the umbrella 

of these techniques he realized that it is pertinent to:

§ Be Prepared and on Time: Khalid learnt that 

being prepared beforehand the task outlines is 

the secret to success. He was always well-

prepared and came to the training earlier than 

most participants.

§ Stay Organized: To organize his tasks, Khalid 

learnt to make a check list so that he is able to 

achieve them in a timely manner. All these 

lessons enable him to initiate a school and run it 

in an organized manner.

I am also providing employment opportunities for 

female teachers who despite being qualified are 

sitting at home due to unemployment or family 

constraints. 

In my school I have employed two widows’ 

teachers that were facing financial problem 

regarding domestic needs. Their family is 

overjoyed as the environment is safe and secure for 

females working here. Currently he has 60 students 

enrolled getting quality education at low cost. 

“My vision is to change the mindset of the 

community towards female employment and 

children education and I am determined to achieve 

this”-Khalid Usman
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matter with the school owner Mr. Habibullah.

Habibullah was empathetic of Musawir’s situation 

and was eager to teach this child. He not only 

agreed to give free admission to Musawir but also 

promised to provide scholarship till he completes 

his grade 10 and support him in other necessary 

requirements such as books, uniform etc.

After one precious year lost, Musawir has resumed 

studies from grade 6 . Sharing his academic 

performance Habibullah remarks: “I designed 

activities where  he can shine, and wanted him to 

continue with the positive feelings generated by that 

success. Furthermore I helped him see the 

connection between effort and success and made 

him work to achieve a personal goal. He is a brilliant 

student and learnt to adapt in a short span of time.”

“I am thankful to Mr. Habibullah for providing me free 

education, I will repay him when I start earning.” 

smiles Musawir

Every parent in this world wants to provide quality 

food, education and good health facilities to his/her 

children’s and for this purpose they put themselves 

some time on risk and dedicated their life for their 

children’s prosperity. Parents can’t see their 

children’s in difficult conditions because they are 

the entire wealth of their life but 12 year old Musawir 

went through a struggle he had not imagined.

Musawir Abdullah, a young boy living in Rasheed 

Ghari Wazir Bagh Colony Peshawar was admitted 

to a reputed private school in Peshawar. His father 

was a businessman and earning well and they were 

able to provide the best education facilities to 

Musawir. Musawir was outstanding in studies and 

attained positions in every grade.  The family was 

overjoyed with his performance and his father got 

the service of a tutor for him in the evening so that 

he could excel in studies further. 

“We were living happily but my father had a great 

loss in the business a year ago, he had to sell house 

to pay debts. I was in grade 6 when my name was 

struck off due to non-payment of fees’ –Musawir 

recalls sadly.

Musawir was heartbroken in the beginning but 

being the eldest he decided to work for his family as 

his father had gone into depression due to the huge 

financial loss. Meanwhile, his tutor who was 

working in Al-Habib Model School discussed the 

Expect the
Unexpected
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Musawir

Punishing is Not 
the Way to Teach

“Hopefully my school will be successful teaching 

institute where the student will be kept safe and 

away from corporal punishment and child abuse”-

Shehla

Despite being a married lady who faced economic 

constraints, Shehla did not lose hope. “My husband 

is daily wage labor and was not earning enough to 

meet the needs of our life. In 2010,   floods we lost 

everything including shelter. It was extremely 

difficult   to live in a rented house as we had no 

means of earning .I started sewing cloth but my 

backache didn’t allow me to sit constantly in one 

position.’ Recalls Shehla.  One day fortunately, she 

met Miss Ghazala, liaison officer of CGN-P where 

she was became aware of the CGN-P teaching 

training. 

“It was difficult for me to bear the community 

criticisms which were harsh and demotivating but I 

continued the training. During the training, I became 

aware about Child rights. We keep hearing reports 

regarding the plight of children in the country on a 

daily basis, like 70,000-plus first-day deaths 

occurring in Pakistan,  nearly 1.5 million children 

living or working on the streets, and approximately 

10 million children being involved in child labor but 

nothing is being done to protect these vulnerable 

children”. Before training, she was taught that 

corporal punishment is a part of teaching and to 

force the child for learning is the optimum method. 

But during training she realized that this kind of 

punishment could not only damage the personality 

of a child and he could lose his confidence instead 

of learning.

Shehla resolved to provide a safe educational 

environment to these out of school children after 

receiving CGN-P training and initiated “Bright Star 

Public School” in Allah Yar Khel Nowshehra Kalan 

and is offering quality education from Grade 0 – 5. 

The fee structure is quite affordable and within one 

month, 32 students got enrolled in her school.

“Most schools focus on giving corporal punishment 

to the child which has long term negative effects on 

the child. For example: personality could damage 

and adaptation of reluctant behavior is evident in the 

child. Due to the training, I learnt to engage the 

children with love and care.” Shehla admits
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they don’t do well, and seek help, business owners 

may soon face disaster. 

He came to know about CGN-P training through a 

friend and this was a source of relief for Sattar. 

Through the training Abdus Sattar realized that a 

successful manager is also a good leader who 

creates a work climate that encourages 

productivity and has the skill at hiring competent 

people, training them and is able to delegate. He 

was able to think strategically, make transitions, 

and envision new possibilities for the future of his 

school.

“For student enrollment, CGNP has instructed me to 

arrange meetings at my spacious school to discuss 

education generally with the community. This tool 

was an effective marketing strategy for  my school 

and helped in attracting more admissions.” 

Additionally, he provides religious education free of 

cost in the evening at his school which has 

enhanced the interest of children and increased 

enrollment. By focusing on quality education and 

providing a conducive environment for teachers 

and students, Abdus Sattar has managed to enroll 

100 students in just two months.

Sattar exemplifies this idea: “Take chances, make 

mistakes. That's how you grow. Pain nourishes your 

courage. You have to fail in order to practice being 

brave.”

Lack of proper training is perhaps the most 

prominent problem that accounts for failure of 

businesses in Pakistan. Many entrepreneurs with 

all the required resources and moral support fail to 

run their business in the long run. Abdul Sattar 

faced a similar dilemma.

Stuck in a job which provided no impetus for 

creative growth, Abdul Sattar decided it was time 

for change. By collaborating with his friend who had 

extensive experience in education sector, he 

initiated high school, “Islamia Student Academy” on 

Ring road of Peshawar. This area lacks good private 

schools and was in need of such intervention for the 

marginalized community of Ring Road Peshawer. “I 

was very stressed” Abdul Sattar admits “While the 

school was a brilliant initiative, the number of 

enrolled students did not increase with time despite 

the efforts I had put in my school” 

The major problem that Abdus Sattar faced was the 

reduced enrollment rate of 22 which was extremely 

low. He decided to take action before it was too late 

“I was facing innumerable challenges during the 

initial phase of school, most alarming of which were 

the strength of students to achieve the breakeven 

point and mismanagement of staff. ” New business 

owners frequently lack relevant business and 

management expertise in areas such as finance, 

purchasing, selling, production, and hiring and 

managing employees. Unless they recognize what 

Overcoming The Hurdles 
After Starting School

71

Abdul Sattar

The Silenced 
Cries of a Boy

Days after admission in Orient Advance Future 

Education School, Faizan realized that this will be 

the biggest test for his learning capabilities. The 

School that he was enrolled in was established by 

entrepreneur Imran who received training from 

CGN-P skills for employability program. 

“When Faizaan came to school, he was facing 

considerable difficulty in studies, eventually, 

leading him to lose confidence in class. I found that 

quite normal because most new students have 

difficulty in adjusting themselves in the new 

environment” explains Imran. However his reserved 

attitude and limited participation in class presented 

red signals for the teacher and he decided to probe 

into the matter further.

“I felt that he was not only reserved but also suffered 

from an inferiority complex. And my immediate 

reaction was to get parental involvement in this 

matter.” Imran asserts.

Upon enquiring with his parents, it was revealed 

that Faizan was a victim of child abuse in his 

previous school. “Once principal locked me in 

bathroom as a punishment and told me that I have 

an ugly face.” This revolting behavior caused not 

only a sense of inferiority in Faizan but also 

prevented him from communicating with his class 

fellows.

Due to the CGN-

P training, Imran 

knew how to 

exactly manage 

th is  ch i ld ,  a  

victim of abuse. 

He decided to 

a p p l y  t h e  

k n o w l e d g e  

gained during 

the training that 

the child is like an egg which is unsafe without the 

protection of the nest. Similarly teachers act like a 

nest in a child’s life. Because of their loving and 

protective attitude towards the child, he can 

become confident, positive and self-assured. 

‘I decided to remove all his complexes by spending 

extra time with him and continuously motivated him 

and appreciated him in front of his classmates” 

Imran admits. Due to consistent efforts, Faizaan 

was able to regain his lost confidence. “I can 

observe a remarkable change in my son’s 

personality. Now he happily shares the daily 

activities in the school with me.”

“ I love my teacher, he makes me feel I can do better 

in class” Faizan smiles.
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shyness, Farukh was able to share his point of view 

openly during the group activities. The 

encouragement he received from the team of CGN-

P motivated him initiate his own school. Gradually, 

he succeeded to in enrolling 25 students in two 

months and taught them with commitment and 

dedication. 

“The children were eager to come to my school but 

they faced the problem of mobility as most of them 

lived in far flung areas and faced the difficulty of 

coming to school. This deeply saddened me but 

unlike the past where I got de-motivated easily, I 

learnt to apply the problem solving technique and 

arrange a rickshaw (vehicle) for them on my own 

expenses”

As a result of his initiative, the strength has doubled 

in just 2 months. Currently, Farukh has employed 

three teachers and they are teaching 50 students at 

his primary school in Akbar Pura, his native town. 

He is planning to upgrade the primary school to 

middle and then high school with time.  

The monthly income that he is generating is 

substantial and considered a remarkable 

achievement in Farukh’s area where an average 

laborer can hardly make 3-4 thousand if they luckily 

find work four days in a week. 

“Exposure to this training is a turning point in my life; 

I was the son of a laborer before and the principal of 

a primary school now”. Farukh Dad

A young man from Jaba Dozai area of Peshawer 

has achieved what no one expected from him. 

FarukhDad belongs from a marginalized region 

where there is absence of education facilities and 

employment opportunities. Farukh is the son of a 

laborer and most of his family members are 

uneducated. Despite attaining a bachelor’s degree, 

he lacked the skills to express himself as he always 

feared rejection. His friend noticed his reserved 

behavior and encouraged him to join the CGN-P 

training. Farukh accepted this as an opportunity 

that was seldom provided to youth   in his area and 

got enrolled.

During the training, the flexible environment 

provided by CGN-P made him overcome his 

nervousness.“The training facilitator provide 

opportunity of self-expression for me. I was 

encouraged to present innovative ideas during 

class training.” Despite overcoming his shyness, 

Farukh felt that he was unable to work under 

pressure and lacked the problem solving skill to 

formulate effective solutions.

He realized that by taking simple steps he can 

enhance his productivity which included managing 

time effectively, focusing on urgent tasks, setting 

realistic goals, eliminating communication while 

working, and setting deadlines.

By setting deadlines, Farukh managed to increase 

his speed and enhance his work productivity. 

Improving his efficiency and overcoming his 
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Farukhdad

Away from 
Afghanistan

Akhtar Ali is 12 years and a student of Grade 1 in 

“Afaq Public School” in Deri Kati Khel, Hakimabad 

Akhtar Ali basically belongs from Afghanistan. His 

father is in prison for the past many years due to 

criminal conviction and still his fate is not decided. 

His mother is struggling to earn and is the sole 

breadwinner for her family.

Akhtar Ali recalls his past life experiences “When I 

was 5 years old, I enrolled in a school but I dropped 

out when my father arrested by police. During that 

time my family was not in a position even to provide 

us bread .in this situation extra expenses of schools 

was impossible for my family to manage. When Mr. 

Mohammad Jawad opened his school in our area, 

he was well aware of our family’s financial situation 

so he encouraged me to join his school and 

promise that he will teach me without school fee.”

Entrepreneur Jawad, the owner of the school 

shared that “I also suffered a lot because his father 

has passed away when he was 1 year old. Due to my 

uncle support and my mother struggle I became 

able to get education and now the owner of a 

school. I realized the situation of Akhtar Ali was 

similar to mine and motivated him to again join 

school for a better future”.

Akhtar Ali  has joined school again and is now 

acquiring quality education without school fee. 

Jawad also provided books and uniform to Akhtar 

Ali free of cost. Akhtar Ali showed great interest in 

his studies.

“I spent one day in school and I found it was 

something new that I was curious to know more. The 

way of teaching is different from other schools. 

Here, the teachers adopt the group activities 

method through which the student discuss and 

learn through analytical way. The schooling was not 

the first experience of my life but it was life-changing 

for me. Now I learning this activity based education 

and gaining more effectively as compared to 

previous learning. I am thankful to the CGN-P to 

initiate the school system in our area from which I 

am continuously learning new things- Akhtar Ali
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she succeeded in finding a place in a nearby 

village: Balu. When the training was completed, 

Shabana received a school starting kit from CGN-P 

consisting of rug, storage shelf, stationery items 

and first aid box. Shabana initiated Faizan 

Montessori School and has  enrolled 15 children 

where she carries out age appropriate activities like 

singing poems, coloring etc. and the village 

community is extremely happy with the school.  

“The children do not want to miss a single day of a 

school and made innumerable phone calls on a day 

when I was absent due to illness. I was so delighted 

due to the calls, I felt I am valued and people started 

caring about, and I am thankful to CGN-P for this 

boost” admits Shabana.

More parents are willing to enroll their children in 

Shabana’s school but she is not accepting new 

admissions. She wants to focus on the few children 

and give them individual attention. Furthermore, 

she plans to construct rooms in her mother’s house 

in the future and wishes to start another branch at 

her own village Lalakille. She wishes to show the 

people who mocked her before that passion and 

persistence can lead to success and self-initiative is 

the key to tackle education emergency in Pakistan.

“It has become my aim now to open school in village 

Lala Qille.”-Shabana

“The villagers said that nobody will come to my 

school because I am not experienced enough. I was 

going to change their perception’ –Shabana Rahim

For the last six years Shabana worked as a teacher 

in a private school and had the dream to open her 

own school. She lives in village Lala Qille with 

husband and two year old son and struggled to 

meet expenses as her salary was quite low.  The 

people of the village mocked her ambitions “This 

situation bothered me and I decided to give up on 

the idea of opening my own school” confesses 

Shabana.  Luckily, CGN-P social mobilizer reached 

her village and oriented about 3-months training 

program. “It was like light at the end of the tunnel; I 

was so happy and got enrolled” she smiles.

“The CGN-P trainers made me realize that I can be 

an entrepreneur like others around the world. As the 

training progressed, I learnt to formalize a   

schedule of a school  and decided to become a 

care giver for younger children in the beginning. 

The primary medium in which everything is linked 

and organized within a school environment is the 

timetable. I realized that a good timetable will result 

in utilizing my highest productivity” acknowledges 

Shabana.

She started working on the plan to open her school 

during training but was unable to find a school 

building on rent as it was beyond her range. Finally, 

Creating Waves of 
Change in Village
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Shabana Rahim

Family participation: 
A source of audacity

Rabia Gul decided to examine the situation 

carefully. She was 30, unhappily married and facing 

severe financial problems. Coupled with this was 

the inability of her husband to cater to her domestic 

needs. “My marriage occurred at a young age due 

to my uncle’s consent. I was not eager but he 

promised that he would always give me the 

guidance like a father’. Things changed drastically 

after marriage. Her uncle lost his right leg due to a 

terrible accident and became paralyzed. “His 

absence changed my husband’s attitude towards 

me; he now knew that no elder was present to hold 

him accountable of his actions’

Disturbed and distressed, Rabia decided to teach 

at a nearby school and earned insufficient amount. 

“When I was blessed with a baby, situation 

worsened as I was overburdened with financial 

constraints. With no assistance received from her 

husband she decided to explore new avenues and 

joined the CGN-P training program”

Rabia Gul supported by her family and motivated 

her to receive the training till initiation of school. Her 

mother and brothers were supported Rabia Gul 

family and after her separation from husband they 

continue their support. That is the reason that Rabia 

Gul liked the family participation of the training. She 

realized the power of family participation family and 

support. Higher achievement of the child is only 

possible if active involvement of the family 

members is ensured. She also implemented all the 

aspects of family participation in her school in 

shape of ,parents visit to the school, orientation 

meetings, telephonic conversation with parents 

etc.

Rabia Gul shared an example of family participation 

and said “One of the child in my school used to tear 

the pages of his copy and his homework was always 

unfinished. I involved his parents and arranged 

monthly meeting with them to discuss this issue with 

them. Slowly and gradually with the help of parents, 

the child is progressing smoothly in studies.”

With the assistance of CGN-P and the inspiring 

teaching received, Rabia initiated ‘ Al-Hamra Public 

School” on March 2015 in Manki Shareef. ‘I opened 

the school in this locality as there is only one private 

school in this area and the fee is too high for parents 

with humble backgrounds to afford” Rabia 

states.Currently, 68 students are receiving quality 

education in this school and the education is 

provided from play group to class 3.

“My aim is to expand the school up to class 8 and for 

this purpose I am searching a suitable place. I have 

struggled to achieve this but I now the fruits of hard 

work are being rewarded to me”- Rabia
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ECE methodology.

3 Analyze Competition: The enterprise does 

face competition from existing schools but by 

provision of the highest quality of education we 

can overcome this problem

4 Research Distribution: Distribution of posters 

was done daily

5 Defining Marketing needs: The marketing 

needs of the area were clearly identified and 

this area lacked posters so they were added to 

attract parents and children

6 Financial Analysis: After spending budget on 

marketing, we analyzed the amount we have 

spent and how much more we can utilize in 

marketing.

7 Reviewing: We reviewed our progress and 

enrollment rates every week to assess the 

impact of our marketing strategy.

With the support of CGN-P I initiated my school i.e 

“Mardan literacy Center”.  The school has 150 

students and 6 teachers. His school income is 

25000. He is providing quality education through 

lectures and applying group work methodology in 

his school .He shared“ I am very happy along with 

my family as my income  has increased  day by day 

and cater to the needs of not only my children but all 

out of school children in my locality receiving low 

cost quality education in my school”he said joyfully.

Muhammad Zubair is a 40 year old married man 

living in Mardan. Previously teaching at a private 

school Zubair was unhappy because with the small 

amount of salary, it was difficult to cover his family’s 

expenses. “My children were getting older and my 

monthly income was hardly sufficient to even meet 

their food expenses” he recalled.

One day he got to know through newspaper that 

CGN-P has started three month training on 

educational entrepreneurs free of cost in Mardan. “I 

visited the CGN-P Mardan office immediately and 

received information regarding registration”  

Without a second thought Zubair joined the 

training. “On very first day of training I was amazed 

with the unique approach of this training. Slowly and 

gradually my interest level increased and. I 

personally liked the contents of training especially 

registration process and essentials needed for 

establishment of schools.”

One particular important aspect that Zubair learnt 

was regarding advertising his school in the most 

attractive manner. In a day and age where the 

market is filled with competitive schools, marketing 

should be so catchy that it grabs the attention of 

parents and the children.

“For the purpose of marketing, I used the following”

§ Posters

§ Banners

§ Newspapers

§ Radio

§ SMS

§ Personal Contacts

I realized that for an effective marketing strategy 7 

steps must be followed:

1 Understanding Customer: Our prime target is 

parents and children so marketing is done not 

only through banners and posters but carrying 

out door to door awareness sessions about my 

school

2 Analyzing Market: What makes my school 

unique after analyzing the market is the unique 

Think Big: 
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Muhammad Zubair 

Backbone of a 
Strong Woman

Hidayatullah is not the direct beneficiary of the 

project but his admirable effort towards CGNP 

project makes him a role-model for education in his 

area. Mr Hidayatullah is the uncle of Miss Abida 

who obtained training from CGN-P. Hidayatullah 

has supported Abida by mobilizing the community 

regarding importance of education and also shares 

new methodology and educational system which 

available in the new initiated school with them. “At 

the beginning when Abida discussed regarding the 

CGN-P training, I did not take much notice but due 

to Abida’s persistence,  I visited CGN-P office to get 

proper information regarding the training that what 

kind of training it is and what would be the effect of 

the training on their learning” remarks Hidayatullah.

They  went to the CGN office for confirmation and 

Hidayat ullah was pleased. “The team assured me 

that the training is being carried out in a completely 

safe environment separate for males and females. 

They assured me by outlining the different 

components of entrepreneurial skills that will be 

taught to Abida .I became interested in the variety of 

components that will be taught to her as this was a 

great opportunity to polish her existing skills. 

Previously, Abida had told me several times that she 

wanted to establish her own salon. I had maximum 

resources to fulfill her wish but I don’t want to put her 

in that sort of business. I wanted to put her in 

respectable profession, like teaching so this 

seemed like an ideal platform for her to shine.”

Mr. Hidayat ullah supported her niece and they 

started enlistment of the school together. For that 

purpose, they spoke with a private school which 

was in pitiable condition and had a notorious 

reputation among the community due to its inability 

to provide quality education. Mr. Hidayat ullah 

purchased the school and started enrolment again 

for that school known as “Nowshera International 

Education School System”. “We ensured that the 

quality of education remains at the highest standard 

and slowly and gradually student number 

increased.” Through the efforts of Hidayat ullah the 

community that was lacking the education facility is 

now receiving education at a minimal cost.
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convince families of this rigid society to send their 

children to my school.” Inaz said.

Currently 45 students are enrolled in her school, 

which is a great achievement for newly established 

school. “Communication, negotiation and problem 

solving skills learned and practiced during training 

helped me a lot in communicating effectively with 

parents and community members during admission 

campaigns ” affirms Inaz.

Now going forward to teach science subjects, 

school management has decided to hire 

professionally qualified teachers. CGN-P master 

Educator’s maintained close coordination with Ms. 

Inaz and her team in smooth running of the school. 

Master trainers paid frequent visits to help and 

support School management in maintaining up to 

date record of school’s day to day affairs. 

‘My school is progressive in its approach towards 

learning and imparts quality education. I am 

determined to overturn the negative stereotypes in 

our society through my school”- Inaz

Passionate, energetic and vibrant Inaz Begum has 

become a source of great inspiration for the 

females of GallaDher (Mardan). After her father’s 

death some years ago, Inaz despite financial crisis 

in the family continued her education. “I went to 

school despite meager resources. My mother stood 

up against all odds and managed to send me to the 

school. She played a pivotal role during time of my 

education. With her continuous support, Inaz 

managed to pass HSSC examination.

Inaz, took the initiative of opening school in 

partnership with Dr. Shah Khalid (MD). She was 

equipped with skills and capabilities required to 

become a successful entrepreneur through 

CGNP’s Project ‘Skills for Employability’. She 

attended training on regular basis in evening batch 

and with keen interest and active participation. 

“After being trained for three months and having a 

chance to learn the concepts like interactive 

teaching methodology, child centered class room’s 

techniques, child friendly schools and skills and 

guidelines to become a successful entrepreneur, I 

found myself a confident teacher. Group work and 

activity based teaching techniques helped me a lot 

to enhance and polish my capabilities. Additionally 

management and communication techniques 

which I learned during training have enabled me to 

start an educational institution and I’m able to 

Progressive Ideal School: 
Overturning Negative Stereotypes 
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Inaz Begum 

Madiha Iftikhar, a married woman belongs to 

Hakimabad Nowshera Kalan where her financial 

situation  was getting worse with each passing day.

“It is very difficult for my husband to support his 

family in his low monthly salary. Once I had an 

accident and doctor recommended some tests and 

medicine but my husband couldn’t afford the 

expenses of my treatment and after four days my 

condition got worse. That time one of our relative 

took responsibility of my treatment but I felt 

embarrassed that I could not support my own 

treatment”   This feeling transformed into a desire 

to maximize the financial resources and improve 

her situation.

When she became aware of CGN-P training, she 

showed her interest but her mother-in-law objected 

providing the rationale that there would be no one 

to carry out household activities on daily basis, like 

cooking washing and cleaning. Madiha added, “I 

ensured to my mother-in-law that I will manage the 

household activities and told her that I will complete 

all my tasks daily before leaving for training center. It 

was only due to the assurance that she gave me 

permission.”

She learnt various aspects and methodologies but 

she liked the teaching on roles and responsibilities 

of stakeholders in the school that mean include 

parents, teachers, staff, students, community 

groups and leaders etc. “I knew that teachers are 

responsible for preparing lesson plans and 

teaching classes, supervising student’s behavior, 

maintaining classroom discipline and encouraging 

students in their studies but I was unaware of the 

responsibility of other stakeholders.’ She admits.   

She became aware of the responsibility of security 

guards, janitorial staff, gardener and physical 

education instructors for: 

Ÿ The general well-being of the students

Ÿ Security of school premises

Ÿ Cleanliness and maintenance of the school 

premises

Ÿ The physical activities of the students

After completion of 12 weeks training I made plan to 

initiate my own school that would be source of 

income generation for me and my family. She heard 

that a school was going to be sold in her 

neighbourhood; she motivated her husband 

regarding its purchase. Financial resources were 

limited which obstructed our way to make any 

investment. She then decided to sell her gold 

jewelry and also obtained loan to purchase the 

school. 

She called a meeting and involved all stakeholders, 

community elders and parents of the children who 

already were studying in that school. She 

convinced them that she will improve the quality of 

education of the school charging low fees. Facing 

an extreme challenge from a well-known religious 

based formal school system who began negative 

campaign against  her  school ,  Madiha 

determination did not break. The allegations were 

baseless and conventional.

She organized another community meeting 

involving all parents and community members and 

rejected all the allegations by confidently 

addressing this issues. “My school is solely 

financed by me. I have received skills training from 

CGN on interactive teaching techniques and 

methodologies. The training enabled me to become 

an entrepreneur with a vision to impart quality 

education in my area.” –Madiha affirmed. The 

community believed her struggle for the cause of 

education and ensured the support. It is with a firm 

resolve that Madiha was able to initiate her own 

venture: “Unique Public school” in April 2015, 

where she is providing education from play group   

to grade 7.

When she charge of her school, only 35 students 

were enrolled on early stage but now 56 students 

are studying in the school after two months.
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confident over her abilities and was feeling shy to 

share her own ideas or participate in activities. In 

the beginning, she did not participate in the 

activities but the training friendly environment and 

the cooperative trainers helped her to respond and 

participate in the activities. Practically, she became 

part of the training through group work and activity 

based learning. 

“I started to participate in activities and group work. 

Through this process slowly and gradually it built my 

learning capacity and I became able to easily learn 

the lessons. After the training, I felt change in my 

personality and capacity. Today, I am a highly 

motivated teacher with effective techniques to learn 

and adapt.”

According to Kiran, nothing is difficult and only 

limitations are related to our perception of the 

problem. Kiran is now the owner of her own school 

known as Khushal Education System.

She shares “By the grace of Allah, I am running my 

school in which I am offering education from Grade 

0 – 5. I am charging 250/- rupee as tuition fee per 

month and admission is totally free. 40 childrens are 

enrolled in my school including 2 disable children. 

The highly respectable place where I am standing 

today is the result of the lessons what I have learnt 

during CGN-P teaching training”.-Kiran

Kiran Jan, a 27 year old is one of the beneficiaries 

who received teaching training from Children 

Global Network, Nowshehra. Recalling her journey 

Kiran shares “I am a married lady and having two 

children. My husband is social worker and 

supported me a lot in getting CGN-P training. But I 

am living in joint family due to which I faced many 

problems regarding the domestic works and they 

also criticized me for joining the training. Secondly, 

my village was quite far away from the training 

center and I faced complications regarding 

travelling and paying for those expenses”. 

Sometimes Kiran reached home in the evening 

which created many problems for her but she never 

quit her training and didn’t miss a single class. Due 

to travelling problems and community’s bad 

remarks, her younger daughter started to 

accompany her during the travelling to CGN-P 

training.

Kiran had faced many learning problems during her 

student life and always became blank when 

someone asked  her question or wanted to discuss 

a lesson. As she had  faced many problems 

regarding learning and adaptability, a thought 

recurred in  her mind  that through this training I 

could help those who are facing similar difficulties in 

learning”. 

When Kiran was selected as a trainee, she was not 

Nothing Is 
Difficult
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Kiran Jan

Providing Education 
To Children of Slum Areas

Chand Bibi has a lively personality, has been 

married at a young age after completing grade 12 

and pursued bachelor degree externally.  She has 

taught science subjects in renowned schools in 

Peshawar and has a flair for teaching.

When she came to know about CGN-P “Skills for 

Employability training” her interest was aroused 

and luckily got enrolled in the last batch of training. 

“I wanted to help the children living in slum areas 

who are unable to attain education due to 

inadequate knowledge, facilities and cost” The 

living conditions of these Slums are deplorable, 

which differentiates it from the normal living places. 

The inhabitants lack fundamental resources and 

capabilities such as adequate sanitation, improved 

water supply, durable housing or adequate living 

space. The only areas for children to play were 

breeding grounds for flies, cockroaches and rats; 

increasing the health risks for many people.

She began to look for space to open her school but 

could not find appropriate building due to 

expensive rent so she discussed the matter with 

CGN-P team. “I was guided to one room for play 

group and search for building on nominal rent.”  

Her desire to educate the children in slum areas led 

her to initiate Alghurfatul Ilm Toddlers Academy” at 

Madni Chowk Pakha Ghulam Peshawar. The 

reason why she has opened the academy is the 

understanding that most children in the area lack 

this facility.

“I faced challenge of enrollment as community is 

not ready to educate young children of slums. To 

enhance awareness, I made door to door visit to 

orient about utility of early education and I’m still 

working on it. “In a few weeks, she has eight 

students enrolled and is hoping to raise it after 

summer vacations.

“To stay away from unhealthy practices, the only 

solution is to provide them quality education”- 

Chand Bibi
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by starting ECE center in her home which is situated 

in Mohallah New Khattak Building, Nowshehra. I am 

applying the activities based learning techniques to 

make them able to understand the basic things 

properly. In the beginning community felt hesitation 

to send their children to the new established center 

but soon they realized that the education system is 

unique and different from the other formal system”. 

The admission fee 100/- rupee and monthly fee is 

200/-. It was definitely a rewarding time for Amna 

that she is earning 3000/- rupee from ECE center 

and providing quality education to the children. 

Amna shared “I was highly motivated, not because I 

earned the money but the fact that I can follow my 

mother’s footsteps. I am thankful to my elder sister 

and family who cooperated with me to raise 

awareness amongst people about ECE in our area.”

Amna is now sharing her experience with her little 

students enrolled in her ECE center and through 

group work and activities she is delivering the 

lesson of strength and bravery.

“Now I know that to “STAY BRAVE “in our society, it’s 

not about to fight with the people but the ability to 

rise like a pioneer despite problems.” Amna

Amna Saeed shared about her life “My father 

passed away when I was 2 years old. My family is 

financially weak and the sole earner of our family 

was my mother who is sewing clothes. I wanted to 

support my mother in earning for the family but I had 

no idea what profession to choose to support my 

family”. When I came to know about the CGN-P 

training I did not take interest to apply for the training 

but Miss CGN-P team’s mobilization motivated me a 

lot and I registered myself for the training”.

When Amna joined the training center, she faced 

many issues regarding the community and 

transportation. As they were also suffering from 

financial crisis it was not possible for her to continue 

her training. “Due to all these problems it was 

impossible for me to continue my training. But the 

trainer’s motivation and the informative training 

sessions compelled me to continue my training. 

During training, my confidence developed and my 

aspiration rose to establish my own ECE center. I 

was devoted to establish my own ECE and provide 

quality education to our future”. Amna recalls.

During initiation of ECE she faced problems 

regarding resources. Her mother clearly said that 

she has nothing to invest in the initiation of ECE.  

“But I had learnt about feasibility and adopting that 

methodology, I opened ECE in my home on a very 

low cost. On 1st March, 2015, she took the initiative 

Staying Brave
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Amna Saeed

A Beautiful Mind 
Creates Creative Ideas

Shaista started teaching in a private school near her 

home after completing grade 10th because she 

loved to teach besides supporting her family. 

Having eight years of working experience in a 

school and working hard for the cause of 

education, she began thinking of running her own 

school.  This wish was however buried deep inside 

her heart because she was not aware of essential of 

establishing school. One day she met a friend who 

informed about “Skills for Employability-Social 

Educational Entrepreneur” training organized by 

CGN-P in Peshawar, so she came and met the team 

and got registered in the program.

“ I was a shy worker, hesitant to speak in front of 

people’ Shaista admits. Having noticed this, Master 

Educator of CGN-P involved her in discussion 

during training and assigned tasks in which she 

had to present her work to the fellow trainees. This 

built her confidence level and communication skills 

which she needed to run school. 

Shaista excelled in developing teaching aids with 

low/no cost material; another skill she learnt from 

the training as she wanted to provide children with 

the appropriate material which help them to 

develop their innate abilities. 

“I made many items for creating my class 

environment attractive. For this, I visited famous 

markets in Peshawar where old and used stuff from 

foreign countries came and sold on much cheaper 

rates.” – Shazia remarks. From there, she bought 

toys, various types of blocks, pieces of clothes and 

other indigenous material to be utilized in her 

school.

Shaista quit her job while attending training in order 

to give full attention to her venture. Making 

arrangements for money she acquired possession 

of her uncle’s school “Minhas Education System” in 

Mohallah Bahlolkhel- Charssadda. 

Shazia is implying the low cost innovative ideas in 

her teaching as well. The objects that she utilizes in 

class assists students to learn diverse subjects 

ranging from science, maths, arts etc.

Having enrollment of sixty students from play group 

to grade V and one girl in grade VI because, there is 

no secondary level school in the area. She has kept 

her fee structure quite low knowing that people of 

this area are mostly poor yet wanted to give 

education to their children,.

Her future plans include opening branch of same 

school in Dalazak Road Peshawar near her home. 

“I am a social-educational entrepreneur who 

provide services to society and does not look for 

personal gains.”  
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but  was confused with the rules of training as its 
duration (3 months) was  quite long as he was 
working in another place to earn for his family. “On 

the second day of training I decided to quit the 

training but I think its God wish that I continued the 

training and only due to CGN-P training, I become 

polished and groomed.” admits Gul Nazeer.

He learned many aspects of training but he 
understood that the use of educational 
technologies is now an essential part of classroom 
practice. Studies showed that effective integration 
of computer technologies into the teaching and 
learning process positively influences student 
academic performance develops higher-order 
thinking, Improves student interest and attitude and 
addresses the needs of low performing and at-risk 
students. 

So Gul Nazeer also decided to equip his 
educational institute with modern technology and 
provide this facility to every student to learn about 
the use of modern technology. During CGN training 
he initiated his own school with in short period of 
one month. “I requested my brother for financial 

support and he told me to think about it once again 

in the light of my past experiences. Finally he 

financed me and I purchased already run school 

which was having missing facilities.” 

After initiating his school, he arranged Laptop and 
computer for his school students for their work. Gul 
Nazeer shared that computer technology has 
enabled teachers to make their lessons more 
interactive and provides opportunity to students to 
learn about the use of modern technology. He also 
provided the computer system to nursery classes 
where teacher play the poems and alphabets  on 
screen and they can learn with joy and 
understandings.

Now he is running his school smoothly with the 
active support of his brothers and friends. There are 
7 teachers in his school and he is also providing 
religious education to the students. “I have the 

vision to expand my school up to secondary level 

and for this purpose I am searching for the building 

because the strength of students is increasing”. Gul 

Nazeer

Gul Nazeer, 36 years old , belongs to Azakhel 
payan Nowshera. He has started his own school 
called “Golden Gate Public School” on Sep 2014 

.His qualification is masters along with professional 

degree of B.Ed. Total 150 students are currently 

enrolled in his school from play group to class 5 and 

the fee is 300-500 with 300 admission fee on 

accordance of Grades. “When I was in class 9th I 

was more interested to perform on theatre and TV 

but my father warned me to stop such kind of 

activities because we belong to Honorable 

Pukhtoon family and you should adopt honorable 

profession .When I completed my intermediate my 

father admitted my name in elementary college for 

PTC because he wanted me to join teaching 

profession” recalls Gul Nazeer.

Prior to the training of CGN, Mr. Gul Nazeer joined a 
school in the partnership with his 2 friends as per 
his father’s wish. He said, “When I accepted the 

offer of my friends, I invested my energy and 

resources on the school. We enrolled more than 

100 students. In 2010 flood affected district 

Nowshera and it badly damaged the school 

building. Once again, I took loan from my brother 

and repaired the building. Despite all my efforts, my 

partners were not satisfied and blamed me for not 

showing interest in school management. Finally, 

saddened by their attitude, I quit the partnership. I 

wanted to initiate my school but I did not have the 

courage to do so.”

Mr.Fawad (an ex-employee of CGN) convinced him 
about the CGN training and he joined the training 

Innovation: 
A Unique Element of Achievement
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Gul Nazeer

Resolving Conflict 
with Ease

Ms Fozia Begum has graduated and obtained 

additional professional certification of Associate 

Degree in Education. She wanted to join education 

sector as school principal as it was her late father’s 

dream to open a school. But because of lack of 

experience, her guardians (Mother and Brother) 

didn’t want her to take risk. “I was confused whether 

to start working as a teacher in a private school for 

few years or convince family to support my initiative” 

Fozia admits. Meanwhile, she learnt from a family 

friend about training opportunity offered by 

Children Global Network Pakistan and got selected 

based on her relevant profile and motivation level.

Fozia was among the most active participants of 

training where she not only took interest in sessions 

but also contributed to the sessions from her 

expertise associate degree in education. 

“I learnt flexibility and welcoming the differences 

from my trainers at CGNP. Prior to training, I had no 

idea that conflict can be resolved so easily.” She 

learnt novel techniques for managing conflict. This 

included Assessing the causes of conflict, 

acknowledging the sources of confl ict,  

transforming a negative attitude towards conflict 

into positive, taking action to prevent the conflict 

from escalating and analyzing the situation after the 

conflict is resolved. Fozia learnt effective conflict 

management from her team members who shared 

personal narratives. She realized that any conflict 

can be resolved through patience and tolerance of 

other’s viewpoint.

Fozia’s persistence in opening an early childhood 

center instead of looking for a job at any other 

school finally convinced her family and they allow 

her to initiate a PNP (Play Group, Nursery and Prep) 

section. Fozia evacuated a small house and carried 

out necessary renovation work to make  it attractive 

for the young kids of PNP. She began advocacy 

campaign for enrollment in neighborhood through 

door to door survey and she successfully admitted 

5 kids age 3-6 in her center. But Fozia does not wish 

to limit herself with few kids and initial classes only.  

Her vision is to expand her small setup to a high 

school one day. 

The biggest challenge she foresees in materializing 

her dream is intense competition in private sector. A 

medium scale high school is already prospering in 

her neighborhood, which poses an indirect threat 

to her student enrollment. But with high spirits and 

hard work, Fozia is determined that PNP Education 

system becomes recognized as one of the leading 

educational institutes of her country.

“Small efforts collectively lead us towards final 

destination of a big dream” Fozia.
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but  was confused with the rules of training as its 
duration (3 months) was  quite long as he was 
working in another place to earn for his family. “On 

the second day of training I decided to quit the 

training but I think its God wish that I continued the 

training and only due to CGN-P training, I become 

polished and groomed.” admits Gul Nazeer.

He learned many aspects of training but he 
understood that the use of educational 
technologies is now an essential part of classroom 
practice. Studies showed that effective integration 
of computer technologies into the teaching and 
learning process positively influences student 
academic performance develops higher-order 
thinking, Improves student interest and attitude and 
addresses the needs of low performing and at-risk 
students. 

So Gul Nazeer also decided to equip his 
educational institute with modern technology and 
provide this facility to every student to learn about 
the use of modern technology. During CGN training 
he initiated his own school with in short period of 
one month. “I requested my brother for financial 

support and he told me to think about it once again 

in the light of my past experiences. Finally he 

financed me and I purchased already run school 

which was having missing facilities.” 

After initiating his school, he arranged Laptop and 
computer for his school students for their work. Gul 
Nazeer shared that computer technology has 
enabled teachers to make their lessons more 
interactive and provides opportunity to students to 
learn about the use of modern technology. He also 
provided the computer system to nursery classes 
where teacher play the poems and alphabets  on 
screen and they can learn with joy and 
understandings.

Now he is running his school smoothly with the 
active support of his brothers and friends. There are 
7 teachers in his school and he is also providing 
religious education to the students. “I have the 

vision to expand my school up to secondary level 

and for this purpose I am searching for the building 

because the strength of students is increasing”. Gul 

Nazeer

Gul Nazeer, 36 years old , belongs to Azakhel 
payan Nowshera. He has started his own school 
called “Golden Gate Public School” on Sep 2014 

.His qualification is masters along with professional 

degree of B.Ed. Total 150 students are currently 

enrolled in his school from play group to class 5 and 

the fee is 300-500 with 300 admission fee on 

accordance of Grades. “When I was in class 9th I 

was more interested to perform on theatre and TV 

but my father warned me to stop such kind of 

activities because we belong to Honorable 

Pukhtoon family and you should adopt honorable 

profession .When I completed my intermediate my 

father admitted my name in elementary college for 

PTC because he wanted me to join teaching 

profession” recalls Gul Nazeer.

Prior to the training of CGN, Mr. Gul Nazeer joined a 
school in the partnership with his 2 friends as per 
his father’s wish. He said, “When I accepted the 

offer of my friends, I invested my energy and 

resources on the school. We enrolled more than 

100 students. In 2010 flood affected district 

Nowshera and it badly damaged the school 

building. Once again, I took loan from my brother 

and repaired the building. Despite all my efforts, my 

partners were not satisfied and blamed me for not 

showing interest in school management. Finally, 

saddened by their attitude, I quit the partnership. I 

wanted to initiate my school but I did not have the 

courage to do so.”

Mr.Fawad (an ex-employee of CGN) convinced him 
about the CGN training and he joined the training 
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Ms Fozia Begum has graduated and obtained 

additional professional certification of Associate 

Degree in Education. She wanted to join education 

sector as school principal as it was her late father’s 

dream to open a school. But because of lack of 

experience, her guardians (Mother and Brother) 

didn’t want her to take risk. “I was confused whether 

to start working as a teacher in a private school for 

few years or convince family to support my initiative” 

Fozia admits. Meanwhile, she learnt from a family 

friend about training opportunity offered by 

Children Global Network Pakistan and got selected 

based on her relevant profile and motivation level.

Fozia was among the most active participants of 

training where she not only took interest in sessions 

but also contributed to the sessions from her 

expertise associate degree in education. 

“I learnt flexibility and welcoming the differences 

from my trainers at CGNP. Prior to training, I had no 

idea that conflict can be resolved so easily.” She 

learnt novel techniques for managing conflict. This 

included Assessing the causes of conflict, 

acknowledging the sources of confl ict,  

transforming a negative attitude towards conflict 

into positive, taking action to prevent the conflict 

from escalating and analyzing the situation after the 

conflict is resolved. Fozia learnt effective conflict 

management from her team members who shared 

personal narratives. She realized that any conflict 

can be resolved through patience and tolerance of 

other’s viewpoint.

Fozia’s persistence in opening an early childhood 

center instead of looking for a job at any other 

school finally convinced her family and they allow 

her to initiate a PNP (Play Group, Nursery and Prep) 

section. Fozia evacuated a small house and carried 

out necessary renovation work to make  it attractive 

for the young kids of PNP. She began advocacy 

campaign for enrollment in neighborhood through 

door to door survey and she successfully admitted 

5 kids age 3-6 in her center. But Fozia does not wish 

to limit herself with few kids and initial classes only.  

Her vision is to expand her small setup to a high 

school one day. 

The biggest challenge she foresees in materializing 

her dream is intense competition in private sector. A 

medium scale high school is already prospering in 

her neighborhood, which poses an indirect threat 

to her student enrollment. But with high spirits and 

hard work, Fozia is determined that PNP Education 

system becomes recognized as one of the leading 

educational institutes of her country.

“Small efforts collectively lead us towards final 

destination of a big dream” Fozia.
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initiated her school  near Kulsoom’s home and she 

received the opportunity like a ray of hope to earn 

money through a respectable profession.

Ms. Madiha Iftikhar interviewed her and after giving 

a successful demo, she was appointed as a 

mathematics teacher. Miss Madiha appreciated her 

teaching skills immensely: “I found that Kulsoom is 

very intelligent in mathematics. So I gave her 

responsibility to teach mathematics for all classes. 

She is strength for my school because I observed 

her enthusiasm for this subject. She is working hard 

to provide a passionately conducive environment, 

which allows children to make mistakes without fear 

of derision or discomfort.”affirms Madiha.

Kulsoom is satisfied with her job and applying 

activity based learning taught by Madiha. “I 

observed that children love games and when they 

are engaged in game, they take more interest in the 

process. They have started thinking analytically 

and are finding solutions of a question by weighing 

the pros and cons. I believe that this is the most 

effective way to  teach children maths by making it 

fun  and as interesting as possible.

Kulsoom mother is proud of her daughter for rising 

despite the struggles faces. “My daughter is very 

brave girl. Her in-laws didn’t respect her abilities 

and let her go. But now she stands on her feet and 

earnings for the family needs” she smiles

“This is an honorable profession especially for 

females in our society.”-Kulsoom

Kulsoom Naz  is a 23 years old married woman 

having 2 kids. She is teaching in “Unique Public 

School” initiated by CGN-P entrepreneur Miss 

Madiha Iftikhar. Kulsoom recalled the hurdles she 

faced after being married 

“My husband belongs to a faraway village in Punjab 

and after marriage many issues were raised among 

the family. The room in which we were living was 

occupied by my husband’s brother as he claimed it 

was constructed by him and was the rightful owner. 

Before marriage, my in-laws promised   us that they 

would build separate room for me but the situation 

didn’t change. The issues rose to that point where I 

left my husband’s home and back to my mother 

house situated in Hakimabad, Nowshehra Kalan”.

Kulsoom’s father had passed away when she was 7 

years old. Her brothers were also not earning 

enough to meet the needs of the family. After few 

months of return from her husband’s home, she 

gave birth to a baby boy. At this time, she was 

helpless to manage the expenses which increased 

after the birth of her boy. The situation worsened as 

despite knowing her situation, her husband did not 

contact her regarding conciliation and provided no 

maintenance. She decided to link herself with some 

kind of job to earn money to meet her financial 

needs. Fortunately, entrepreneur Madiha Iftikhar 

From Harm 
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Kulsoom

Effective Management 
of School 

Imdad Khan opened Dua Model School in his 

village Daman-e-Hindki, district Peshawar in 2010 

to relieve most parents of his village facing 

challenges of cost and affordability regarding their 

child’s education. 

“Parents of other nearby villages also started 

sending children to my school especially girls.” He 

remarked.

His school enrollment increased initially, but 

gradually it reduced as Imdad lacked in 

management skills. He had a quick temper which 

was uncontrollable and he had serious quarrels 

with teachers on usage of mobile phones, late 

arrivals, on leaves and above all he did not know 

how to monitor teachers’ performance. Teachers 

left school and he could not find replacements so 

parents started taking children out of his school. 

He wanted to manage the school more effectively 

but lacked the expertise to do so. To achieve the 

requisite skills, Imdad got enrolled in the “Skills for 

Employability” by CGN-P, a 3-months training for 

young entrepreneurs who wish to open school. 

“Through this training, I learnt to evaluate the 

performance of the teachers and students through 

consistent attendance and performance. I 

rewarded teachers and appreciated them on 

exceptional performance which enhanced 

competition level amongst teacher. For this 

purpose, I assigned specific role to every teacher 

according to their competencies. Monitoring and 

evaluation is done on a regular basis in Imdad’s 

school so that the teachers are performing 

effectively. He has learnt that the evaluations of 

teachers should be based on clear standards of 

instructional excellence that prioritizes student 

learning. He frequently provides constructive 

critical feedback to his teachers.

“I feel lucky that I attended the training which taught 

me about lesson planning, morning meeting with 

young children, and monitoring performance of 

teachers through class observations. Now, I have a 

grading chart in my office and every teacher knows 

that their performance is measured and they 

become more conscious and effective. asserts 

Imran. 

As soon as the training was completed he received 

a school kit containing rug, students’ chairs and 

tables, shelf, stationery items, educational material 

etc which helped him in making school 

environment more welcoming. Imdad has planned 

to construct a building for school in the future.  

Currently, the building he has acquired for the 

school is on a rental basis with less space but he will 

open separate school for boys and girls school up 

to secondary level as in his village there is no such 

facility. He wishes to provide a greater opportunity 

for girls who are unable to attain education due to 

family pressure. 

“I want to promote girl’s education in my area; this is 

not only the need of the time but also the desire of 

their parents.”-Imdad Khan
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initiated her school  near Kulsoom’s home and she 

received the opportunity like a ray of hope to earn 

money through a respectable profession.

Ms. Madiha Iftikhar interviewed her and after giving 

a successful demo, she was appointed as a 

mathematics teacher. Miss Madiha appreciated her 

teaching skills immensely: “I found that Kulsoom is 

very intelligent in mathematics. So I gave her 

responsibility to teach mathematics for all classes. 

She is strength for my school because I observed 

her enthusiasm for this subject. She is working hard 

to provide a passionately conducive environment, 

which allows children to make mistakes without fear 

of derision or discomfort.”affirms Madiha.

Kulsoom is satisfied with her job and applying 

activity based learning taught by Madiha. “I 

observed that children love games and when they 

are engaged in game, they take more interest in the 

process. They have started thinking analytically 

and are finding solutions of a question by weighing 

the pros and cons. I believe that this is the most 

effective way to  teach children maths by making it 

fun  and as interesting as possible.

Kulsoom mother is proud of her daughter for rising 

despite the struggles faces. “My daughter is very 

brave girl. Her in-laws didn’t respect her abilities 

and let her go. But now she stands on her feet and 

earnings for the family needs” she smiles

“This is an honorable profession especially for 

females in our society.”-Kulsoom

Kulsoom Naz  is a 23 years old married woman 

having 2 kids. She is teaching in “Unique Public 

School” initiated by CGN-P entrepreneur Miss 

Madiha Iftikhar. Kulsoom recalled the hurdles she 

faced after being married 

“My husband belongs to a faraway village in Punjab 

and after marriage many issues were raised among 

the family. The room in which we were living was 

occupied by my husband’s brother as he claimed it 

was constructed by him and was the rightful owner. 

Before marriage, my in-laws promised   us that they 

would build separate room for me but the situation 

didn’t change. The issues rose to that point where I 

left my husband’s home and back to my mother 

house situated in Hakimabad, Nowshehra Kalan”.

Kulsoom’s father had passed away when she was 7 

years old. Her brothers were also not earning 

enough to meet the needs of the family. After few 

months of return from her husband’s home, she 

gave birth to a baby boy. At this time, she was 

helpless to manage the expenses which increased 

after the birth of her boy. The situation worsened as 

despite knowing her situation, her husband did not 

contact her regarding conciliation and provided no 

maintenance. She decided to link herself with some 

kind of job to earn money to meet her financial 

needs. Fortunately, entrepreneur Madiha Iftikhar 
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Effective Management 
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Imdad Khan opened Dua Model School in his 

village Daman-e-Hindki, district Peshawar in 2010 

to relieve most parents of his village facing 

challenges of cost and affordability regarding their 

child’s education. 

“Parents of other nearby villages also started 

sending children to my school especially girls.” He 

remarked.

His school enrollment increased initially, but 

gradually it reduced as Imdad lacked in 

management skills. He had a quick temper which 

was uncontrollable and he had serious quarrels 

with teachers on usage of mobile phones, late 

arrivals, on leaves and above all he did not know 

how to monitor teachers’ performance. Teachers 

left school and he could not find replacements so 

parents started taking children out of his school. 

He wanted to manage the school more effectively 

but lacked the expertise to do so. To achieve the 

requisite skills, Imdad got enrolled in the “Skills for 

Employability” by CGN-P, a 3-months training for 

young entrepreneurs who wish to open school. 

“Through this training, I learnt to evaluate the 

performance of the teachers and students through 

consistent attendance and performance. I 

rewarded teachers and appreciated them on 

exceptional performance which enhanced 

competition level amongst teacher. For this 

purpose, I assigned specific role to every teacher 

according to their competencies. Monitoring and 

evaluation is done on a regular basis in Imdad’s 

school so that the teachers are performing 

effectively. He has learnt that the evaluations of 

teachers should be based on clear standards of 

instructional excellence that prioritizes student 

learning. He frequently provides constructive 

critical feedback to his teachers.

“I feel lucky that I attended the training which taught 

me about lesson planning, morning meeting with 

young children, and monitoring performance of 

teachers through class observations. Now, I have a 

grading chart in my office and every teacher knows 

that their performance is measured and they 

become more conscious and effective. asserts 

Imran. 

As soon as the training was completed he received 

a school kit containing rug, students’ chairs and 

tables, shelf, stationery items, educational material 

etc which helped him in making school 

environment more welcoming. Imdad has planned 

to construct a building for school in the future.  

Currently, the building he has acquired for the 

school is on a rental basis with less space but he will 

open separate school for boys and girls school up 

to secondary level as in his village there is no such 

facility. He wishes to provide a greater opportunity 

for girls who are unable to attain education due to 

family pressure. 

“I want to promote girl’s education in my area; this is 

not only the need of the time but also the desire of 

their parents.”-Imdad Khan
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government school 

w h e r e  l a c k  o f  

attention made her 

behavior reserved. 

Earlier she was an 

active child but later 

on she lost her 

in terest  towards 

games and studies 

according to her 

mother. “But this was not the real issue.” claims 

Ghazala

“When I inquired regarding her home environment, I 

discovered that her parents were often quarrelling 

with each other. Due to parent’s continuous fights, 

Zahra had become distraught, and hopeless. The 

stress interfered with her ability to pay attention and 

created learning and academic problems for her at 

school.” Zahra was a neglected child and   Ghazala 

took this as a challenge to change her behavior.

She advised her mother to refrain from shouting 

and fighting in the presence of Zahra. Furthermore, 

she gave more time to Zahra to develop her 

confidence and courage by involving her in 

different class activities including presentation and 

appreciated her in front of her class fellows.

Zahra found peaceful environment in school very 

appealing   and her teacher was also humble with 

her. This lead to behavioral transformation in Zahra 

and her reserved and shy behavior began to 

change visibly. It was a slow and gradual process 

but after nearly 2 months, Zahra recovered with 

optimum changes. She became social and her 

learning capabilities also increased.

“It is my biggest motivation in my career when I see 

Zahra, today. She is now active girl in her classroom 

and her performance is improving with each 

passing day”- Ghazala

Child Neglect is a silent problem. Neglect, unless 

accompanied by pictures of squalor or emaciated 

kids, is much harder to capture in a headline or 

sound bites. Neglect is passive and often 

characterized by depression and resignation. 

While mistreatment makes a better news story, 

neglect is a greater problem that hardly gets raised. 

Zahra’s story depicts the silent picture of child 

neglect.

After being enrolled in a school initiated by CGNP’s 

entrepreneur Ghazala observed that the new child, 

Zahra’s reserved participation was not only limited 

to her studied but also in sports. Ghazala gave her 

space to familiarize herself with the new 

environment but   her behavior clearly presented 

red signals for her.

“Every child takes time to adapt in the new 

environment. But I observed that even after 

spending many days in school, Zahra remained 

disturb. She did not take any interest in studies as 

well as in games”. To identify the problem Ghazala 

tried to solve this problem within the premises of 

school.  She gave extra-attention to Zahra and tried 

to ensure her participation in activities but Zahra’s 

behavior didn’t change. So Ghazala  decided to 

investigate the matter further.

By involving her mother she held a meeting to   

analyze the past of the girl.  Zahra had studied in 
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Zahra 

The Voice of 
The Silent Majority

‘‘I spoke to my family, friends and party fellows about 

the idea of opening  a school to educate the masses 

with affordable fees and they all supported me”-

Raza Muhammad Khan

The year 2014 brought cherishing moments in the 
life of Raza who turned his dream into reality by 
opening a school for the underprivileged children 
of his locality at Landay Sadak, Charssadda Road, 
Peshawar. He is an active worker of a ruling party in 
Khyber- Pakhtunkhwa and having worked in the 
development sector he became increasingly aware 
of the education crises. It saddened Reza to 
observe out of school children, lack of government 
schools and girls deprived of access to education, 
so he chose to channelize his political activism 
towards education and wished to bring a social 
change in the society.  

He spoke to his family, friends and party fellows 
about the idea of opening a school to educate the 
masses with affordable fees, and they all supported 
him in this noble cause. Searching for building he 
established school in August 2014, but did not have 
clear idea of how to provide quality educations. 
This made him explore ways and means that could 
assist his mission and on he came across 
advertisement in a local newspaper about CGN-P 
“Skills for Employability – Social Educational 
Entrepreneurship and got enrolled for 3-months 
training.

The area where he lives has only one primary 
government school and after 5th grade parents 
make their girls stay at home rather sending to 
secondary school which is far away.   On the other 
hand, there are many private institutions in the area 
catering education for grade six onwards but they 
charge fees beyond the reach of parents. The 
situation is worsened by the perceptions of ‘Why 
educate girls when their job is only to take care of 
household”

“The Global Gender Gap Report 2014, published by 

the World Economic Forum, ranks Pakistan 141st 

out of 142 countries in terms of the gap between 

men and women in four key areas: economic 

participation, educational attainment, health and 

political empowerment. In its previous report, 

Pakistan was ranked 135th out of 136 countries, 

leaving only Yemen behind in gender disparity. This 

data only strengthened my resolve as activist and 

showed me when and how urgently to begin.” 

affirms Reza.

He faced great difficulties in convincing different 
communities of not depriving girls from education. 
These people coming from far flung tribal areas of 
KPK and now live where Raza opened school. His 
persuasive communication skill which he used in 
political gathering and the reputation he earned in 
the area due to the community work helped to 
convince parents and increased his enrollment 
form 40 students in the start to 210 in May 2015. Out 
of the total students ninety percent are girls 
studying up to grade VIII.  Many students of his 
school are not able to give fees, so he has waived 
off the neediest and also lowered fees for some. 
Raza being a political worker spoke to various 
ministers of his party in provision of funds that are 
kept in provincial budget to support   girls who 
could not get education due to parents’ poor 
financial status. The result was outstanding as 
government supported him completely in his 
endeavors. 

He is providing far better quality education than 
other private schools that his political opponent has 
enrolled his son in Raza’s school. In the future he  
wishes to upgrade existing school till 10th grade for 
girls only, and open branches of school in 
Peshawar and then in KPK, “It all depends on the 

success of this venture, and I wish to make chain of 

Islamic International School System,” he smiles
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government school 

w h e r e  l a c k  o f  

attention made her 

behavior reserved. 

Earlier she was an 

active child but later 

on she lost her 

in terest  towards 

games and studies 

according to her 

mother. “But this was not the real issue.” claims 

Ghazala

“When I inquired regarding her home environment, I 

discovered that her parents were often quarrelling 

with each other. Due to parent’s continuous fights, 

Zahra had become distraught, and hopeless. The 

stress interfered with her ability to pay attention and 

created learning and academic problems for her at 

school.” Zahra was a neglected child and   Ghazala 

took this as a challenge to change her behavior.

She advised her mother to refrain from shouting 

and fighting in the presence of Zahra. Furthermore, 

she gave more time to Zahra to develop her 

confidence and courage by involving her in 

different class activities including presentation and 

appreciated her in front of her class fellows.

Zahra found peaceful environment in school very 

appealing   and her teacher was also humble with 

her. This lead to behavioral transformation in Zahra 

and her reserved and shy behavior began to 

change visibly. It was a slow and gradual process 

but after nearly 2 months, Zahra recovered with 

optimum changes. She became social and her 

learning capabilities also increased.

“It is my biggest motivation in my career when I see 

Zahra, today. She is now active girl in her classroom 

and her performance is improving with each 

passing day”- Ghazala

Child Neglect is a silent problem. Neglect, unless 

accompanied by pictures of squalor or emaciated 

kids, is much harder to capture in a headline or 

sound bites. Neglect is passive and often 

characterized by depression and resignation. 

While mistreatment makes a better news story, 

neglect is a greater problem that hardly gets raised. 

Zahra’s story depicts the silent picture of child 

neglect.

After being enrolled in a school initiated by CGNP’s 

entrepreneur Ghazala observed that the new child, 

Zahra’s reserved participation was not only limited 

to her studied but also in sports. Ghazala gave her 

space to familiarize herself with the new 

environment but   her behavior clearly presented 

red signals for her.

“Every child takes time to adapt in the new 

environment. But I observed that even after 

spending many days in school, Zahra remained 

disturb. She did not take any interest in studies as 

well as in games”. To identify the problem Ghazala 

tried to solve this problem within the premises of 

school.  She gave extra-attention to Zahra and tried 

to ensure her participation in activities but Zahra’s 

behavior didn’t change. So Ghazala  decided to 

investigate the matter further.

By involving her mother she held a meeting to   

analyze the past of the girl.  Zahra had studied in 
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The Voice of 
The Silent Majority

‘‘I spoke to my family, friends and party fellows about 

the idea of opening  a school to educate the masses 

with affordable fees and they all supported me”-

Raza Muhammad Khan

The year 2014 brought cherishing moments in the 
life of Raza who turned his dream into reality by 
opening a school for the underprivileged children 
of his locality at Landay Sadak, Charssadda Road, 
Peshawar. He is an active worker of a ruling party in 
Khyber- Pakhtunkhwa and having worked in the 
development sector he became increasingly aware 
of the education crises. It saddened Reza to 
observe out of school children, lack of government 
schools and girls deprived of access to education, 
so he chose to channelize his political activism 
towards education and wished to bring a social 
change in the society.  

He spoke to his family, friends and party fellows 
about the idea of opening a school to educate the 
masses with affordable fees, and they all supported 
him in this noble cause. Searching for building he 
established school in August 2014, but did not have 
clear idea of how to provide quality educations. 
This made him explore ways and means that could 
assist his mission and on he came across 
advertisement in a local newspaper about CGN-P 
“Skills for Employability – Social Educational 
Entrepreneurship and got enrolled for 3-months 
training.

The area where he lives has only one primary 
government school and after 5th grade parents 
make their girls stay at home rather sending to 
secondary school which is far away.   On the other 
hand, there are many private institutions in the area 
catering education for grade six onwards but they 
charge fees beyond the reach of parents. The 
situation is worsened by the perceptions of ‘Why 
educate girls when their job is only to take care of 
household”

“The Global Gender Gap Report 2014, published by 

the World Economic Forum, ranks Pakistan 141st 

out of 142 countries in terms of the gap between 

men and women in four key areas: economic 

participation, educational attainment, health and 

political empowerment. In its previous report, 

Pakistan was ranked 135th out of 136 countries, 

leaving only Yemen behind in gender disparity. This 

data only strengthened my resolve as activist and 

showed me when and how urgently to begin.” 

affirms Reza.

He faced great difficulties in convincing different 
communities of not depriving girls from education. 
These people coming from far flung tribal areas of 
KPK and now live where Raza opened school. His 
persuasive communication skill which he used in 
political gathering and the reputation he earned in 
the area due to the community work helped to 
convince parents and increased his enrollment 
form 40 students in the start to 210 in May 2015. Out 
of the total students ninety percent are girls 
studying up to grade VIII.  Many students of his 
school are not able to give fees, so he has waived 
off the neediest and also lowered fees for some. 
Raza being a political worker spoke to various 
ministers of his party in provision of funds that are 
kept in provincial budget to support   girls who 
could not get education due to parents’ poor 
financial status. The result was outstanding as 
government supported him completely in his 
endeavors. 

He is providing far better quality education than 
other private schools that his political opponent has 
enrolled his son in Raza’s school. In the future he  
wishes to upgrade existing school till 10th grade for 
girls only, and open branches of school in 
Peshawar and then in KPK, “It all depends on the 

success of this venture, and I wish to make chain of 

Islamic International School System,” he smiles
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personality: Patience and tolerance. I used to get 

angry and react strongly to anyone who said or 

support the wrong thing. I’m an honest person and I 

cannot tolerate someone who is speaking 

untruthfully and then my anger used to get out of 

control.” Through the program she learnt how to 

remain tolerant even if the odds are against us 

because this is something under our control .I 

learnt from the trainer of Children’s Global Network, 

because they were so patient with all the trainees. 

One day I said something rude and I realized that 

the trainer did not scold me and controlled her 

anger even though her face flushed red. I realized 

that I could do the same’.

Mehnaz, with the assistance from CGN-P has 

initiated her ECE center “Orient ECE center’ with 34 

students enrolled. Her aspirations regarding the 

center are that it will polish the talent of the students 

and lead them to discover their true potential.

She has a broad vision regarding her ECE center 

and aspires that all her students will play a vital role 

in the development of Pakistan. She also said that 

she will also convey the lesson of patience and 

tolerance to her students which she has learned 

from CGN-P training center. “Patience and 

perseverance have a magical effect that makes 

obstacles vanish.” Mehnaz has learnt this trait and 

is now on the road to empower the young minds of 

her students.

Miss Mehnaz’ Story is of tremendous courage 

despite facing numerous difficulties. Mehnaz 

belonged to a humble background where the death 

of her mother and abuse at the hands of her father 

who was a drug addict made her sensitive to the 

realities of her surroundings at a very early age. 

Mehnaz shared her story and said “My father was a 

drug addict and used to abuse us. Despite  all 

domestic hurdles I continued my education. We are 

seven sisters and I am the only educated female in 

my family. After my marriage, my husband 

supported me a lot in attaining education and 

completed higher secondary school certificate. 

Mehnaz shared that her friend made her aware of 

the CGN-P program. Her aspiration to get further 

education coupled with a desire to spread the 

education as well lead her to join training.

Mehnaz shared regarding her financial problems 

and said “I was highly determined to attend the 

training session. My husband monthly earning of 

9000 rupees was not enough for the whole family 

needs. For training attainment I saved money to 

cover the costs of travelling during the training. 

During training, I faced problems regarding 

managing my home duties but I continued my 

training till completion”.

She shared about her personality weakness before 

the training. “The CGN-P training taught me about 

the supreme value which was lacking in my 

Patience with 
Magical Effects
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Miss Mehnaz

Struggling To Overcome 
Community Biasness

Getting married was a choice not given, but forced 

upon Afshan after she finished her education. “I 

always aspired to be a career woman but I 

succumbed to family pressure and got married” 

Afshan recalls. Pursuing further qualification 

externally, she also had to do jobs intermittently to 

support her husband along with looking after kids. 

When her kids were old enough to take care of 

themselves, Afshan’s eager soul directed her 

towards career. She heard about CGN-P “Skills for 

Employability” training from her husband’s cousin 

and got enrolled. “I never thought of starting a 

school because I believed that I am underqualified, 

inexperienced and above all have financial 

constraints. Thanks to CGN-P program that gave me 

self-assurance that people who become 

entrepreneurs don’t have horns on their heads. If 

they can do it, so can I.”

While attending training, Afshan was convinced to 

open school “When I made up my mind to open 

school, I looked for small buildings/houses in my 

village Wadpagga, where people were demanding 

too much rent which was beyond my budget.” 

Finally succeeding in obtaining a reasonable 

building for school, she managed to gather loans to 

establish “Kids Care Primary School. “I worked day 

and night to create attractive school/class 

environments for children and announced an open 

day in the school so that parents can come and 

understand the standard of education I was 

providing these children.” 

Despite all her efforts, she could only manage to get 

few students enrolled. “When I unearthed the 

reason behind this, I was shocked. The community 

was biased towards me and mostly they were 

jealous of a woman taking such a courageous 

initiative. They spread news that I belonged to 

different sect of religion and would preach that 

ideology to their children.” This greatly alarmed her 

as she was not accustomed to such harsh attitude.

“At one time I was compelled to close school but 

then I became aware of CGN-P’s training program. I 

brought the matter to CGN-P knowledge and social 

mobilizers along with trainers visited the area and 

spoke to community to clear the misconception.” 

This process was repeatedly done and Afshan’s 

school enrollment began increasing gradually.

A bond of love has developed between her and the 

students. Despite hiring another teacher for the 

school, the kids could not imagine Afshan leaving 

them, “One day I joked with children that now 

teacher Saima will teach you and I am quitting!.  The 

children gathered around me saying they love me 

and won’t let me go. I felt so overwhelmed with joy to 

see this.” 

Afshan is a multitasker: She cleans school, runs a 

small canteen all by herself and teaches children 

manners of making queue and wait for turn. This is 

a remarkable achievement for a woman who faced 

opposition in her community but remained 

steadfast to achieve her goals. 

“I plan to take this venture to secondary school in 

the same village with nominal fee structure and 

provide them quality education.”- Afshan
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personality: Patience and tolerance. I used to get 

angry and react strongly to anyone who said or 

support the wrong thing. I’m an honest person and I 

cannot tolerate someone who is speaking 

untruthfully and then my anger used to get out of 

control.” Through the program she learnt how to 

remain tolerant even if the odds are against us 

because this is something under our control .I 

learnt from the trainer of Children’s Global Network, 

because they were so patient with all the trainees. 

One day I said something rude and I realized that 

the trainer did not scold me and controlled her 

anger even though her face flushed red. I realized 

that I could do the same’.

Mehnaz, with the assistance from CGN-P has 

initiated her ECE center “Orient ECE center’ with 34 

students enrolled. Her aspirations regarding the 

center are that it will polish the talent of the students 

and lead them to discover their true potential.

She has a broad vision regarding her ECE center 

and aspires that all her students will play a vital role 

in the development of Pakistan. She also said that 

she will also convey the lesson of patience and 

tolerance to her students which she has learned 

from CGN-P training center. “Patience and 

perseverance have a magical effect that makes 

obstacles vanish.” Mehnaz has learnt this trait and 

is now on the road to empower the young minds of 

her students.

Miss Mehnaz’ Story is of tremendous courage 

despite facing numerous difficulties. Mehnaz 

belonged to a humble background where the death 

of her mother and abuse at the hands of her father 

who was a drug addict made her sensitive to the 

realities of her surroundings at a very early age. 

Mehnaz shared her story and said “My father was a 

drug addict and used to abuse us. Despite  all 

domestic hurdles I continued my education. We are 

seven sisters and I am the only educated female in 

my family. After my marriage, my husband 

supported me a lot in attaining education and 

completed higher secondary school certificate. 

Mehnaz shared that her friend made her aware of 

the CGN-P program. Her aspiration to get further 

education coupled with a desire to spread the 

education as well lead her to join training.

Mehnaz shared regarding her financial problems 

and said “I was highly determined to attend the 

training session. My husband monthly earning of 

9000 rupees was not enough for the whole family 

needs. For training attainment I saved money to 

cover the costs of travelling during the training. 

During training, I faced problems regarding 

managing my home duties but I continued my 

training till completion”.

She shared about her personality weakness before 

the training. “The CGN-P training taught me about 

the supreme value which was lacking in my 
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Miss Mehnaz

Struggling To Overcome 
Community Biasness

Getting married was a choice not given, but forced 

upon Afshan after she finished her education. “I 

always aspired to be a career woman but I 

succumbed to family pressure and got married” 

Afshan recalls. Pursuing further qualification 

externally, she also had to do jobs intermittently to 

support her husband along with looking after kids. 

When her kids were old enough to take care of 

themselves, Afshan’s eager soul directed her 

towards career. She heard about CGN-P “Skills for 

Employability” training from her husband’s cousin 

and got enrolled. “I never thought of starting a 

school because I believed that I am underqualified, 

inexperienced and above all have financial 

constraints. Thanks to CGN-P program that gave me 

self-assurance that people who become 

entrepreneurs don’t have horns on their heads. If 

they can do it, so can I.”

While attending training, Afshan was convinced to 

open school “When I made up my mind to open 

school, I looked for small buildings/houses in my 

village Wadpagga, where people were demanding 

too much rent which was beyond my budget.” 

Finally succeeding in obtaining a reasonable 

building for school, she managed to gather loans to 

establish “Kids Care Primary School. “I worked day 

and night to create attractive school/class 

environments for children and announced an open 

day in the school so that parents can come and 

understand the standard of education I was 

providing these children.” 

Despite all her efforts, she could only manage to get 

few students enrolled. “When I unearthed the 

reason behind this, I was shocked. The community 

was biased towards me and mostly they were 

jealous of a woman taking such a courageous 

initiative. They spread news that I belonged to 

different sect of religion and would preach that 

ideology to their children.” This greatly alarmed her 

as she was not accustomed to such harsh attitude.

“At one time I was compelled to close school but 

then I became aware of CGN-P’s training program. I 

brought the matter to CGN-P knowledge and social 

mobilizers along with trainers visited the area and 

spoke to community to clear the misconception.” 

This process was repeatedly done and Afshan’s 

school enrollment began increasing gradually.

A bond of love has developed between her and the 

students. Despite hiring another teacher for the 

school, the kids could not imagine Afshan leaving 

them, “One day I joked with children that now 

teacher Saima will teach you and I am quitting!.  The 

children gathered around me saying they love me 

and won’t let me go. I felt so overwhelmed with joy to 

see this.” 

Afshan is a multitasker: She cleans school, runs a 

small canteen all by herself and teaches children 

manners of making queue and wait for turn. This is 

a remarkable achievement for a woman who faced 

opposition in her community but remained 

steadfast to achieve her goals. 

“I plan to take this venture to secondary school in 

the same village with nominal fee structure and 

provide them quality education.”- Afshan
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“When I joined the CGN-P training, I realized this 

guidance will develop my personality and will 

eradicate weak areas of my personality. My 

personality aspect was little irrational and I was 

unable to handle critical situation due to my anxiety 

problem. For example: selection of subjects during 

student life, selection of garments and material 

while purchasing. I was always a confused person 

in my decisions.” Madiha admits

It was due to group work and encouragement 

received during training, Madiha shared her 

opinion openly and this enhanced positive outlook 

in life. “My motivational level went sky high and my 

decision making power automatically generated. By 

sharing and by communicating I was able to 

develop understanding and to stay optimistic is the 

key to make the decision on my own”. 

Initiating Frontier Public School in Akora Khattak 

Nowshera, Madiha is also trying to attain diploma 

related to teaching. At present, 29 students are 

enrolled in her school and she is  offering free of 

cost admission to the students and charging just 

one hundered rupees as monthly tuition fee and 

offering education of good quality. 

“I am giving education to the poor families of my 

area who can’t afford education. My focus are street 

children who are residing nearby school. I am 

optimistic regarding my school bright future 

because my parents taught me that always think 

under the umbrella of OPTIMISTIC APPROACH”-

Madiha

A 24 year old Madiha exemplifies the saying by 

Hellen Keller “Optimism is the faith that leads to 

achievement. Nothing can be done without hope 

and confidence.” Madiha belongs to a family where 

her father is an unskilled laborer and her mother is a 

government employee. “Both my parents 

encouraged me to attain education despite financial 

constraints’ Madiha admits.

She realized that just like her there are millions of 

children in Pakistan wishing to attain education but 

are unable to due to financial constraints. “I wanted 

to teach the children of my area but I had no 

teaching experience and knowledge of theteaching 

methodologies” Madiha recalls

Madiha felt de-motivated with the constant criticism 

faced by her community when she expressed her 

desire to teach. “They mocked me and said a girl’s 

place is limited in the house and most of my friends 

were married at an early age.” This led Madiha to 

believe that she would never be able to change 

these narrow minded attitudes in the society and 

she became pessimistic about her future.

One day CGN-P social mobilizer visited her village 

and communicated regarding the training 

program. Due to their motivational orientation she 

decided that she will definitely join the training and 

registered herself after visiting CGN-P office at 

Nowshera.

Optimistic Approach
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Swabi Children Prepared 
For A Bright Future

Mr. Bakht Muhammad is one of the social 
educational entrepreneurs in KPK who has initiated 
a primary school in his village namely Hamza 
Dheer. His village is at a distance of 20 Km from 
Swabi town. Becoming part of the program “Skills 
f o r  E m p l o y a b i l i t y - E d u c a t i o n a l  S o c i a l  
Entrepreneurs KPK” with the vision to provide 
quality education facility to the children of his area, 
he attended class training from 17th June to 6th 
September, 2013 in district Swabi. Remarkable 
courage and the passion allowed him to take his 
aim forward and Bakht initiated ‘Bright Future 
Education School” after getting inspired by the 
innovative and unique training.

Despite belonging from a poor family, his hardship 
did not limit his passion and after receiving the 
training, he initiated his school. CGN-P team has 
supported Bakht in selection of school site, 
developing the flex banners and posters for 
advocacy and information campaign. The team is 
also facilitating Bakht in selection of syllabus and 
later registration of school.

‘Young kids, happy faces and their confidence 
make me brave to move ahead. Moreover my 
friends and family members supported me a lot 
morally. They said that I have to trust on Allah for 
regard and patience then the progress is vital.  I 
choose the most marginalized area of the district to 
change it with light and goodness of education’ 
Bakht remarked.

Bakht’s aspirations regarding the school are to 
improve the quality of education by employing 
qualified and committed teachers and practicing 
activity based teaching.  Reflecting on this Bakht 
states “I want my school must have library and 
other materials that support in enhancing the 
learning of students as well as teachers.” At Present 
he is enrolling the children till grade three and in 
next five years he aims to  provide education till 
grade eight.

The number of the students is increasing daily and 
Mr. Bakht shared that the learning and behavior of 
children is source of inspiration for him. “Most of the 
times these kids share unique and interesting 
things and I am delighted how boldly they 
communicate with me. That is because I am not 

only their teacher but their friend. Now I believe that 
these young kids are garnering wonderful abilities 
as they share innovative ideas everyday” says 
Bakht cheerfully.

Bakht desires to produce stars from his school that 
make a change in the society otherwise a traditional 
schools are sufficient in numbers. “I want to inspire 
the community through providing quality education 
and I believe education is the solution of social 
issues prevalent in the society. According to him 
youth of Pakistan must have welfare intentions and 
feelings to tackle the education emergency in 
Pakistan.

On 22nd November, 2013 Bakht Muhammad 
organized school inauguration ceremony where he 
invited the local community and CGN-P staff. All 
people especially elders from the community 
welcomed the initiatives and ensured their 
cooperation regarding the enrollment of children 
from the area. They appreciated the steps taken by 
Bakht Muhammad like getting very peaceful site, 
getting it clean and white wash before school 
inauguration. Approximately 42 members from 
local community and CGN-P staff participated in 
the ceremony and shared their views on provision 
of quality education in Pakistan. At least eighty two 
students are enrolled in his school and four 
teachers are appointed for teaching. The school 
income also rose from 10,000 to 25000. He 
adopted the Group work activity, Discussion, 
Drawing in his teaching and also trained his other 
school teachers to adopt the same methodology 
while teaching.
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“When I joined the CGN-P training, I realized this 

guidance will develop my personality and will 

eradicate weak areas of my personality. My 

personality aspect was little irrational and I was 

unable to handle critical situation due to my anxiety 

problem. For example: selection of subjects during 

student life, selection of garments and material 

while purchasing. I was always a confused person 

in my decisions.” Madiha admits

It was due to group work and encouragement 

received during training, Madiha shared her 

opinion openly and this enhanced positive outlook 

in life. “My motivational level went sky high and my 

decision making power automatically generated. By 

sharing and by communicating I was able to 

develop understanding and to stay optimistic is the 

key to make the decision on my own”. 

Initiating Frontier Public School in Akora Khattak 

Nowshera, Madiha is also trying to attain diploma 

related to teaching. At present, 29 students are 

enrolled in her school and she is  offering free of 

cost admission to the students and charging just 

one hundered rupees as monthly tuition fee and 

offering education of good quality. 

“I am giving education to the poor families of my 

area who can’t afford education. My focus are street 

children who are residing nearby school. I am 

optimistic regarding my school bright future 

because my parents taught me that always think 

under the umbrella of OPTIMISTIC APPROACH”-

Madiha

A 24 year old Madiha exemplifies the saying by 

Hellen Keller “Optimism is the faith that leads to 

achievement. Nothing can be done without hope 

and confidence.” Madiha belongs to a family where 

her father is an unskilled laborer and her mother is a 

government employee. “Both my parents 

encouraged me to attain education despite financial 

constraints’ Madiha admits.

She realized that just like her there are millions of 

children in Pakistan wishing to attain education but 

are unable to due to financial constraints. “I wanted 

to teach the children of my area but I had no 

teaching experience and knowledge of theteaching 

methodologies” Madiha recalls

Madiha felt de-motivated with the constant criticism 

faced by her community when she expressed her 

desire to teach. “They mocked me and said a girl’s 

place is limited in the house and most of my friends 

were married at an early age.” This led Madiha to 

believe that she would never be able to change 

these narrow minded attitudes in the society and 

she became pessimistic about her future.

One day CGN-P social mobilizer visited her village 

and communicated regarding the training 

program. Due to their motivational orientation she 

decided that she will definitely join the training and 

registered herself after visiting CGN-P office at 

Nowshera.
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Swabi Children Prepared 
For A Bright Future

Mr. Bakht Muhammad is one of the social 
educational entrepreneurs in KPK who has initiated 
a primary school in his village namely Hamza 
Dheer. His village is at a distance of 20 Km from 
Swabi town. Becoming part of the program “Skills 
f o r  E m p l o y a b i l i t y - E d u c a t i o n a l  S o c i a l  
Entrepreneurs KPK” with the vision to provide 
quality education facility to the children of his area, 
he attended class training from 17th June to 6th 
September, 2013 in district Swabi. Remarkable 
courage and the passion allowed him to take his 
aim forward and Bakht initiated ‘Bright Future 
Education School” after getting inspired by the 
innovative and unique training.

Despite belonging from a poor family, his hardship 
did not limit his passion and after receiving the 
training, he initiated his school. CGN-P team has 
supported Bakht in selection of school site, 
developing the flex banners and posters for 
advocacy and information campaign. The team is 
also facilitating Bakht in selection of syllabus and 
later registration of school.

‘Young kids, happy faces and their confidence 
make me brave to move ahead. Moreover my 
friends and family members supported me a lot 
morally. They said that I have to trust on Allah for 
regard and patience then the progress is vital.  I 
choose the most marginalized area of the district to 
change it with light and goodness of education’ 
Bakht remarked.

Bakht’s aspirations regarding the school are to 
improve the quality of education by employing 
qualified and committed teachers and practicing 
activity based teaching.  Reflecting on this Bakht 
states “I want my school must have library and 
other materials that support in enhancing the 
learning of students as well as teachers.” At Present 
he is enrolling the children till grade three and in 
next five years he aims to  provide education till 
grade eight.

The number of the students is increasing daily and 
Mr. Bakht shared that the learning and behavior of 
children is source of inspiration for him. “Most of the 
times these kids share unique and interesting 
things and I am delighted how boldly they 
communicate with me. That is because I am not 

only their teacher but their friend. Now I believe that 
these young kids are garnering wonderful abilities 
as they share innovative ideas everyday” says 
Bakht cheerfully.

Bakht desires to produce stars from his school that 
make a change in the society otherwise a traditional 
schools are sufficient in numbers. “I want to inspire 
the community through providing quality education 
and I believe education is the solution of social 
issues prevalent in the society. According to him 
youth of Pakistan must have welfare intentions and 
feelings to tackle the education emergency in 
Pakistan.

On 22nd November, 2013 Bakht Muhammad 
organized school inauguration ceremony where he 
invited the local community and CGN-P staff. All 
people especially elders from the community 
welcomed the initiatives and ensured their 
cooperation regarding the enrollment of children 
from the area. They appreciated the steps taken by 
Bakht Muhammad like getting very peaceful site, 
getting it clean and white wash before school 
inauguration. Approximately 42 members from 
local community and CGN-P staff participated in 
the ceremony and shared their views on provision 
of quality education in Pakistan. At least eighty two 
students are enrolled in his school and four 
teachers are appointed for teaching. The school 
income also rose from 10,000 to 25000. He 
adopted the Group work activity, Discussion, 
Drawing in his teaching and also trained his other 
school teachers to adopt the same methodology 
while teaching.
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§ Giving assistance such as a cue or hint to help 

children work on the edge of their current 

competence  through rhyming poems, blocks

§ Providing information: months names, colors, 

shapes, day’s names

§ Giving directions for children’s action or 

behavior. Touch each block only once as you 

count them. 

Previously, Zainab had an impatient behavior which 

led her to give corporal punishment to the students 

in her previous   teaching experience. But after the 

training, she became humble with the students. 

“Now, I have a control on my emotions.”

Currently, “Sparking Future ECE Center” has 21 

students enrolled and my vision is to expand it into 

a school and provide the ideal learning 

environment to children.

Seven years of teaching experience and an 

education qualification of B.Ed, Zainab always 

thought that there was a need to initiate education 

institute that make children foundation and start 

stronger.    Unfortunately, Pakistan is among the 21 

countries facing an “extensive” learning crisis, 

according to the UNESCO 2014 report. 63% of 

children aged three to five years are not receiving 

any education related to early childhood 

development and only 64% of the entire population 

of children reach the last grade of primary school.

She came to know about the entrepreneurial 

training and it changed the life of Zainab.

“My village is far away from CGN training center and 

distance is about 11 kilometers. It was difficult for 

me to travel daily and the community criticized me 

but I didn’t lose my heart due to my father’s support”

Due to the training she learnt various strategies to 

enhance children’s learning including:

§ Creating challenge so that a task goes a bit 

beyond what the children can already do. “For 

example, you lay out a collection of candies, 

count them together and then ask a small group 

of children to tell you how many are left after they 

see you removing some of the candies. The 

children count the remaining candies to help 

come up with the answer.”

Passionate About Changing 
The Educational System in Nowshera
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Zainab

Exploring Innovative 
Techniques of Education

In Pakistan, discussions related to innovation in 

education in Pakistan have become stale and 

parochial.  They are focused on just a handful of 

areas, with little emphasis on out-of-the-box 

thinking. As there is lack of emphasis on innovation 

in teaching few teachers take the time out to learn 

innovative strategies in conveying their message 

and creating a sense of wonder, inquiry and pursuit 

of knowledge among our students. But Habibullah 

was different.

Habibullah, a brave and resilient 35 year old 

belonging from Moosa Colonoy, Rashid Garhi, 

decided to become a change maker for his area. He 

completed his graduation and became typist in 

oath commissioner office for five years. Alongside 

his work, Habibullah opened school in 2003 but a 

rule was passed at that time restricting public 

servants to do multiple jobs.  He took this to heart 

and quit the government job. Previously, he had  

obtained various computer certificate courses from 

government institute in Peshawar to teach 

computer in his school. He wanted to utilize his 

talent and implement it at school level. His thirst 

was to introduce innovative technologies in his 

school.

Yet, he wanted to offer best education in his school 

so he wandered here and there to satisfy his  

appetite until he saw advertisement of “Skills for 

E m p l o y a b i l i t y  –  S o c i a l  E d u c a t i o n a l  

Entrepreneurship” training so he came to CGN-P 

office in Peshawar and received orientation from 

the social mobilization team, and started attending 

training.

Habibullah had already been working in the 

education sector but he had fears during the 

training “Can the training offer me anything new in 

three month?” was a recurrent fear that aroused in 

his mind.

He liked activities that were mostly done in groups 

as discussion helped in generating more unique 

ideas and improved his understanding and he 

introduced this teaching method in his school. 

Habibullah has been running school for more than 

10 years but was not maintaining school records 

properly as he was not fully aware of ways of record 

keeping.

Innovation of record keeping was done by him and 

created a whole database. Moreover he is sharing 

the innovative technqiues of databases for schools, 

free of cost with other entrepreneurs. SMS alerts 

through databases regarding absentee children, 

child’s performance, school holidays, events 

through this service.

“But CGNP training taught me that to develop the 

technologies is essential but establishing Early 

Childhood Center in my school with interacting 

teaching methodologies is equally important.  Now  

my vision has changed and I have transformed the 

traditional methods into interactive teaching 

methodology in my school and CGNP inspired me 

to initiate a new branch with special focus on ECE”

In the future he is opening a new branch of his 

school in January 2016 with special focus on Early 

Childhood Education.

“The question that had disturbed me before the 

training has been answered. I’m quite relieved to 

learn the most innovative concepts of quality 

education”  he smiles.
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servants to do multiple jobs.  He took this to heart 
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obtained various computer certificate courses from 
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computer in his school. He wanted to utilize his 
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He liked activities that were mostly done in groups 

as discussion helped in generating more unique 
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Habibullah has been running school for more than 

10 years but was not maintaining school records 

properly as he was not fully aware of ways of record 
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Innovation of record keeping was done by him and 

created a whole database. Moreover he is sharing 

the innovative technqiues of databases for schools, 

free of cost with other entrepreneurs. SMS alerts 

through databases regarding absentee children, 

child’s performance, school holidays, events 

through this service.

“But CGNP training taught me that to develop the 

technologies is essential but establishing Early 

Childhood Center in my school with interacting 

teaching methodologies is equally important.  Now  

my vision has changed and I have transformed the 

traditional methods into interactive teaching 

methodology in my school and CGNP inspired me 

to initiate a new branch with special focus on ECE”

In the future he is opening a new branch of his 

school in January 2016 with special focus on Early 

Childhood Education.

“The question that had disturbed me before the 
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communicator. Previously I was shy and unable to 

communicate with the trainer because I lacked the 

confidence to share my opinion to others.” Farzana 

admits.

The trainer identified that Farzana’s communication 

skills were poor. “The trainer told me that effective 

communication is the mixture of verbal and non-

verbal communication. I was given the normal 

English sentences and applied them in my daily 

routine to enhance my verbal skills and told about 

the various strategies to enhance my non-verbal 

communication’”

These included facial expressions, tone of voice, 

movement, appearance, direct eye contact, 

gestures and postures. Due to these techniques, 

Farzana’s confidence increased and she overcame 

the barrier of communicating with the group 

members.

Farzana was deeply motivated by the end of the 

training to initiate her own school known as “High 

Talent Public School” located in Naway Kalay in 

district Nowshera offering education from grade 0-

5. With over 45 students enrolled in her school, her 

spirits are sky-high.

“My husband is very cooperative and he supports 

my initiatives. Due to my polished communication 

skill, I am able to interact effectively with patents, 

teachers and students.  I aim to raise the level of my 

school to the  international standard.” She says with 

utmost confidence.

In the 37 span of her life, Farzana Latif has 

accomplished what no one expected from her. 

Giving a firm smile she clasps her hands together 

and says “I belong to an area where most people 

are either farmers or going to other villages for labor 

work. Education is not appealing enough to people 

mainly because their interests are solely based on 

financial issues”.  

Farzana’s eyes get numb when she recalls the past 

‘We have faced immense financial crisis in the past. 

I kept working in a non-governmental organization 

and my husband also worked to meet our monthly 

expenses. There were times when I wanted to give 

up but kept going as I am not a quitter’. After 

noticing the advertisement in her area, Farzana was 

curious to join the training, determined to achieve 

what no women has in her locality. She got herself 

enrolled in the training and with the support of her 

husband, she was motivated to learn. Things, 

however were not so smooth: “My immediate family 

became aware of the training and I received 

criticism and discouragement from them. One day 

my brother-in law came our home and threatened 

me to quit of the training. But I remained firm and did 

not get affected by the negativity surrounding me”

Farzana’s fearlessness and motivation allowed her 

to attend the training despite the fact that the 

training institute’s location was quite far from her 

home. “During the training the most interesting 

change occurred in me, I became a better 

The face of a 
Strong Woman
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Farzana

Enabling The 
Disabled

In Pakistan, women and people with disabilities are 

still at a severe disadvantage. To address this issue, 

gender disparities and sociocultural differences 

must be combined into the national education 

goals through inclusive education. Most children 

with disabilities have needs which are not catered 

to in schools or elsewhere because of the shortage 

of skilled teachers and specialists. This story is of a 

courageous boy who took the bold initiative to 

address the educational needs of his community 

with special focus on those with disability.

Dawood, a 23 year old belongs to an area where 

majority of population consists of illiterate men and 

women who are mostly laborers on daily wages 

working tirelessly and struggling for survival. “The 

financial constraints of families in my area do not 

permit them to send their children to private schools 

as they charge fees beyond affordability and there is 

one public school with insufficient space to fulfill the 

need of the area. There is one teacher supervising 

hundreds of students like herds of cattle hence and 

more time is spent on maintaining discipline than 

teaching,” he shared. 

Gaining the skills needed to address the 

educational concerns of his area, Dawood decided 

to enable the disabled by opening Iqra Rozatul 

Atfaal Academy in Wahid Garhi in January 2015 

with nominal fees that parents could manage 

without difficulty. But he wanted to implement novel 

teaching methodology in his school and fortunately 

came across CGN-P “Skills for Employability – 

Social Educational Entrepreneurship Program 

As the training progressed, he was astonished to 

see the richness of knowledge being imparted 

which he had never came across in the life before, 

such as the session of Inclusive Education where 

he learnt that children regardless of gender, 

backgrounds, disabilities or other needs have the 

right to receive education as well. 

Dawood realized that various documents have 

provided the framework of Inclusive Education  

including the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan (1947), UN Convention on Human Rights 

(1948), UN convention against Discrimination in 

Education (1960), Millennium Development goals 

(2000), Islamabad Convention on Inclusive 

education and he studied them during the training 

to enhance his understanding on inclusive 

education. “During the training I was given various 

group activities that encouraged me to embed 

diversity and equality and inclusion in my school 

building plan, curriculum and day to day teaching 

methodology” acknowledges Dawood.

He enrolled two girls in Nursery grade because they 

never attended school which is far from home and 

parents are worried about security and a 10 year 

old boy Abu-Zar who is blind by birth. Dawood 

would have declined admission if he had not known 

importance of inclusive education He has 

envisioned opening more branches of school in 

marginalized areas of Peshawar and aims to bring a 

positive change in society by implementing 

inclusiveness. 

“The training has changed my approach of 

perceiving things in a different way.”-Dawood
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and says “I belong to an area where most people 

are either farmers or going to other villages for labor 
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mainly because their interests are solely based on 
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Farzana’s eyes get numb when she recalls the past 

‘We have faced immense financial crisis in the past. 

I kept working in a non-governmental organization 

and my husband also worked to meet our monthly 

expenses. There were times when I wanted to give 

up but kept going as I am not a quitter’. After 

noticing the advertisement in her area, Farzana was 

curious to join the training, determined to achieve 

what no women has in her locality. She got herself 

enrolled in the training and with the support of her 

husband, she was motivated to learn. Things, 

however were not so smooth: “My immediate family 

became aware of the training and I received 

criticism and discouragement from them. One day 

my brother-in law came our home and threatened 

me to quit of the training. But I remained firm and did 

not get affected by the negativity surrounding me”

Farzana’s fearlessness and motivation allowed her 

to attend the training despite the fact that the 

training institute’s location was quite far from her 

home. “During the training the most interesting 

change occurred in me, I became a better 
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Gaining the skills needed to address the 
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to enable the disabled by opening Iqra Rozatul 
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with nominal fees that parents could manage 
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Pakistan (1947), UN Convention on Human Rights 
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Education (1960), Millennium Development goals 
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education and he studied them during the training 

to enhance his understanding on inclusive 

education. “During the training I was given various 

group activities that encouraged me to embed 
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building plan, curriculum and day to day teaching 
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He enrolled two girls in Nursery grade because they 

never attended school which is far from home and 

parents are worried about security and a 10 year 

old boy Abu-Zar who is blind by birth. Dawood 

would have declined admission if he had not known 

importance of inclusive education He has 

envisioned opening more branches of school in 
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i n v o l v e  t h e  

smaller muscles 

like fingers, toes, 

eyes and other 

areas. The actions 

that require fine 

motor skills tend 

t o  b e  m o r e  

intricate, such as 

drawing, writing, 

grasping objects, 

throwing, waving 

and catching. “I learnt to improve fine motor skills in 

children through the training provided by CGN-P. 

Previously, I had no knowledge regarding this 

aspect which is extremely important for a child’s 

development.”

Shagufta like Children likes finger painting and do 

with them which strengthens the child’s hand-eye 

coordination and manual dexterity. Moreover, she 

provides the children with small crayons to color 

which strengthens fine motor skills and make it 

easier for the child to grip a pencil. She also 

motivates them to play string games during breaks 

which improve finger strength and hand-eye 

coordination.

“I am applying fine motor skills in my centre and 

optimum results in child’s performance are visible’ 

she admits.

Shagufta faces the challenge of accommodating 

the increasing number of students in limited space 

of her ECE center. It is her desire to establish her 

ECE centre in a dedicated space she would be able 

to create more learning opportunities for growing 

number of students. Shagufta is hopeful that this 

center would boost her financial situation and   

transform   her dream into reality. 

“These children are a source of utmost joy and 

happiness in my life. My struggle is for them’’ 

Shagufta

Shagufta Bibi is an entrepreneur, 25 years of age 

and running her Montessori level educational 

center called “Siraj Begum ECE Centre” which is 

located in Mohallah Dagi Khel, Nowshera Kalan. 

Centre was   initiated in April, 2015 and number of 

students enrolled are 15.  

Losing her parents at an early age and being the 

sole bread winner of her family which included her 

two siblings, Shagufta handled the responsibility 

bravely but her courage was marred when she was 

diagnosed with thalassemia, a disease that 

prevents blood clotting. “My medication was 

expensive and I wanted to bear all expenses on my 

own. For that purpose, I was giving tuition classes to 

the children. One day, I saw an advertisement about 

CGN-P training. I thought this was a unique 

opportunity to expand my set up to a good scale” 

recalls Shagufta.

The trainers were astonished by her performance: 

“Shagufta was an outstanding learner. Despite her 

illness, she worked enthusiastically and discussed 

many queries in private too. This increased her 

respect in my heart.”- Trainer CGN-P. 

Despite her medical condition and hurdles of 

travelling to the training center, she accepted this as 

another challenge of life and continued training 

.The best aspect of the training according to her 

was Fine Motor Skills during the session on 

Physical development. Fine (or small) motor skills 

Believe in Miracles: 
Chase your Dreams
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Shagufta Bibi 

Role Model For 
Youth in Mardan

Ms. Zainab and Ms. Rana are role models for not 

only the girls of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa but also for 

the common woman of Pakistan as  they are brave 

enough to face the taboos by initiating schools in 

the rural area of district Mardan. Both belong to an 

area called Rustam at distance of 40 Km 

approximately from Mardan. 

“We became aware of the training from a close 

relative and were enthusiastic to join. Travelling to 

town daily from village to venue was not an easy job 

but with our commitment towards education, we 

were confident to achieve our goals” they said.

The school initiated by Zainab and Rana is named 

“Unique Model School” and they eagerly 

decorated the rooms themselves. Each room is 

colored differently and various illustrations are 

made on the walls to make school attractive for 

children and parents.

Both girls are very enthusiastic to provide quality 

education to the children of their area. CGN-P team 

has supported Zainab & Rana in selection of school 

site, developing the flex banners and posters for 

advocacy and information campaign. The team is 

also facilitating them in selection of syllabus, 

guiding on teaching methodologies and 

registration of school as well. The people of that 

area in Mardan are happy with all the school  

facilit ies including proper building, vast 

playground, provision of quality education, trained 

and dedicated staff, clean and well painted school 

building.

Now seventy students are enrolled in their school, 

six teachers are also appointed for teaching and 

three non –teaching staff are performing their duties 

in the school. The school income rose from 15,000 

to 29000 since it’s initiation. Both ladies are 

teaching through activities like drawing, 

brainstorming, celebrating colors day and making 

different things from the low cost material and are a 

role model for the women residing in Mardan.
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own. For that purpose, I was giving tuition classes to 
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CGN-P training. I thought this was a unique 

opportunity to expand my set up to a good scale” 

recalls Shagufta.

The trainers were astonished by her performance: 

“Shagufta was an outstanding learner. Despite her 

illness, she worked enthusiastically and discussed 

many queries in private too. This increased her 

respect in my heart.”- Trainer CGN-P. 

Despite her medical condition and hurdles of 

travelling to the training center, she accepted this as 
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the rural area of district Mardan. Both belong to an 
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approximately from Mardan. 
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were confident to achieve our goals” they said.

The school initiated by Zainab and Rana is named 

“Unique Model School” and they eagerly 

decorated the rooms themselves. Each room is 

colored differently and various illustrations are 

made on the walls to make school attractive for 

children and parents.

Both girls are very enthusiastic to provide quality 

education to the children of their area. CGN-P team 

has supported Zainab & Rana in selection of school 

site, developing the flex banners and posters for 

advocacy and information campaign. The team is 

also facilitating them in selection of syllabus, 

guiding on teaching methodologies and 

registration of school as well. The people of that 

area in Mardan are happy with all the school  

facilit ies including proper building, vast 

playground, provision of quality education, trained 

and dedicated staff, clean and well painted school 

building.

Now seventy students are enrolled in their school, 

six teachers are also appointed for teaching and 

three non –teaching staff are performing their duties 

in the school. The school income rose from 15,000 

to 29000 since it’s initiation. Both ladies are 

teaching through activities like drawing, 

brainstorming, celebrating colors day and making 

different things from the low cost material and are a 

role model for the women residing in Mardan.
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Children’s Global Network, Pakistan 

Islamabad - 051-2877941-2, 
Fax: 051-2274140
www.cgnpk.org | info@cgnpk.org
facebook.com/cgnpk

House No. 8, Street No. 4, G-6/3,

Children’s Global Network Pakistan 

(CGN-PK) is a non-profit organization 

working in the education sector since 

2002 through innovative interventions 

and policy reforms to improve access 

to quality  education to the children in 

Pakistan. 

CGN-P has developed this booklet: 

“ 1 0 0  S t r i k i n g  C o l o r s  o f  

Entrepreneurism” that shares 

inspirational cases of 100 successful 

educational entrepreneurs from four 

districts of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

under the project “Skills for 

Employability- Training Educational 

Entrepreneurs KPK”. The Education 

Entrepreneurship program has 

identified, facilitated and trained youth 

in opening ECE community centers, 

coaching centers and low cost private 

schoo ls .  Th is  p rogram is  a  

breakthrough in addressing the 

challenges of unemployment and 

education crisis and its two-pronged 

approach in resolving both issues 

makes it a role model that needs be 

followed and implemented in all 

provinces of Pakistan. 
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